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This is the
where William Sprague of Topsham
who died last July, left his property to Zina
H. and Wm. Noyes of Topsham and the
will is contested by the heirs.
It May be Murder.

Bakgou, Sept. 17.—Yesterday afternoon,
one Charles Cunningham, having 'had a
quarrel with a fellow workman named Simeon Whitney at Milford Mills, strnckhim
from
now

behind with a stake.
in a critical condition.
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are young men, respectably connected, and reside in Milford.

Drowned Himself.

Washington, Sept. 19.
The indications for New England are
slightly warmer, fair, light to fresli winds

generally wouthwesterly.

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than tlie ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold iu
compel it ion with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
itovAt. Baking Fowdek Co., loo Wall
cans.
Ht„ N. Y._jy2d&wtf

THIS MORNING
begin to offer
gains in

shall

we

best bar-

Death at Monmouth.

0

|12

Weather. Clear

ever

shown

White Wool Flannel, formerly 25c, at 20 cents yard.
1 case White Wool Flannel, formerly 45c, at 31 cents yard.
1 case White Wool Flannel, formerly 50c, at 42 1 -2 cents.
10 piece best 42 l-2c heavy Flannel 31c yard. No shoddy to this.
(iood Embroidery Flannel only
50 cents yard.
$1.12 1-2 Embroidery Flannel
only 79 cents yard.
Bargains for $1 and $1.25 yard.
Cotton Flannels to arrive to-day
in 8 and 10 case lots. Prices way
down.
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EDUCATION A I..

The

PORTLAND

Latin

MU.

The year 1887-8 commences
nUABAV. Nrplrmbrr 10
l.ocniiou: Uuiou Hull, Free HI., ueur High.
While the school will be fairly accommodated in
its temporary uuarters, It will have a home of its
own at the earliest practicable moment.
Students are fitted for any American College,
School of Science or Government Academy. A
European master lias charge of the modern languages.
Thorough military drill (at the option of parents) will he a privilege of students In tills sohool.
Uniforms are enjoined upon all members of the
School Company.
Circulars containing general information will he
ready at Coring, Short & Harmon’s, early in the
week before school opens. The Anuoul Cuteluguc containing names of officers and Modems,
anu miuute details, will be Issued after the opening.
Hoarding Students will find homes witli the masters at their residence, 291 Spring street. Kor
tlie present, application for places and scats iiw
tie made in person, or by letter, at 88 l'AKK ST.
THBO. F. LEIGHTON,I Head
JOSHUA li. CHANE,
j Masters.

aug’24
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BUSINESS

SHAW’S

Corner of

COL.IJEOE

€’ougreMN A Hi

own

WILL BEOI2* ITS

EVENING SESSIONS
ON SEPT. I9TH.
INDIVIDUAL instruction in all tlie commercial branches. Kor tuli particulars call at tlie colF. L. SHAW, Principal.
lege office, or address

Sepl7_St

ST CATHARINE’S HALL, A"k!ZTA
DIOCESAN SCHOOL VO It GIKLM.

The Rl. Rev. H. A. Neeley, I). I)., President Tho
Rev. W. I). Martin, A. M.. Piiucipal. iocli year
Terms $275 and $2JO.
strong
opens Sept. 14.
corps of teachers. Special advantages iu Art and
Music.

Semi lor

BOARDING

Cheyenne—

29.94

64
04
00

North Platte 30.12

A School doigucd lo Iht Ihr fonndntiou for
brond cullurcnud HCtuinft-m hi.liir.pip.

circular.jy25eodluw

AND DAY SCHOOL

MISS A. WOLHAUPTER,

Denver,Col..
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MAINE.
Lost in the Woods.

[Special

to

the Press.]

Bethel, Sept. 17—Last night, at 11 o’clock
news reached this village that Frank Rich’s
child, aged two and one-half years, had wandered into the woods and got lost. In the afternoon, he had wandered away with another little boy.
The latter found his way home
without his companion. Men with lanterns
were soon on the spot, and a vigorous search
was

begun.

Bethel, Sept. 18.—The child of Frank
Rich, which was lost In the woods Friday,
was found at 11 a. m. today, alive.
Bowdoin

College Sports.

[Special to the Press.]
Brunswick, Sept. 17.—The Sophomore-

rope-pull,

which occurred this
morning, was won by the Freshmen. In the
base ball game this afternoon, the Freshmen
were also victorious after a closely contested
gAme of nearly three hours. The score was.
Freshmen, 19; Sophomores, 16.

Freshman

Fire at Brownfield.
the Press.]
Bkown field, Sept. 18.—Tlie house and
ham of Charles Small at this place, with all
the furniture, farming tools, etc., were burnThe loss is between
ed this afternoon.
$3000 and $4000. The lire caught from a defect in the chimney.

[8pecial

to

Thrown from a

Bridge.

17.—Some Biddeford

Biddefokd, Sept.
iiDDiilu tnil-.iT

School for Young Ladies and Children,

Turbos. whicli lias an important
bearing on tlie finding of Fred Kandall in

«

—

AT

h..

—

NO. 148 SPRINC ST.
The aim of the school is to furnisii a thorough
education in the English Branches and the LanFor further information address Miss
guages.
Womaupter, at Drake’s House, Hve Beach, N. II.,
at
until September 1st; after which date,
No, 148 Spring

apply

street._jy25eocltf

MRS. PERRY’S

School for Children,
NO. 119 WINTER ST.,
•

will begin its Bill year Sept. 10.1887. The special aim of the sellout is to ilo really thorough primary woi K. A completed course will prepare pupils
for the grammar school. The

SEWING CLASSES
will be continued on Saturday.
Pupils not belonging to the school will he admitted to these
classes. Circulars on application totlie Principal.

auglO_eodtf

Congress Street, Opp. City Hall,

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

This Institution, established In 1883, offers superior advantages for preparing young men and
women for business pursuits. Students may enter
al any time for t lie full business course or for auy
special branch of study. The 2oth year will open
August 1st, 1887.
For circular or iBfonnation, address
L. A. OKAY. A. M., Principal.
augleodSm

MRS. CASWELL’S

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
5)2 and 5>« PARK STREET.

will Re*open September 20th
Pupils will lie
Colleges.

lilted for

Nmith and

Wellesley

Mrs. Caswell will Conduct classes In History
and I .itemlure to which special students will
In connection
be admmitted at special rates.
with tile classes in Kni|li>li l.iteriiiurr, Mrs.
John A. Bellows will give a scries ol reading,
from Hie Unglisb l*oel«.
(
Child* eii are admitted to the school when they
can

enter existing classes.
no oento will be reserved unless pre-

Positively
”

callers
Mrc'cmsweM^vilf be at home to businesseleven
daily lifter hrplrmber I.t from
o’eloeh io one p.m. letters
ed tolltt l*urI* Street.

HISSES

should be addressaugl.'ldtd

ITEMS’"
—

AT

SCHOOL,

—

ship; Drawing, Painting and Elocution; Faithful

For circulars,
Hare and a Comfortable Home.
address Misses M. B. and 8. P. STEVENS, New
sep5d3w
Hloucester, Maine.

Sudden Death.
the Press.]

Conway, N. H., Sept. 18.—Miss
Wilkes, a middle-aged lady, died here quite
North

The cause is supsuddenly this evening.
posed to have been heart trouble.

pmniniiiiipiitpil

iiiforumfwm

minutes

before 8 p. m. was

going

on repeatedly for more than ten years,
all efforts to apprehend the offender
have been unavailing. It was thought at
one time that lie had been discovered, but a
well known railroad man says that he has
been satisfied all along that the individual

and

not the guilty one. Although
tlie wretch is not successful in wrecking
trains, his crime is|great, and|if cauglit|he
should suffer the utmost penalty of tlie law.
There is talk of organizing a creamery
association in the State. There are fifteen
butter and cheese factories in Maine and a

suspected

was

very strong organization could be obtained.
A CELESTIAL VISITOR.
Fait of a (Meteor as

nothing

of the

until they
read in the papers the report of the finding
and identification of the body.
Detective
Tarbox has telegraphed tlie Lewiston authorities.
Athens's Railroad Aspirations.
more

occurrence

Athens, Sept. 17.—An adjourned railroad
meeting was held at Athens Friday, Sept. 16
at2 p. m. Messrs. Matthews and Nickerson
had just come through on a new route, via
Kingsbury, Mayfield, Brighton, to Athens.
They represented a very feasible route, and
it was voted to raise an amount sufficient to
The following
make a preliminary survey.

committees

were

appointed to raise tlie
Skowliegan, Dr. Patten,

necessary funds:
in conjunction with the board of trade of
that place; Madison, David Hobart, I). F.
Hobart, James W. Hussey; Cornville, T. J.
Calden, J. C. Kinsman, H. B. Kussell, SamD. H. Bartlett, J.
G. Hight, C. K. Barker, Alanson Locke, Hen.
ry Sticktiey; Brighton, W. J. Foss, L. H.
Hayden, Asa Campbell; Mayfield, B. C.
Flanders; Kingsbury, S. Hilton, E. Flanders,
J. E. Lawrence; Monson, G. A. Matthews,
uel

Big

as a

Railroad

Car.
A ugusta,

Sept. 17.—A meteoric mass
which might well be called a young planet,
fell near tlie station of tlie New Brunswick
railroad at Me Adam Junction, in New Brunswick, six miles beyond Vanceboro, on tlie
State line, Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.
It is described as being as large as a passenger car, and weighing many tons. It fell
with terrific force, plunging intr the eartli a
distance of ten feet, and shaking tlie earth
so that the crockery rattled in the houses
near by.
It was so hot to-day that
the
country people who flocked around to see
tlie celestial visitor could not approach within many feet of it.
The light of this new
accession to the earth’s crust was intensely
brilliant, and was vlstcie tor a radius of
hundreds of miles. In this city it was seen
by many, and for a second lighted up tlie
city as if by a flash of lightning. Iudeed,
many people thought it was lightning.
A despatch from Newellton, Cape Island,
N. S., states that as seen from that place it
was of extraordinary size and brightness.
The sky was entirely cloudless at tlie time,
and there was not a breath of wind. The
immense fire-ball suddenly came into view
at a
point nearly overhead, and moved rapidly toward the horizon in a southeasterly direction witli a long, luminous
trail, vanishing at an elevation of about 20
The whole display,
deg. from the horizon.
which lasted but a few seconds, was a magnificent one, resembling that made by powerful electric lights, but more brilliant and
Objects for miles around were
dazzling.
lighted up, and as plainly visible as at noonday. About a minute after the meteor disappeared a sound was heard like heavy
tiiuuder, with loud concussions at intervals,
which continued for nearly a minute,
gradually dying away with a noise toward
tlie lu“t as If a storm of rocks were pouring
into the sea.
_

tn

tbe canal at Lewiston last Sunday. George
W. Judkins, Mrs. Cyntbia Hall and Miss
Della Schwartz, of Biddeford, attended tlie
From the fair
Lewiston fair Thursday.
they went to Delavan’s circus, and started
for tlie railroad stntion about half-past 10
o’clock, accompanied by a man named Foster, a Lewiston stone-cutter. Just before
reaching the bridge they heard a splash and
saw two men coming from the bridge.
They
looked over the bridge into tlie water to investigate, but one of tlie men said: “We
just threw a dog overboard,” and they then
hurried away toward Lisbon street. Tlie
Biddeford people remained until the object
sank under the water, but it was too dark to
distinguish what it was.
They thought

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Secretary Bayard
n rHororl

Denies That

He

Cnala.i.

Washington, Sept. 18.—Secretary Bayard
denies the statements published, alleging
that be telegraphed the officers in Alaska to
release the seized sealers, and the order was
not executed because the Alaskan officials
were not sure of the authenticity of the order. There has been no order Issued for the
release of any vessel seized this year.
The Secretary is somewhat annoyed at the
criticisms made on his course in regard to
the fisheries, and particularly in reference to

the commission for the settlement of the
question. He said; he had made a proposal
to Great Britain for a settlement.
This proposal was made public some time ago. He
did not think the mere machinery by which
the agreement Is to be reached on the basis
of the propisal of particular importance.
The Secretary could not hasten the publication of correspondence which has since taken place.
It would all be laid before ConWhen made public it
gress in due time.
would show that his efforts had been to obtain an honorable and fair settlement.
Maine Pensions.
The following pensions have been granted
Maine people:
Original, invalid, Freeman W. Robinson, navy,
North Hancock.
Increase, Freeman H. Knowltou, Masardis.
Thomas 0, i.ittle, South Montville.
John Briags. SmyrnaM'lls.
George \v. Edgerly, Buxton.
George L. Marstou, Windsor.
Owen Tobin, Bangor.
Reissue. James E. Twist, Mapleton.
Jos. H. Beale, Washington.
Reissue and increase, Charles Skinner, Whit-

ueyville.

Reissue. James H. Hiscock, Damariscotta.
Tlieophilus Chase, Togus Home.

Longfellow; Athens,

J. S. Sprague; Abbott, Jesse Barbour, Geo.
Currier, Llewellyn Flynt; Shirley, Horatio
Knowles, Allan Phillips, Henry Blackstou;
Greenville, M. G. Shaw, Lindley Folsome, J.
XL Eveleth.
Drowned or Wandered Away.
Greenville, Sept. 18.—Benjamin Bunker
aged 27 years, employed in tlie spool works

Wlllimantic Company, disappeared
Thursday noon, and has not been seen since.
The country is being scoured, and hundreds
of men have dragged the pond without success.
Bunker wore only a thin jumper when
he left, and had a black felt liat with holes
punched around the crown. He had been
married eight weeks, and everything was
pleasant at his home.
He had no money

of the

when
mental

left, and
aberration,

himself

or

he

attention given

will open Sept. ‘A7th.
.Special
to English Language and Literature; French and
Herman spoken: Music under competent leader-

to

few

had been laid on the rails and the ends had
been chewed off. This placing ot obstructions on tlie track at Farmingdale lias been

Detective

NFW GLOUCESTER. MAINE.

[Special

a

....

A»«iatnut«, will KEaided by AU12M
Experienced
ME_..._K..... a
t.
,...

city

bowling along through Farmingdale, near
the spot where obstructions have been met
with heretofore, the locomotive struck a
quantity of timber and the wheels crunched
through the wood, the train keeping on the
track all right. The cars were stopped and
the
obstruction removed
An inspection
of
the
track
showed
three planks

...

78|.| SE|.... |Falr.

is

supposed,

in a fit of

either to have drowned

wandered away.
Caught in the Act.

Brunswick, Sept. 18.—Benjamin Jewett,

of Topsham, and George Preble, of Bath, a
boy 15 years old, were arrested early Sunday
morning, by officers Coombs and Graves,
while breaking into William Knight’s grocery store.

Topsham’s

Will Case.

Brunswick, Sept. 17.—Tlie hearing in the
William Sprague contested will case was re-

sumed at Brunswick Saturday morning at 8
m. T. Hall, judge of
o’clock before Judge

Famous

Locomotive

Engineers.

Boston, Sept. 18.—Union meetings of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers were
held in Boston Theatre this morning and afternoon to expound tlie principles of the order. Delegates trom all over New England
Addresses were made by
were present.
Grand Chief Engineer Arthur and others.
read
from Han. Cbas. Francis
were
Letters
Adams, John D. Long, Ex-Gov. IRobinson,
Gen. Butler and others.
CENERAL NEWS.
A strike is threatened in the coke regions.
David H. Lincoln of Boston, aged 25, committed suicide Friday night.
Hon. S. S. Cox says that Speaker Carlisle
will be a candidate for re-election this year.
It is reported that there has been a wreck
on the Atlantic & Pacific road near Needles.
Col., in which nearly 50 persons were killed
and injured.
Betting on the result of the races between
the Volunteer and Thistle, Iu New York
Saturday, was 80 to 50 in favor of the Ameri-

yacht.
Hon. Joseph Cilley,

can

the oldest ex-United
States Senator, a veteran of the war of 1812,
in
residence
his
Nottingham, N. H.,
died at
Friday, at the age of 96 years.
In a consolation race at the McKeesport
regatta Saturday evening, Teetner beat
Lee was
Hamm by two lengths in 19.061.
third and Ross fourth.
A young Englishman named George H.
Gordon, was accidentally shot in Colorado
last week, by his friend, A. A. Whitohouse.
The two were hunting at the time.
The Arbeiter Zeitung of Chicago contained an assault upon the judges of the
Illinois Supreme Court, Saturday, charging
them with forging and distorting testimony
to
their decision in the case of the

support

anarchists.

Birthday.

Independence Square the

Scene of

Oration by

Imposing Ceremony.

Judge

Miller and Speech
by the President.

of the governappointment of all the offic®rs
the sword and the
ment, civil and military,
*“ hands, the power
purse of the nation in
to prevent the enactw®nt of lawB to which
he did not assen*~unl®88 they could be
a
passed over his objection by vote of twothirds in each of the tvvo legislative houses—
this
of
power
for four
and the actual use
an ambitious
years without interruption,
could
popularity,
esof
personal
man,
great
tablish his power during his own life, and
a
as
his
family
perpetual dyntransmit it to
of all objections made to
aSperh»ps
of the constitution this
ant

features

Philadelphia, Pa.. Sept. 17.—The day
dawned clear and cool in Philadelphia.
At
9 o'clock the President had a public reception at the room of the commissioners of public buildings. No tickets were required, and
a vast throng of people flocked to see the
Chief Magistrate of the nation. The reception closed at half past ten, when the President retired to prepare for the ceremonies in
Independence Square.
These ceremonies celebrated the completion of the work of the constitutional convention a hundred years ago today.
The
opening prayer was offered by Bishop Potter, of New York. Hon. John A. Kasson,
president of the Constitutional Centennial
Commission, welcomed the President, the
judges of the supreme courLaud the legislators of

Congress, representing

the three

de-

partments of the national government, the
governors of States and the representatives
of foreign governments, to the celebration of
the peace consummation of the first constitutional century of the United States.
Presi-

dent Cleveland spoke in reply

as

follows:

Reply.

1 deem it a very great honor and pleasure
participate in these impressive exercises.
Every American citizen should on this centennial day rejoice in his citizenship.
He
will not find the cause of his rejoicing in the
antiquity of his country—for among the nations of the earth his stands with the young,
est. He will not find it in the glitter and
pomp that bedeck a monarch and dazzle abject and servile subjects, for in his country
the people themselves are rulers.
He will
not find it in the story of bloody foreign confor
his
quests,
government lias been content
to

vw
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should rejoice because the work cf framing
our constitution was completed ICO years ago
today, and also because, when completed, it
established a free government.
He should
rejoice because this constitution aud government have survived so long, and also because they have survived with so many blessings and have demonstrated so fully the
strength and value of popular rule.
He
should rejoice in the wondrous growth and
achievements of the past ICO years, and also
in the glorious promise of the constitution
through centuries to come. We shall fail to
be duly thankful for all that was done for
us 100 years ago unless we realize the difficulties of the work then in hand, and the
dangers avoided in the task of forming “a
more perfect union” betweeu disjointed and
inharmonious states, with interests and opinions
radically diverse and stubbornly
maintained.
The
of
perplexities
the
convention which undertook the
labor of preparing our constitution are apparent in these earnest words of one of the
most illustrious of its members: “The small
progress we have made after four or five
weeks of close attendance and continued reasonings with each other, our different sentiments on almost every question—several of
the last producing as many nays as yeas—is,
methlnks, a melancholy proof of the imperfection of the human understanding.
We,
indeed, seem to feel our own want of political wisdom, since we have been running
about in searcli of it. We have gone back
to ancient history for models
of
government, and examined the
different
forms of those republics, which, having
been formed with the seeds of their own
dissolution, now no longer exist. In this
situation of this assembly, groping as it were
in the dark to find political truth and scarce
able to distinguish it when presented to us,
how has it happened, sir, that we have not
heretofore once thought of humbly applying
to the Father of Light to illuminate our understandings?” And this wise man, proposing to his fellows that the aid and blessing of God should be invoked in their extremity, declared: “I have lived, sir, a long
time, and the longer I live the more convincing proofs 1 see of the truth that God governs in the affairs of men.
And if a sparrow
cannot fall to the ground without his notice,
is it probable that an empire can rise withnis aid?
Wefiarofeoaii assured, sir, in
out,
the sacred writings that “except the Lord
build the house, they labor in van tuu.t wu
It.”
I firmly believe this, and 1 also believe that, without liis concurring aid, we
shall succeed in this politi al building no
better than the builders of Babel.
We shall
be divided by our little partial, local interests ; our projects will be confounded, and
we ourselves shall become a reproacli aud
byword down to future ages; and, what is
worse, mankind may hereafter, from this
unfortunate instance, despair of establishing governments by human wisdom, and
leave it to chance, war and conquest.”
In the face of all discouragements, the
fathers of the republic labored on for four
long weary months, in alternate hope and
fear, but always with rugged resolve, never
faltering in a sturdy endeavor sanctified bv
a prophetic sense of the value to posterity of
their success, and always with unflinching
faith in the principles which make the
foundation of a government by the people.
At last their task was done. It is related
that upon the back of the chair occupied by
Washington as the president of the convention, a sun was printed, and that as the delegates were signing the completed constitution, one of them said: “I have often and
often in the course of the session and in the
solicitude of my hopes aud fears as to its
issue, looked at that behind the President
without being able to tell whether it was
rising or setting. But now at length I know
that it is a rising and not a setting sun.” We
til lloir

emerged

All

tlui

ctuif

urhnrA

1

hi.-

sun
from political night and
ness ; and in its own
meridian
we mark its
Clouds
way.
some
times obscured
its
rays,

bright
glorious

dark-

light

have
and
dreadful storms have made us fear; but
God
has
held
it in its course, and
through Its life giving warmth lias performed
his latest miracle in tlie creation of this
wonderous land and people. As we look
down the past century to the origin of our
constitution, as we contemplate it trials and
its triumphs, as wo realize how
completely
tlie principles upon which it is based have
met every national peril and every national
need, how devoutly should we confess, with
Franklin: “God governs in the affairs of
men,” and how solemn should be the reflection that to our hands is committed this ark
of the people’s covenant, and thatlours is the
duty to shield it from impious hands. We
receive it sealed with the tests of a century.
It has been found sufficient in the past, and
in all the future years it will be found sufficient, if tlie American people are true to
their sacred trust. Another centennial day
will come, and millions yet unborn will in-

quire concerning our stewardship and the
safety to theirconstitution. God grant that

they

may find it unimpaired; and as we rejoice in tlie patriotism and devotion of those
who lived 100 years ago, so mav others who
follow us rejoice in our fidelity and in our
jeolaus love for constitutional liberty.”

Judge

miller’s Oration.

The memorial oration delivered by Mr.
Justice Miller, tlie senior member of the
United State Supreme Court was an able

document, treating

of the constitution and
Below are some of the princi-

its functions.
pal parts of the address:
It is little over 11 years since the
great centennial anniversary of tho
adoption of the
Ueclaration of Independence
was celebrated in this city, where the Congress sat
which proclaimed it.
The grand industrial
exhibition, the august ceremonies of the
day, and all the incidents of the commenioration in no respect fell below what was demanded by the importance of the occasion
May it be long before the people of the
United States shall cease to take a
deep and
pervading interest in the Fourth of July as
the birthday of our national life, or the
event whicli then occurred shall be subordinated to any other of the national
history.
We are met here to commemorate another
event in our progress, in many respects inferior to none in importance in our own
history, or in the history of tlie world. It is
the formation of the constitution of the
United States, which, on this day, ICO years
ago, was adopted by the convention which
represented the people of the United States
and which was then signed by the delegates
who framed it, and published as tlie final result of their arduous labors—of their most
careful and deliberate consideration—and of
a love of country as
unroixed witli selfishness as human nature is capable of.
The constitution has been tested by tlie
experience of a century of its operation, and
in the light of this experience it may be well
to consider its value. Many of its most important features met with earnest and vigorous opposition.
This opposition was shown
in tlie convention which presented it and
the conventions of the States called to iatify
it. In hotli the struggle in its favor was
arduous aud doubtful, the
opposition able
and active.
Perhaps the wisdom of this
be
better
instrument cannot
seen than
y reconsidering at this time some of the
most important objections then made to it.
It was urged against our constitution by
liberty-loving men, both in the conmany
vention and out of it, that it conferred upon
the executive, a single individual, whose
election for a term of four years was carefully removed from the direct vote of the
people.powers dangerous to the existence of
free government.
It was said that with the

treat

importone

had

and was urged with most
But if the century of cur experience
has demonstrated anything it is the fallacy
of this objection, and of all the reasons
urged in its support.
The power of appointment to office reSenate to its exerquires the consent of theasserted
its right of
cise ; and that body has
refusing that assent so courageously and so
freely, that there can be no real fear of its
successful use by the President in a manner
to endanger the liberty of the country, unless the Senate itself shall be utterly corrupted. Nor can the means for such corruption be obtained from the public treasury
until Congress in both branches shall become so degenerate as to consent to such
more

The President's

...

School,

POBTLAND,

Train

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Sept. 17.—The notorious Farmingdale wretch, who has been feeding the
wheels of the Maine Central trains with
timber, is again at work. Last Tuesday
niglit as the passenger train which arrives in
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Farmingdale

Wrecker

of the Constitu-

tion's Hundredth

Once More at Work.
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same
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Observation.

TIMBER ON THE TRACK.

Clear

all stations

on our

counters.

1

Observations taken at the

Place of

one of the best known
and most aged citizens of Monmouth, died
Saturday. He was one of the wealthiest
citizens of the town.

Minimum ther."..43! 1
Max. vel. wind.... 16^8
Total preclp.0

Mean dally ther..54.7
Mean dally U’wpt.43.0
Mean dally hum.. 66.0

at

Benjamin Ellis,

7

IClear

Max hullin'ther

Mean ilallv bar ...Host

(Sept. 18,1887, lO.OOP.M.)

that was

Bath, Sept. 18.—The large foundry building of the Bath Iron Works was partially destroyed by fire this morning. Los? $1500;
insured.

Portland, Me,, Sept, is, 1887.
|7 A M | 8 1- M |10 PM
Barometer.30.43 130.34 30.28
01.
53.
Thermometer.ino.
DewPoInt....38.
40.
146.
78.
;56.
Humidity... 64.
Wind. 0
IS
8W

Velocity.

He has been de-

Fire at Bath.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

White Flannels

WiNTHROP, Sept. 18—Henry Day, of Monmouth, committed suicide today by drowning. He was nearly 80 years old, and was
very widely known as a horse and cattle
buyer, shipping to the Boston and New
York markets for years.
spondent for some time.

WEATHER.

THE

Exercises

Cunningham

had not been arrested at last’accounts. Both

a

Closing

The victim is

parties

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

DAY.

MEMORIAL

case

SEPTEMBER

plausibility,

force.

use.

Nor have we had in this country any waut
of ambitioas men, who have earnestly desired the Presidency, or, having it once,
have longed for a continuation of it at the
end of the lawful term. And It may be said
that it Is almost a custom when a President
has filled his office for one term acceptably,
that he is to be re-elfcted, if his political
be a popular majority.
partjr continues to shown
the usual here
Our people have also
of
successful
wilitaty chieftains,
worship
and rewarded them by election to the Presidency. In proof of this it is only necessary
to mention the names of Washington, Jackson, Harrison, Taylor and Grant. In some
of them there has been no want of ambition,
nor of the domineering disposition which
is often engendered by the use of military
power. Yet none of these men have had
more than two terras of the office.
I but report the language of the Supreme
Court of the United States when I say that
in this country the law is sudreme. No man
is so high as to be above the law.
No officer of the government may disregard it with
impunity. To this inborn and native refor law, as a government power, we are
ndebted largely for the wonderful success
and prosperity of our people, for the security
of our rights; and when the highest law to
which we pay this homage is the Constitution of tiie United States, the history of the
world has presented no such wonder of a
prosperous, happy, civil government.
Let me urge upon my fellow countrymen,
and esDccial v unon the risine eenerathm
of them, to examine with careful scrutiny
all new theories of government and of social life, and if they do not rest upon a foundation of veneration and respect lor law as
the bond of social existence.let them distrust
them as inimical to human happiness.

?ard

Other Exercises.
At the conclusion of

the oriition, “Hail,

was sung by a chorus of 200
voices. The music was familiar, but the
words were written for the occasion by
Oliver Wendell Holmes. They are as follows:
Look our rausomed shores around,
Peace and safety we hare found!
Welcome, friends, who once were foes!
Welcome, friends, who once were foes!
To all the conquering years have gained
A nation's rights, a race unchained!
Children of the day new-born,
Mindful of its glorious morn.

Columbia,”

Let the pledge our fatners signed
Heart to heart forever bind I
While the stars of heaven shall burn,
White the ocean tides return,
Ever may the circHng suit
Find the Many still are One!

Graven deep with
Crowned with

edge

of steel,
crimson

seal.
victory's
All the world their names shall read!
All the world their names shall read!
Enrolled with him the hosts that led,
Whose blood for ns—for all—was shed.
Pay our sire* their children’s debt,
Love aud honor—nor forget
Only Union’s golden key
Guards the ark of liberty!
While the stars of heaven shall burn,
While the ocean tides return,
Ever may the circling sun
Find the Many still are One!
sea

AND

are

HUNDRED

YEARS

UNDER

THE

CONSTI-

An

Already

Has

Which

Institution

A Tramp Supposed to Have Caused
the Disastrous Blaze.

[Soeclal to the PnESS.]
Augusta, Sept. 18.— Oak Grove Seminary,
Vassalboro, seems to be taken by the file
fiend as the special object of his destroying
hand. Today at noon the remaining buildings of the institution, consisting of a gymnasium and stable, were burned to the
ground, as learned from parties driving In
from Vassalboro. This is a very unfortunate occurrence, as it was but a few weeks
ago that the two main buildings of the school

destroyed, one pupil perishing in the
tlames. The structures burned today bad
just been fitted up by a crew of carpenters,
at once,
and it was expected to reopen
nearly ail the scholars being retained. The
buildings were filled with valuable furniture
and other material. The loss will reach
$3,000. it is said that the fire was set by a
tramp. This is exceedingly severe on the
principal, Chas. A. Jones, this being the
fourth time he lias been a sufferer from fire.
were

BASE BALL.

League

New England

the exercises aXational hymn written by F. Marion Crawford was sung. The
UttiUtiuil
iiroj’or w*w |>«-«>**>miuTU Dy
Archbishop Gibbons of Maryland. The
grand chorus sang the “Star Spangled lianuer,” to the accompaniment of tbe|Marine
band. An impressive benediction was then
pronounced by Iiev. Jere Witherspoon of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, Nash-

ville, Tennessee.

J ust as the band struck up the grand finale
the President and Mrs. Cleveland, arm in
arm, walked to the front of the stand and
bowed agnifi and again in acknowledgement
of the thundering applause from t hose who
had stood in the square hours to get a glimpse
and nod from the Chief Magistrate.

Banquet.
to-

night with a grand banquet given by the
University of Pennsylvania, the American
Philosophical Society, College of Physicians,
Law Academy, Historical Society, Franklin

Institute, Academy of Fine Arts, Academy
of Science, to President Cleveland and other [distinguished guests of the centennial
commission.
The President was promptly in the academy at the hour appointed. He fouud waiting for hint a collection of gentlemen who

numbered among their ranks the most distinguished visitors to the city, as well as almost every promiuent man of affairs in Philadelphia. The President took his seat at the
place of honor at table, flanked on the right
by Provost Pepper, who acted as toast master, and on the left by George W. Child*.
While the gentlemen were eating, Mrs.
uieveianu, accompanied by Mrs. j^amoni,
entered the upper proscenium box. Her arrival was the signal for an outburst of applause. Provost Pepper introduced President Cleveland, who said in response to the
toast, “the President of the United States
“On such a day as this, in the atmosphere
that now surrounds him, 1 feel that a President of the United States should be thoughtfully modest aud humble in the great office
he occupies. It is especially fitting for this
servant of the people and creature of the
constitution, amid the impressive scenes Jof
this centennial occasion, by rigid self examination to be assured concerning his loyalty
and obedience to the laws of his existence.
“He will find that the rules prescribed for
his guidance require for the performance of
his duty not that intellect or attainments
which would raise him far above a feeling
of the sentiment of the plain people of the
land, but rather such knowledge of their
condition and sympathy with their wants
and needs as will bring him nearer to them,
and though he may be almost appalled by
the weight and responsibility and solemnity
of his situation, he cannot fail to find comfort and encouragement in the success the
fathers of the constitution wrought from
tiieir simple, patriotic devotion to the rights
and interests of the people. Truly he may
hope if lie reverently invoke the spirit which
gave the constitution life, it willfbe sufficient
for its successful operation and accomplishments and its benefits. Because they are
brought nearest to events and scenes which
marked the birth of American institutions,
the people of Philadelphia should, of all
our citizens, be most imbued with sentiments
of the broadest patriotism, since the first
Continental Congress and Constitutional
Convention met here. Philadelphia still has
in her keeping Carpenter’s Hall, Independence Hall, its oell, and the grave of franklin.
“As I look about me 1 see here represented societies that express so lnrgcly the culture of Philadelphia, its love of art, its devotion to science, its regard for broadest
knowledge, its studious care for historical
researches—societies, so.no of winch antedate the constitution. I feel 1 am la a notable company. To you is given the duty of
preserving and protecting for your city, for
all your iellow countrymen, for mankind,
traditions aud incidents related to the establishment of the best government ever
vouchsafed to man. It is a sacred trust. As
time leads our government farther and farther from the date of its birth, may you solemnly remember that the nation exacts of
you that these traditions and incidents shall
never be tarnished nor neglected, but that
they may always be held aloft, fastening the
gaze of patriotic people and keeping alive
their love and reverence for the constitution.”
Justice Stanley Matthews, Senator Ingalls, KitzIIugh Lee,Charles 1 rancis Adams,
Gen. Sheridan, Admiral Luce, Sir Lionel
Playfair, John A. Kasson, and others, also
President Cleveland,
responded to toasts.
Mrs. Cleveland, Private Secretary Lamout
and Mrs. Lament quietly left the academy
shortly after 10 o’clock, taking carriages at
the entrance.
They were driven to the
Pennsylvania railroad, 81st street and Market, West Philadelphia. Boarding President
Roberts’s private car they left at 11.45 for
Washington. The departure of the party
was made in a quiet manner.

good

there should be a
pnnTf ivrw

17*

attendance.
u ivniviiTirim

f».

was batted out of the box in three innings
The Portand McDermott took his place.
lands were not as successful in hitting his
made and
runs
were
five
delivery, although
eight luts in the remaining six iunings.
Small pitched a very good game considering
his support. A feature of the game was the
He
reaiarkable base running of Andrus.
beat the ball to first three times when with
an ordinary runner it would have been almost a sure out every time. Following is the
score:
PORTLANDS.
U. BU.
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
2
o
1
0
1
O
O
1
2

AB.

Andrus, rf. 0
Dickerson. 2b. 0
Hatfield, 3b. 0

Thavei,

c.

Davin.cf.

Ualligau,

11.

Schoeneck, lb.

Lufbory,

ss.

Small, p.

0
0
6
6
4
6

17

Totals.49

Letter from Mr. Blaine.
The following letter has been received by
the Constitutional Centennial Commission
from Hon. Janies G. Blaine:

Hamburg, Germany, Sept. 2,1887.
“Gentlemen—It is with sincere regret thaI Cud myself unable to accept your iuvitat

AB.

21

SB.

3
1
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

PO.
2
6
1
0
0
0
12
1
0

E.
1
0
O
3
1
1
O
2
3

A.

0
3
7
0
0
1
'*

7
2

20

11

SB. PO. A.
0
0
2
0
2
2
1 18
0
13
3
0
18
o
1
4
0
3
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

B.
1
1
0
1
0
3
6
2

10

c.

Canavan, If.
McDermott, cl.
Ferson,p., cl.

f

iluiip

I1t1c/1cv»1

In*

l.n.il. f.. Inn....

heritage, revering

our

constitution, working

for the good of all.
The sermon ended with a description of
the night before the fourth of March, 1789,
when the constitution went into effect and
that the men of to-day
an earnest appeal
dream not of a greater future but do so
nobly in the present that that future shall
surely come. 'Then will they pray the prayer
—"The Lord our God be with us as He was
with our fathers. And unto Him, the Lord
of Lords and King of Kiugs, the liuler of
Nations, our God and Father, give we all the
praise and ascribe we all power forever and
forever. Amen.”

4
6
5
5
4
4
3
4

0

Touts...39

27

10

3

27

3

10

10

Innings.1 2 3450789
l'orttauds.4 6 3 0 0 0 3 0 2-17
Manchosters.2 00 2 10010—0
Earned runs—Portlands, 10; Manchester*, 2.
Two base bits—Andrus, Dickerson, Tluyer.Davln,

Ittnne t«»i
nniycncck, SlnaH, Hatpin.
Tiuytir.
Canavan. First base on balls—Ualligan, Lufberry.
Person. Hit by pitched ball—Trask. First base
on errors—Portlands, 3: Mauchesters. 3.
Struck

out—Small. Dunn, Coughlin. Wild Ditches—Small
1; Ferson, 1;
McDermott, 2. Passed balls—
Left on bases-Portlands,
1.
Time— 2h. 10m. Umpire—
7; Mauchesters, 8.
Callahan.

Thayer, 1; Dunn,

LOWELL WINS

The Lowells

won

TWO

two

Lynu9 Saturday, winding

OAMES.

games from
up the series.

the

PIRT GAME.

Innings.1 23460789
Lowells.4 0 2 11 1 0 0 x— 9
Lynns.0

000002

13—0

Base hits—Lowells, 14; Lynns, 8. Errors—LowEarned runs—Lowells, 9;
ells, 10; Lynns, 0.
Lynns, 3. Pitchers—bulllvan and Coughlin.

government

Cl

K. BU.
1
0
1
0
1
1
12
12
2
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

Coughlin, .1., 3b. 6

Dunu,c.,rf.

hOAQHOa

SECOND GAME.

tunings.1

3

2

4

6

6

Lowells.4 4 0 0 1 2-11
Lynns.2 3 0 0 0 1— 6
Base lilts—Lowells, 10; Lyons, 8. Errors
Lowells, 7; Lynns, 11. Earned runs—Lowells, 1;
Lynns, 1. Pilchers—Burke aud Fitzgerald.

[Boston Transcript.}
Our militia officers might do worse than go
to Halifax occasionally and study the methods employed in drilling the modern battalions of the york and Lancaster regiment of
the liritish regular army, stationed there. A
correspondent says that at an inspection the
two batallions panided about
o^er day theall
4so muskets,
young, athletic, clean looking fellows, obout live feci six, and averaged
150 pounds. They are equipped with all the
modern improvements, one of which is a
small hand spade earned on the left hip,
which can be used as an intrenching tool and
to cut wood for fuel and huts. Four or five
The men are
are carried to a compauy.
drilled in intrenching, and on parade the
first line was thrown forward, and the rear
line cut a trencli in eighteen minutes sufficient for cover. The training in gymnasium
is

superb.

unreliable correspondent. The Skowhegan team is composed of gentlemen, many
of them graduates of Maine colleges, and utterly tBsapable of the acts attributed to
them in tlie unfortunate paragraph of Sept.
some

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Dirigo Hotel and Ocean House at
Southwest Harbor are to be enlarged.
KENXKHKC. COUNTY.

A new company has recently been formed
in Gardiner and vicinity for the prosecution
of ice business on the Kennebec and lakes on
the coast, and Brooklyn, N. Y. The following are the officers: Gov. J. K. Bod well,
president, Hon. Wm. Wilson, vice president,
A. M. Spear, secretary. Geo. B. McClincb,
treasurer. Directors, J. K. Bodwell, Wm.
Wilson, S.Gould. Simon Clough, D. E. Marsme
ion, u. p. rage, ueo. a. -Ucunncti.
capital stock of the company is $200,000.
The company are now building a 10,000-ton
house in Brooklyn, N. Y. The name of the
firm is "Kennebec Maine Ice Co.”
About
all of the corporators reside on the Kennebec. The veteran Jas. L. Cheeseman, the
pioneer ice man of the Kennebec, is interested in the company.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The annual meeting of the Bristol Cornet
Band re-elected the old board of officers, as
follows: A. H. Hunter, president and treasK. E. Duner; Frank Kennedy, secretary.
bar of Dainariscotta will continue as leader.
The baud will appear at the coming fair in
uniform.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Penobscot county cattle show and
fair which closed its annual exhibition at
East Eddington Thursday was one of the
best ever held by the society.
IN

Perl

Per

Won. lost. Ct.
00 31
.H80,Salem*
03 32 .663 Lynn
Maneh'st’r 66 44 .6511
Lowell

Portland

The

Won. Lost. Ct.
46 40 .496
38 64 .372

National

League.
were played in
the

The following games
Hational League Saturday:

AT PITTSBURG.

23450789

Innings.1
...

u

u

u

1

s

o

u

x—

"

Pittsburgs.0 0000X000-1
Base hits—Bostons, 8; Pittsburgs. 5. Errors—
Bostuns, 4; Pittsburgs, it. Earned runs—BosBatteries—Badbourne
Pittsburgs, l.
anil Kelley, Galvlu and Miller.
tons, 3;

AT DETROIT.

Innings.1 23466789
Detroits.0 0000706 0-12
Washingtons.0 00000300—3
Base hits—Detroits, 18: Washingtons, 7. Errors—Detroits, O; Washingtons, 7. Batteries—
Baldwin and Ganzel, Whitney aud Mack.
AT CHICAGO.

Innings.1 23456789
Chlcagos.0 3000000 2—6

New Yorks.0 01040000—6
Base hits—Chlcagos. 10; New Yorks,"13. Errors
—Chlcagos, 3; New Yorks, 2. Earned runs—
Chlcagos, 4; New Yorks, 6. Batteries—Sprague
and Day, Welch aud Murphy.

What a

1

2

0

5

1

4

3

his protection, and for whom be appeared to
be acting as guide, philosopher and friend.
“Are you the deputy collector?” he inquired
of Mr. Mather, who was presiding at the receipt of customs. “I am,” responded the official, urbanely, with the engaging smile reserved for wood-boat captains.
This is the
man to attend to your affair.” said the pale
man
to
his
who
young
protege,
stepped for-OTkrri nHK fW»
iflri l£Citlhl a
the
long natrative,
salientpornts of which
were that he had come here from a neighboring town and gone to work in a cooper shop,
and was at that time much embarrassed by
the tact that he couldn’t seem to collect his
A multitude of dewages of his employer.
tails were embraced in the story, and the
listened
with
deputy
patience and as attentively as if to a lecture ou theosophy by a
master ot esoteric lore.
As tho (low of
words went on, and the hour-hand of the
office clock approached the big four, however, he sought to draw the matter to a point
by inquiring, “And what part am I expected
to play in this very interesting drama of
Kockland business life?” A look of mild
surprise overspread the face of the cooper,
as he replied,
“Why, I want you to collect
my wages for me, of course; this man told
I would have to get the deputy collector
to do it.” An explanation of the scope of
the customs service was received with thanks
but the pale young man looked crushed.
me

Schools of Maine for 1887.

From the tabulated returns of school officers of the cities, towns and plantations In
the State the following facts have been
gathered in comparing the returns of 1886
and 1887:
Whole number of pupils of school age, de
crease. 2U8; whole number registered lu summer
and fall schools, Increase, 1*95; average ait,ml
ance in summer and fall schools. Increase. MM;
number registered In spring and winter schools.
Inc., 1312; average attendance In spring and
winter schools, Inc
620; per cent, of average
attendance to whole number, Inc., .01: average
length at schools for year, 22 weeks 2 days, Inc..
1 w., 3 U.; n umber school districts in State, 2359,
dec. 89; number school houses In Slate, 431".
dec. 2; number school houses reparted In good
repair, 3144, dec. 129; number school houses
uuilfc uui

uec.
o, tusi ui sums,
uig me year,
*160,741. Inc. *107,598; estimated value of all
the school property In the State, $3,308,387, Inc.
$190,022; number male teachers employed summer and winter, dee. 60; number female teachers
employed summer and winter, inc. 211; number
teachers employed graduates of Normal schools,
Inc. 90; amount of money voted by towns for
common schools, Inc. $46,093; average amount
per scholar. $3.14, Increase, $0.20; amouut available for schools from town treasuries, inc. $42,686; amuunt available for schools from State
treasury. Inc., $8,802; total school resources,
$1,123,069, lac. *47,158; amouut expended for
common
schools, $1,067,613, tnc. $43,772;
amouut paid for school supervision, $32,532, Inc.

*839.

_

Liable to Backslide.

x—17
1—6

ludiauapolis.4 0000010
Base lilts—Phlladelphlas, 14; Indianapolis, 9.
Errors—Philadelphia*, 9; Indianapolis. 19. Earned runs— Phlladelphlas. 8; Indianapolis, 2. Batteries—Casey aud Clements; Leitner and Hackett.
STANDING OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Per I
Won. Lost. Cent!
Won. Lost.
38
.664 Boston 68
49
Detroit 72
43
.690! Ptttsb’g 48
69
Chicago 62
49
N. York 62
,B68lWash’n 39 08
60
48
.655 Ind’p’lis31
Phila
78

Per
Ceut

.642
.448
.364

.284

Other Carries Saturday.
SANFORDS, 12; PORTLAND STARS, 11.
The Portland Stars were defeated by th«
Sanfords at Sanford Saturday by a score of
12 to 11.
The feature of the game was the
heavy batting of both teams. In that respect
the Stars had a slight advantage but numerous costly errors Tost them the game.
The
Sanfords had several professionals on their
them
were
Ladean of the
team; among
Salems, Uurke of the Lowells and Dolan of
the Dovers and these men did all the batting
for the Sanfords. Kelly and Ilolligan were
the opposing pitchers.
It was Kelly’s first
game since

he

threw his arm

Portland grounds, and this

was

out on

the

Collector Is For.

[Rockland Opinion.]

23466789

Phtladelphias.I

Deputy

A young man in straw hat and spectacles,
and with a countenance sicklied o’er with
the pale cast of thought, or something, called
at the custom house, the other day, escorting
another man, whom he seemed to have under

AT INDIANAPOLIS.

innings.I

GENERAL.

The sporting public in general seems to be
under the erroneous impression that the
close time for large game—moose, caribou
and deer—is off September 1 this year. Instead of October 1, as heretofore.
A bill recommended by the game commissioners,
a
to
that
was
intromaking change
effect,
duced at the last session of the Legislature,
but failed to pass.
Close time for the game
till includes the mouth of September. I
A young deer skipped through the woods
iu Litchfield last week.

STANDING OP THE N. E. LEAGUE.

the
of

cause

his ineffectiveness.

ltuns earned—Sanfords, 4; Stars, 6.
Two base
hits—Boss. Andres, Dolan, Burke, 1 each. Passed
halls—Webster. 2; Burke. 6.
Wild pitches—
Kelly, 1; Holligati, 1. Umpire—McCaffrey.
The South Windhams defeated the Dlrigos
of this city at South Windham 8 to 6. The
features were the battery work and general
fielding of both teams.
The Salems played at Dover, N. If., Saturday and defeated the team at that place by a

of 13 to 2 in seven innings.
The Skow began defeated the Colbys at
3.
Skowhegan Saturday by a score of 8
score

The Modern Soldier’s Training.

Indianapolis.
The Lewiston Journal makes the following correction of its statement regarding the
Skowhegan club: We wish again to correct
the statement which appeared In the Lewiston Evening Journal of Sept. 0th. It got In,
in the
rush of copy from various correspondents without passing under the eyes
of the editor. It is needless to say that the
statements of that paragraph are both untrue
and impertinent.
One of our regular staff
correspondents and our base ball reporter
thus corrects the absurd paragraph of Friday: “The statement in Friday’s Journal,
the Skowhegans the greatest
Sept. 9th, does
Injustice, and emanated from the pen of

THE STATE.

The game at the Portland grounds Saturday between the Portlands and Manchester
was not an exciting contest and it was so one
sided that it could hardly be called interesting. It was a reminder of old times, however, to see the Portlands do a little batting,
the first five men on the card getting three or
more hits each, and ten of the seventeen
The visitor batted well
runs being earned.
but were able to earn only two runs, those
being made in the 4th inning when Halpin
hit safe and Canavan sent him in with a
home run. Error were numerous and both
teams fielded miserably at times. Ferson

l a sermon on “A Hundred Years
Unde, lie Constitution,” taking as his text
the wi .ds ‘‘The Lord our God be with us as
He was with our fathers” from 57th verse of
the vlil chapter of the first book of Kings.

to God that He had given this wisdom and
had been the guide of the successors to these
great men—for noble thought and feeling
which should belong to patriotic American
citizenship. Under each of these heads, the
speaker dwelt on many Illustrations. These
constitution makers had not “struck out”
this great instrument of government, as
Gladstone had said, but had Jslowly toiled to
make it strong and great. In the provisions
for the House of Representatives, to represent the people; in tne Senate, to represent
the States and |to check the House; in the
power give* to the Chief Magistrate; in the
establishment of the Supreme Court which
should decide all question of comformity
of law to the constitution; and in power of
adding amendments—these men showed their
wise statemansblp—a statesmanship which
has won the admiration of the
greatest
thinkers of file world.
We may well thank
God, therefore, for His help in the making
of tnis constitution and in His leadership
through the hundred years. The word
“God” may not be in the constitution, but
He is there.
Its framers were believers in
God.
They bellevedjtheir instrument of
government would largely help to develope a
great nation. The separation of church and
state, secured by the first amendment, is also
largely the work of God, and tne power
which gave the armies of the North their
came from Him.
The wisdom of
victory
Lincoln and the valor of Grant came also
largely from^the Almighty. We are then to
think nobly and feel nobly about our country.
We are to think that America is to be the
instrument of God for the uplifting all nations. Oh! that men could measure the
height and breadth and depth of that great
thought. Then would they clearly see what
they should do for the maintenance of the
worship of God and for the continuance of
our system of public education; then would
they demand of all who came to our shores
to snare our blessings and use the ballot that
they become Americans, entering into our

This is how the Lowell Sun winds up its
account of Thursday’s game: The game was
lost to Lowell, Dupee Shaw was a pricked
bubble, the hoodlums were unable to rattle
Lowell and grim-vlsaged Woe with her twin
sister Misery, slept on the rooftree of every
house in Portland that night.
Brouthers of Detroit leads all batsmen lu
the National League with a percentage of
.44b. He played 100 games, scored 134 runs
and made 212 base bits.
Connor leads the
New York club. Darling, Chicago; Nash,
Boston: Hines,
Washington; Ferguson,
Philadelphia; Carroll, Pittsburg, and Seary,

9th.”

The Manchesters will play two league
games in this city to-day, one in the foreThe forenoon and one in the afternoon.
noon game will be called at 10 o’clock and
the one in the afternoon at 2 o'clock, one
hour earlier than usual to allow both clubs to
These
catch the evening train for Canton.
games will be the last games the Manchesters
will probably play here this season and

Trask. 3b.

ment—the other demanding a weak central
so that the separate States might
not lose power.
He described the closing
scenes when the venerable Benjamin Franklin arose to speak and Washington pleaded
for unanimity and signatures.
Mr. Blanchard then proceeded to give an
outline of the history of the country for the
hundred years. He spoke of the debates iu
Congress for the establishment of the
finances—of the war with England in 1812—
of the formation of new States—of;tbe gradual rise of the slave power—of the awful
war of the rebellion—of the days of reconstruction. He dwelt on the increase of population—the purchase of Louisiana—the discovery of mineral wealth—of the great inventions of the country—of the foundiug of
educational institutions—of a country Tree
from North to South, from East to West.
In all this progress of a hundred years the
constitution was a mighty agent, lie pleaded, therefore, for revenue Tor the framers

unless somebody intimates that he isn’t able
to manage a ball nine.—Lowell Cor. Sunday

Globe.

TWO GAMES TO-DAY.

Carney, lb..
Doyle, 2b.
Halpin, ss.

The speaker began by referring to the centennial celebration at Philadelphia last week
It was hie pleasant .July lo use Ulc Sunday
in
continuance of that celebration.
Do
would have his hearers imagine themselves
iu the old State House and in the rooms
where the Declaration of Independence had
been signed and where on Monday, September 17th, 1787, the constitution as we now
have it without its amendments,was brought
to receive the signatures of the delegate*.
He described the proceedings of the four
months’ secret sessions as they were revealed
by Madison’s papers after his death. He
spoke of the two parties in the convention—
the one wanting a strong central govern-

the first ol the season ami who was hatted
out of the box several times by the Portlands.
Now that the Skowhegans have defeated
the champions of the college league it only
remains for them to defeat the Presumpsoots
and Oxfords to have a clear title to the
amateur championship of the State.
Manager Murphy of Lynn says he will
have a team next year that will make the

Notes.
Games to-day—Manehesters at Portlands,
two games, and Lynns at Salem, two games.
The directors of the Lowell team sent a
telegram to Person, the Manchester pitcher,
Saturday, promising him and his catcher,
Dunn, an overcoat each It they would defeat
the Portlands.
Sheffler was presented with a bouquet at
the game Saturday. Ue did not play as be,
together with Troy, has been released by
the Manehesters to reduce expenses. Troy
has joined the Scranton, Pa., team. Sheffler
has played in 89 games with Manchester this
season and has a batting average of actual
Ills fielding
hit* of .354; total bases, .520.
average, including errors made while pitching, is .841.
Sprague, who pitched (or Chicago Saturday Is the pitcher who played with Lynn*

[Pittsfield Advertiser.]

Campmeeting John Allen used to tell a
good story concerning his easy conversion.
As Is well known John was a somewhat wild
on account of his boldness and brawn
was held in awe by his associates whom be
was apt ta summarily chastise for any afOne fellow in
front received from them.
particular bore a particularly bitter grudge
against John and when he heard of his conversion he determined to revenge himself.
He met John the next morning after the future divine returned from that memorable
campmeeting where he had “his first experi"Look-a here, John Allen, you
ence.”
licked me once and now I'm going to pay
You’re pious now and can't
for
It.
you
fight.” John gazed steadily at the threatening face and brandished fists and then calm-

youth

ly but significantly replied, "Daniel, keep
back; John Allen Is pious now, but he’s liable to back-slide.” Daniel forebore to tempt.
A Pass That Can be Used Only by
Postal Clerks and Twins.

[Dexter Uazette.]
Mr. Will Mudgett has been at home for a
few days from Ids duties in the U. S. Kailway Postal Service. The members of this
force of course ride free in any United
States postal car, but the government takes
good care that no one else shall have a free
ride on one of the passes issued, bringing
the photographer’s art into use to preveut it.
Each postal clerk Is furnished with a little
morocco bound book, cons'sting of its covers
only; on the inside of these covers is a pass
duly signed and countersigned, also a goi«l
photograph of the party Intended to use it;
lend his pass to his
so that no clerk can
friend, wife, or sweetheart, without detection.
___

The

Husking

Cives Way to tha Bean

Shelling.

[Norway Advertiser.]
Large quantities of Lima beans are passing daily through the village of Oxford from
Otisfield, amounting to hundreds of bushels,
to the canning establishment at Mechanic
Falls. This has now become one of the principal industries of that town and bean shelling takes the place of the husking frolics of
former years.

Embezzlement In Aroostook.
[Presque Isle Herald.]

The editor of the Herald will pay one dollar to have pointed out to him the young galoot who stole a very nice squash from his
last week. It was a uew variety and
■e had been carefully saving it to exhibit at

fiarden

the fair.

IRISHMEN.

EXCITED
Reporters

Mr.

Handled

Roughly

Meeting
Dillon

others hustle.—Lowell Courier, Saturday.
Manager Murphy -ays he has had enough

Suffered Severely.

Congress Square Church yesterday
morning, the pastor, Rev. Henry Blanchard,
preach

One!

appropriately

PLATFORM.

At the

nnurittg

•

Calais, Sept. 17.—A serious fire broke
out this afternoon at Milltown, N. B., which
was suppressed by the united efforts of the
firemen from four towns.
For a time the
business portion of the town and the saw
mills were in great danger.
Following are
the losses: Capt. Abner McAllister, house,
furnitur-, barn, hay, farming tools, two
horses; iss $3,COO, insured for 82,003.tt^Mr.
Doyle, li use and buildings, loss $1,500, insured fc; $1,030.
House of Mrs. McGovern,
estimated at $200, Jos. McGovern $200, John
Kelley $800, Mrs. Curran $200. The four
saved furniture in a damaged condition; no
insurance. John Andrews's residence was
saved ®fter a long struggle, but damaged to
the extent of $800, insured fur $1,500.
A
quantity of stacked lumber was uninsured.

TUTION.

holy

The celebration ended

Fire in Mtlltown.

A

Aud make the Western land thine own!
West be the Union’s
ties,
Let our grateful song arise—
Every voice Its tribute lend—
In the loving chorus biendt
While the stars in heaven shall burn.
While the ocean tides return,
Ever shall the circling sun

The Great

minute. Some of the visitors were anxious
to stop and talk with the President and one
handsomely dressed lady threw her arms
around his neck and kissed him.
Mrs. Cleveland declined to shake hands
with Governor and Mrs. Foraker, when they
were presented at the public reception last
evening. The President extended his hand,
but Mrs. Cleveland, when the name was announced, looked the other way. Her course
toward Col. Freeman was in marked contrast. Cot. Freeman had omitted to salute
in
passing the President’s reviewing stand,
as he did not understand its location.
In
tne evening he made his way to the President and offered explanation and apology.
As soon as he had done so, Mrs. Cleveland
broke in with “I was sure of that,” and
seizing his hand shook it cordially.
Three hundred persons sat down to the
centennial banquet of the Hibernian SocieAfty in St. George’s Hall this afternoon.
ter the members were seated a few moments
the President arrived.
As he entered the
entire assemblage rose to its feet amidst
cheers and waving of hankerchiefs.
The
chief executive was escorted to a seat.

Sem-

What Was Left of Oak Grove
inary Destroyed by Fire.

J. G. Blaikk.”

Notes.
During the day, Mrs. Cleveland was entertained by Mrs. Geo. W. Childs, at Woton.
At the reception in City hall the crowd
passed by tte President at the rate of 53 per

to sea!

Thy march triumphant still pursue!
Thy march triumphant still pursue!
With peaceful stride from zone to zone,

Find tire Many still

SWEPT AWAY.

MANCHESTER.

Hail, Columbia, strong and free.
Firm enthroued from

tion to be present at the celebration of the
centennial anniversary of the promulgation
of the constitution of the United States,
Sept. 17, 1787. Next to the Declaration of
Independence, the ordaining of the constitution is the great event to be celebrated for
As years
all time by the American people.
roll by and the nation grows in number, in
and apadmiration
our
In
prestige
power,
preciation of the men who framed our organized law, are steadily strengthened.
‘‘It was assuredly a work of genius to construct for thirteen feeble states with an aggregate of three and a half millions of people,
a constitution which, 100 years later, is found
perfectly adapted to the needs and wishes of
a powerful nation, expanded four.fold in its
territoreal area, with thirty-eight states and
more than sixty millions of people.
"Perhaps In no country and at no period of
the world’s history has the conception of a
free government firmly secured
by the
checks and balances of a permanent and
conservative constitution, been more profoundly studied and comprehended than by
our forefathers. They effectually organized a
revolution against the foolish tyranny of an
After victory in the
English Parliament.
field, they completed their work try laying
broad ana deep the foundation of a popular
government. In which the people are rulers
and the officials are servants.
“The extraordinary preparation* of men
who in that patriotic generation were fitted
by long study and training to the hlgher
duties of statesmanship, is shown by the
fact that of the members of the Congress of
1776 who signed the Declaration of Independence only six were included in the thirtynine members of the convention of 1787 who
signed the constitution.”
"The reverence and the affection which we
feel towards these great men will be best
shown by cherishing their work and assuring to our descendants as many and as
grateful reasons for a natural celebration of
the establishment of the constitution as
those influencing us to-day.
With great respect,
Faithfully yours,

PULPIT

THREE CENTS.

PRICE

1887.

19.

Says the

Very

at

Agitation

Is a

Serious Matter.

He Looks Forward to Oakum

ing

a

lat Bandon.

as an

Pick*

Occupation.

Dublin, Sept. 18.-A meeting of Natlontionallsts was held at Bandon today. The
government reporter was present and not
molested.
Representatives of «h"e Cork
Constitution and Illustrated London News
were roughly handled until the
speakers on
the platform interfered.
Messrs. Brunner
and Hooper, members of Parliament addressed the meeting.
What Mr. Dllilon Says.
Mr. Dillon said today that It was Impossible to deny the gravity of the agitation.
The most disturbed district was South Hallway, where a new agent had been appointed
who
displayed great activity. Trouble
might be expected there. The outlook for
the winter was gloomy. Mr. Balfour was
apparently determined to get ull the Nationalist leaders into the clutches of the law.
He should not be surprised If In a month or
two, a majority of the leaders, including
Mr.
himself, were found picking oakum.
Balfour bad been in Dublin consulting the
magistrates. This looked like action. Mr.
Balfour always startled them by hurling
proclamations into their midst, and then flying from the country immediately, being apprehensive, perhaps, for his own safety.
The government’s persistent enforcing of
coercion would be certain to lead to trouble.
He was positive that if the land commissioners gave only inadequate judicial instructions, the Salisbury cabinet would find
themselves face to face with a condition of
things unparalleled In the history of Ireland.
The commissioners for the past two years
have been Just, but there was every reason
to ferr tbe result of the later Tory appointments. Tbere was much danger In the situ-

Orangemen and Natlonaliata.
Belfast, Sept 18.—A party of Orangemen, passing through Green Castle, near
Belfast last night, had an encounter with the
Nationalist residents.
Three policemen
tried to quell the disturbance, but were stoned and driven away.
The local authorities
were unable to restore order, and sent a despatch to the city, asking for aid. A force
of police was sent to Greencastle. The arrival of these reinforcements awed the riotTen of the
ers, and peace was established.
principal participants were arrested.

Foreign
A pamphlet

Note*.

has

been circulated tu SL
Petersburg announcing that the reorganization of the Nihilists has been fully successful.
Tne English members of Parliament now
in Ireland received ovations at different

places yesterday.
Father O’Leary of St. Louis, addressed a
meeting of the National League at MitchellsThe speaker announced
town, yesterday.
himself as a follower of Henry George. Mr.
M.
Condon,
P., expressed disapproval of his
remarks.

NERVOUS HEWITT.

Queer

Over-Worked
Public Servant.

Conduct of an

[N. V. Mall

Mayor Hewitt

and

really

Express]

mere bundle of
How any man in his physical condition can attempt to do the work through
which be daily forces his way is a source of
wonder to everybody who has any idea of
the man or the embarrassments from which
he suffers. A combination of dyspepsia and
rheumatism make life a torture for him.
Sometimes he is confined to his room for
days, suffering agonies from the twinges ft
rheumatism, but be never flinches from his
work as long as he can bold up his head or
keep his eyes open. He has his papers
brought to his room, and sticks to them until he has evolved a way out of the diiBcdU" '•*»
ties, ne does this by sheer will power, but

is

a

nerves.

this lerinne wrenching ot bis nlghi imnc
has long sIbc« broken down his nervous system and has made him the Irritable man that

he is.

Probably one reason why he has succeeded in overcoming his infirmities 'so well is his
firm belief that ne is the savior of New York
society, it was only that which induced him
to accept the nomination, his heart being set
upon the defeat of Henry George, whose doctrines he abhors. Once in ctBce, his inherent
sense of right compelled him to vigorously
attack the abuses which were plainly rife In
all the city departments.
Unfortunately,
these abuses are of such long standing that
it is difficult to uproot them, and so the mayor found, to his sorrow.
All the politicians
of the lower sort were deeply Interested in
their preservation, and all the political machinery was turned against the attacker. But
the okl man is pugnacious and determined,
and the result has been a steady court let. It
lias been an uphill fight for him, and every
time he pauses for a breathing spell the enemy swoop down to their old places, and fresh
operations are necessary to dislodge them.
'l he continual wear and tear upon hint have,
of course, increased his nervousness and irritability.

It is easier for the ordinary citizen to apbini than it has been probably with
any mayor this city has ever had. With Mayor Grace, unless the caller was known to him
a great deal of red tape had
to be overcome
before the caller could get into his august
presence; and even then, the chances were
against bis seeing him. In all probability he
would be turned over to the private secretary, who was a clever, young man, reauy to
make a great! many assurancesbut with a

proach
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of the ease with which Mr. Hewitt can be
seen he is almost pestered to death by callHis
ers, most of them with axes to grind.
temper is by no means the best under such
circumstances, and his language is frequently more forcible than polite.
I was told of an occurrence of this nature
where a well known politician (Sunset Cox)
was referred to by the candidate for favors.
The mayor’s opinion of the politician” What I
that—thief!”—is said to have completely
doored bis visitor. An idea of his intense
nervousness can be obtained from the following description of his conduct at a hotel
iu the Catskills, where he was stopping for
the summer several seasons ago:—
It is, l am told on trustworthy authority,
his custom to engage all the rooms on the
same tioor as his own, in order to insure perfect quiet. The mere knowledge that another uersou lived in a room In proximity to his
own would be enough to spoil the pleasure
of his stay. On this occasion, however, being more tuan usually ill, he had engaged all
the rooms on the door above also, as he said
thut he could not bear the idea of having
anyone trampling overhead. The first night
his sleep was disturbed by the nocturnal mu
sic of some of the cats of the neighborhood.
Early the next morning ho summoned the
proprietor and demanded in petulant tones
that be immediately rid the vicinity of all of
these feline intruders. As be promenaded
up and down the veranda later In the day a
cur trotted up to him and whined for a caress.
At once all the sunshine had departed
from his sky and darkness settled upon his
pleasure. From that time on dogs were
tabooed and none dared show his head In
the neighborhood.
The hotel proprietor
grumbled a little behind the mayor’s back,
but did not dare express his disfavor to so
liberal a guest. He had to draw the line,
however, when several days later the distinguished statesman again called him in
high dudgeou and deiuauded that he shsot
all the sparrows around the hotel, as their
twittering irritated his nerves. The mayor
left the hotel upon the proprietor’s expressing bis inability to carry out this order.
The men who conducted the mayoralty
campaign for him had their hands full, and
prsbaidy could never be induced to attempt
such an enterprise again.
The reporters
who had to interview him at that time were
with
his incivility to them.
greatly disgusted
Vet it is only his infirmities that make him
so captious.
Naturally he is extremely polite, as is evidenced by bis conduct tbward
the ladies who call
upon him. Many persons who know him and
recognize the ordeal he Is passing through are firmly convinced
that his present office will cost him his

life.

_

Potatoes In Aroostook and
Edward

Prince

Island.

[Presque Isle Herald.]
There is every prospect that potatoes,
sound ones, will not he very plenty ibis year
and will command high prices, 'the season
has not been favorable, the festive beetles
were numerous in the early part of the seasou, and later, owing to the rainy season,
rust made its appearance and the tubers rotted badly. In this county the crop Is very
cent of last
light, probably not over <0 per
year’s production and similar reports reach
us from other sections.
[Kennebec Journal.]
Mr. Ira |l>. Sturgis has returned from
Trince Edward's Island. He tells us that
they have raised a good crop of potatoes
there and that there is no rot.

rent)

puess

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 19.
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name aud address of the writer
are in all cases
indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
his stay in Philadelphia President
Cleveland is reported to have reviewed the
inspectors and other custom house employes,
who were drawn up in line before
It
is not known whether lie found them ready
and equipped for the battle of 1888, but he
probably did.

During

him.

Americans often regard their country as
huge hut defenceless commonwealth.
True, our standing army is small, but occasions like the celebration at
Philadelphia
show that we have
a
splendid militia,
equipped, organized and almost ready to
take the field. The
thirty thousand citizen
soldiers who marched past the
President last
week were but a small
part of it, yet they
were a formidable
army.
a

The driver who forced his team
up the
mountains from the Glen
House, making the
miles
witli the five thousand feet of aseight
cent in an hour aud eight
minutes, ought not
to be punished alone. The members of
the
^ underbilt family who hired him
are more

to blame. Horse
racing up mountain sides
Is undoubtedly
very refining sport for the
Vanderbilts, but the laws of the State of
New Hampshire give the horses some con-

sideration,

coo.

Well informed nautical men think the close
September a very unfavorable time for an
international yacht race in New York bay.
With the exception of the gales attending the
always possible line storm, good breezes are
scarce in those waters during the Indian
Summer period, much more so than in midsummer.
It need be no disappointment,
therefore, If several attempts are necessary
to decide whether the Thistle is or is not
better than tho best yacht America lias pro-

forceiuent. Besides, a large part of the evidence against rumsellers must come from the
rum-drinkers—that is from men who are mot"

ment was

majority by

carried

ment of tlie law ii due.
This we believe
must be cured before the law will be continuously and stringently enforced. We do not
think additional legislation will contribute
to that end.
CONCERNING BOOKS.

need

tion finally by a commission.
The commission to which the Queen refers is intended
merely to discuss the question; it will have
no power to bind the people of
the United
States to any such arrangement as the Halifax award of 85,000,000 was unless the
peo-

ple say

so.

The old flagship Tennessee, which rods the
ripples in our harbor so proudly summer before last has entered a final and miserable
stage of her career. When built in 1865 the
Tennessee cost a million and a half of dollars and was regarded as one of the prettiest
models in the navy. She was called the Madawaska then, and under that name made her
first trip to the West Indies.
On her return
ahe was rechristened, and was for a time attached to the East Indian squadron.
For
many years, however, she has been the flagof
the North Atlantic squadron under
ship
Admirals Wyman, Cooper, Jouett, aud Luce.
Six months ago she was condemned as unfit
for further service and ordered to be sold.
Last week she was purchased at auction
by
the Meridan ltailway
Company of Connecticut.

She will pass her old age as a
freighter,
very likely loads of coal and ice;
In place of the brilliant
officers, gay middies
aud brawny seamen that made her decks and

carrying

cabins so attractive on Portland’s centennial
year. For years to come the Tennessee may
float our waters as a freighter. Built in 1865
she is but twenty-two years old.

Although

declared too old for the navy, she is yet
young compared with some of the vessels
that float in our merchant service. Iu the
spring of 1886 the bark Amethyst, of San
Francisco, was in her sixty-fifth year, yet
was ttiought staunch enough to
go into the
Arctic ocean on a whaling voyage. Her old
hulk, built in Boston in 1822, has just been
found broken in two on the shore of one of
the Alaskan Islands. No one knows what
bscaragjtf-hBr crew. In a less arduous service
^ itwln u haling her life might have been prolonged longer. There recently came Into the
uarbor or st. John, N. B., the clipper ship
Friedrich, from Porsgrund, Norway. The
Friedrich, then called the Ocean Express,
was launched from a Boston yard ten years
before the launching of the Tennessee, yet is
still useful, having passed first under the
German flag and then under the Norwegian.

“Unprofitable

and Uncomfortable.”
Gen. Dow is confident that The Press
cannot mention a single temperance man
who does not desire legislation that will render liquor selling “unprofitable and uncomfortable.” The Press frankly admits that
it cannot.
But the inference from Gen.
Dow’s remark is that existing legislation
does not make liquor selling “unprofitable
and uncomfortable,” and, if we mistake not,
Gen. Dow has recently very explicitly expressed that opinion.
On this point The
Press begs leave to differ with the General.
In the opinion of The Press, existing legislation makes it so “unprofitable and uncornto soil rum that there is not a man
In this State outside of an idiot asylum who
would undertake the business if he felt sure
that its penalties would be visited upon him.
lortable

The present law, insinuates Gen. Dow, does
make it unprofitable for a man to sell
rum.
Yet the present law provides that the
moment a man gets a stock of liquors together, designed for sale, it shall be confiscated,
and
the owner shall not receive a
cent
for
on
the
it;
other
but,
hand, shall pay a fine for having it.

BT 1.

In Underwoods, the recently published
volume of verse l)y Robert Louis Stevenson,
a distinct new voice Is heard, somewhat limited in range, but fresh and telling amid the
chorus of English song. His blank verse—
that delicate test of a poet’s powers—is precisely where Mr. Stevenson’s thought appears to find its most free and rich expression, and it abounds in cadences nobly harmonious and often of rare and classic grace.
In shorter measures is frequently to be noted

quality of expression which seem* perhaps
less imitated than inherited from the century
of Herrick and Marvell; and again, similar
a

handled with imaginative
breadth, and more modern phrasing.
Throughout the volume is constantly to be
admired a practical and manly philosophy
without a trace of the morbid and false pessimism, too greatly now in fashion. Mr.
Stevenson recalls with pride that he comes
of a family who have built strong sea-towers
and set therein lights of guidance and warning to sea-farers; whose task it has been to
give help, solid and available, to the world
in which they lived. And of this brave race
measures

And this process of confiscation is to be reas often as the dealer buys a stock. If
a man today buys 85000 worth of
liquors in
Boston and brings them to Portland for sale,
the very moment they reach here the law confiscates them and pours them into the gutter.
If he renews his stock tomorrow the law
again confiscates it. And so on indefinitely.

DoesGen. Dow consider the purchase of
liquor to spill in the gutter a profitable
transaction? If so he had bettor consult the
purchaser and see what he thinks aboutit
But Gen. Dow thinks the law does not
make the rum business uncomfortable. Let
us see about that.
We imagine that it is not
very comfortable for a man who has just expended a large sum of money for an article
to see that article destroyed. But ignore that.
Let us see if the law does not make the rumseller uncomfortable in other ways.For keeping a drinking house and tippling shop, for
single sale and for being a common seller,
imprisonment as well as fine is prescribed
for the first offence, and for a subsequent offeoce
the
term
of
imprisonment
is greatly increased.
Two searches and
seizures also subject him to Imprisonment and
so do two indictments for nuisance.
The
ordinary rurnseller is guilty of all theso distinct offences at the same time, and indictments for each of them may be brought
against him at the same term of court. That
is he can be indicted for being a common
seller, for keeping a drinking house and tippling shop, for maintaining a nuisance and
for single sale, and the evidence that will
convict him of any one of the first three
will convict him of all.
And for these
offences he must go
to jail for several
months. There is no discretion in the court.
He muni go to jail. Now
going to jail is not
generally regarded as comfortable. If he
still continues to violate the law his term of
imprisonment is greatly lengthened. It is
not an uncommon thing for a rurnseller to
go to jail for a year besides paying fines
amounting to ;8700 or two.
Gen. Dow may
not regard this as uncomfortable, but we are
Inclined to think the rurnseller will disagree
with him and in this case the rumseller's
opinion is worth more than Gen. Dow’s because it is founded on experience.
The truth is the law makes rumselling unprofitable enough and uncomfortable enough
to drive everybody out of the business.
If
it were perfectly enforced there would not
be a rurnseller in Maine today. There could
not be one, for the law takes away the
meaus of violating it. The difficulty is that no
way has yet been discovered to make the
law practically what it is
theoretically. Unlike most others laws on the Statute book
while it has a
very strong public sentiment
in its favor, it has,
a

too,

considerable public

sentiment against it or at
least indifferent
to It which will do

nothing towaids Its

en-

are

he proves himself a not unworthy son. No
tower above the breakers was ever built of
stone or flashed eut a
cent, terrible light than the
Strange Case of Hr. Jekyll and
Continually, in his verse as
iterner

benefimoral of the

more

Mr. Hyde.
in his prose,

Mr, Stevenson incites

to action; he would
nave every mau seek, with generous joy of
effort, to repay some part of the debt owed,
since the day of birth, to the world and to
its Maker. And this virile energy and force
of mind appear pathetic, yet still more hon-

orable, In view of the dedication of Underwoods to various physicians who have assisted the poet during illnesses which, for
many a man, would have been the excuse
from work and responsibilities.
He exclaims :
tliy life
Up spirit, and defend thy fort of clay
Tny body, now beleaguered • * *
*

•

•

•

For

*

Contend, my soul, for moments and for hours;
Each is with service pregnant; each reclaimed
Is as a kingdom conquered, where to reign.
And he passionately prays that, by joy or by
grief, liia heart may be enfoiced not to fail
‘‘in the great task of happiness.”
The hemityrif Hr Steveaeons’i* lj«k> verse
grows more and more upon acquaintance.
His choice of metres is not much varied;
and ills music is more dependent, one may

harmony than upon melody. Exquisite perception of the value of words, and
of the delicate assonances that charm the
ear and the mind, characterizes his lighter
assists the strong and picverse, and
turesque imagery, not easily forgotten, of
such poems as that beginning
say, upon

I sit and wait a pair of oars
On cis-Elvsian river-shores.
Where the immortal dead have sate
'TIs mine to sit and meditate.
And there is a haunting power, akin to
that of the dirges of the early English
in the Requiem of one
woull have men write of him:

dramatists,

who

Here he lies where lie longs to be;
Home is the sailor, home from the sea
And the hunter home from the hill.
Students of verse will note how simple, but
how perfect is the music that echoes the
thought iu these lines. Still stronger is the
large fancy of the poem which portrays a
woman’s nature akiu to

Dew, frost aud mountains, tire and

seas

tumultuary silences,
Wintis that in darkness fifed a tune,
Aud the higli-rldiug, virgin moon.

not

peated

CA VAZXA.

And not often in modern verse is to be
be found mere nobly sonorous phrases than
these with which Mr. Stevenson begins his
tribute to his father:
Peace and her huge invasion to these siiores
dally home; innumerable sails
Dawn in the far horizon and draw near;
Inmiuierahle loves, uncounted hopes
To our wild coasts, not darkling now, approach
Not now ebscure, since thou aud thine are there,
And bright on ttie lone isle, the foundered reef
The long, resounding foreland, Pharos stands.
Puts

There is nothing finer in the volume than
this poem, which is sustained at its heroic
high pitch to the end.
To

Indicate the variod resources of Mr.
Stevenson’s flexible blank verse, may be cited the slower melody that runs through delicate modulations in his £1 tu in Arcadia

Vixinti.
*
*
*
*
So thee undying Hope
Willi all her pack, hunts screaming through the
years
Here, there, thou fleest; but nor here nctr there
The pleasant gods abide, the glory dwells.

That, lliat

was

not Apollo, not the god.

This was not Venus, though she Venus seemed
A moment. And though fair yon river move,
She, all tlie way, from disenchanted fount
To

seas

unhallowed runs; the gods forsook

hong since her trembling rushes; from her plalas.
Disconsolate, long since adventure fled.
Here and again, in Mr. Stevenson’s verse,

though

not

frequently

in

his

prose, is
noted an affectation—or if the word he too
strong, at least a deliberate choice—of over
sharp and terse phrases. The lines are clear
cut as those of an etching; hut are, like
them, bitten in with acid. For example, in
the lines entitled A Portrait, appears the
grotesque and corrosive touch that so lively
limned the evil masque of Edward Hyde;
so

as

grim severity

is felt in the fine medita.
tion upon man’s frail tenure of his body and
his house. To continue the parallel of Mr.
and a

Stevenson's verse with graphic art, it may
be observed how curiously independent his
pictures are of color. He rarely mentions
the green of leafage or of grass, less infrequently the blue of the air of morning, noon
:ir night.
Blue, in fact, lie sometimes uses
where another artist might translate the impression with a different pigment.
Purple
tud red and the shades that deepen from pallor of wheat to orange color, are neglected by
his pencil. The adjective rosy, in the one
instance where it occurs in this volume, appears to mean abounding in roses, rose plant-

ed; while golden is, with him, a term more
figurative of value or of brilliance than of
definite color.
The first portion of the volume, that which
is written in
English, closes with its keynote
of incitement to work before
the dying sun
bring darkness. In regard to the second part
of the book, written in
Scots-it must frankly be admitted that it is difficult for a reader
to whom this is a foreign
to
ciate

thoroughly

its

language
homely charm,

apprewhich to
is “dear

those persons born and bred to it
as the peat reek”—but it
may safely be
credited that Mr. Stevenson lias used well
that
he
the language
loves, aud in a manner
aot unworthy of one of the most thoughtful,
ndividual, and finely equipped minds of
nodern literature. (New York: Charles

YOU NC

of the characterization of duennas, damozels and golden youths, and the pleasant
ending which leaves no effect of dissatisfaction with the social world as depicted in this
pleasant novel. (Boston: Roberts Brothers;

Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon.)

Sidney Luska, in his novel The Yoke
of the Thorali, still harps upon the Hebrew
Mr.

in America.

PINANi'IAL.

A.HCMEJIEMTM.

Omaha Water Works

PORTLAND THEATRE

Six Per Ceut First Consolidated Mortgage Bonds, due 1907.
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Suits and

Overcoats

C. J. FARRINGTON’S,
Middle
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Congress Street,

application,

Showing
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Nubjerl

DccriuK
Bunisor

SWAN & BARRETT,

be the narrative of a personage who by
means of chemical and mechanical discoveries (formula and diagrams not given to the
trusting public) succeeds in reaching tire
planet Mars. Here he finds an Englishspeaking people, who explain to him their
conditions and customs. The story contains
some ingenious fancies and hits at existing
institutions; but is, upon the whole, commonplace and lacking in refinement as well
as in that nimble and powerful imagination,
which enables Jules Verne to leap by his
accumulated impetus—like the railway train
in Around th« World in Eighty Days—across
unbridged chasms and land safely on the
other side of the impossible. However, the
amusing story of Bellona's Husband will

Portland.

augii

The Index

Soap

The best to use,

simply

reason

Stanlky T. fULLW,
Frank C. Cbookbr.
deelAodtl

that it

PORT LAID

Tbe Minor Poems of John Milton. Edited
with Notes, by William J. Rolte, A. M., Litt. D.
Cloth, 229 pp. (New York: Harppr & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Iiarmou.)
The Ancient Cities of the New World.
Being Voyages aud Explorations in Mexico aud
Central America from 1867 to 1882. By Desire
Charuay. Translated from tbe French by J.
Gouino and Helen S. Conant. Cloth, Illustrated,
614pp. (New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: lairing. Short & Harmon),
Greater America. Hits and Hints.
By A
Foreign Resident. Paper, 167 pp. (New York:
A, Lowell & Co.)
What to Do? Thoughts Evoked by the Censors of
Moscow.
By Count Lyof N. Tolstoi.
Translated from the Russian by Mabel F.
Hapgood. Clotli, 273 pp. $1.26. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
Scheherazade,
a London Night's Entertainment. By Florence Warden author of The
House on the Marsh, &c. Paper, 348 pp. 26
cts. (New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland:
lairing, Short & Harmon.)
Sea-Spray, or Facts and Fancies of a Yachtsman.
By S. G. W. Benjamin. Paper, 298 pp. 60
cts. (New York: Benjamin Si Bell.
PERSONAL

AND PECULIAR.

Belle Boyd, the rebel spy, Is lecturing in
Nebraska on “The Civil War."
Several journals report that the paper of
the broken down Northwestern Car Company, Senator Sabin’s concern, is being bought
up at twenty cents on the dollar. It is estimated that it will take $300,000 to purchase
all of it held in New England, even at this
rate.

There

launched at Greeupoint, L. 1.,
last Tuesday, at 4.13 p. m., a pilot boat to be
numbered 13, in tbe presence of a committee
of the Thirteen Club, while a girl of thirteen
was

named the craft by breaking a thirteen-ounce
bottle of champagne over its nose, repeating
“I dub and create thy name to be Caldwell
K. Colt,” a name of thirteen letters. The superstitious may watch the career of this craft.
The story of the speculator of Pittsfield,

Mass., who

OF EVERY KIND.

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in
SEELEY’S HARD RUBBER,
PATENT WATER
PENFIELD’S
MARSH

STANDARD,

FRENCH

PATENT,

REVERSIBLE,
OAni...
RADICAL CURE,

We would call special attention to our Water Pad and Radical Cure Truss.
By their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be retained.

GEORGE

a

usual

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

Health and Strength Regained
is Power:

A BUNCH OF KEYS
THE HOTEL!
OR,
BY
CHAM. H. HOYT.

THE ORIGINAL CAST.
New Feature.:

Read!

Mew .Meledie.: Mew

M.ug.!

Wlliiclim..

Dunce, uud

dale ot seats at

sepl7dlw

STOCKBRIDGE
Now on Sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store
9«pl9

dlw

■ ('BIN KM

CAKDN.

MARKS

Book, Card
—

WE OFFER FOR SALE

at Par

and

Water Works Six Per Cent. Bonds,
Principal and Interest of
which are Guaranteed.
We also have for sale City of Portland 6s, Maine Central K. K.
7s and many other reliable
investment securities.

at

BROS.’

H. M.

PAYSON &

PtSINTEBM’ K\mtMlK,
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Exchange St., Portland, Mr.

FINE JOB PRINTINW A
All orders
tended to.

by

mall or

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly atnovlleodtf

CO.,

HOME BONDS.
Rockland,
Bath,
Portland,

STEPHEN

Sceb, Job

BERRY,

am/ /g<ud

&utUo\l

6* and 4s
.6* and 4s
6*
Portland A Ogden*burg 1st,
6s
Waldoboro.
««
-----Anson,
4*
■

Goods,

IO

yards each,

at

$6.90;

Portland,..

Aretas Shurtleff,

cents; worth 10

BANKER AND BROKER,
middle

^PORTLAND.

We shall endeavor to move a large quantity of
goods this season at a small profit, giving if possible
better value than can be obtained elsewhere.

Street,

MAINE.

a||

JVK Wtl.I, DO IT QC1CKLT.
Wtf WILL DO IT CHEAPI.T.
WE WILE DO IT WELL.

H. THURSTON &

HASKELL&J0NES,
470

ANHOUNCEMENT!

Have

Congress Street,

the

sale

In

Portland

of

BONNEY'S DUCK COAT,

EVANS & 00.
a

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
Exchange 8t., Portland.

Me.

_eodtl

dtf

MILLETT,

—

Jyis_._4tf_

each,

SEAL PLUSH CLOAKS AT LOW PRICES THIS WEEK.

FALL

AND

Job Printer

Interest

SOME CHOICE

price $8.80.

FRYE,
eodtf

Hsagsr,
Proprietor*.
the Greatest of all Buecesses,

WM. M.

price $6.25.

Open To-Day

Corner of Congress and Franklin Streets.
nuu-30

Knowledge

(Kdonia Sc

First National Bank Building.
and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

*epl3

HQWES> pAJ

ENGLISH CROSS BODY.

Both long and short. A garment
for Grocerymen, Druggists, Boot
and Shoe Hen, and especially
adapted for use in all manufactories where a garment to keep
the clothing clean is necessary.
A trial of this Coat will prove Its
usefulness.
Also Carpenters’ Duck Aprons.
Call and examine.

Fine Line of

Fall and Winter Dress Goods!

CARD.

HAVING

permanently associated myself with
a Co., bouse furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle
streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my trleuds In the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-*.* years experience In the business with Walter Corey a
six ot which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) ot the Portland Purnt
ture Co., warrants me In believing that I can Ml
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, 1 remain
Yours very Respectfully,
LORENZO f. DYKK,
oct20
dtf
B. A. Atkinson

THE CAETON
FURNACE CO’S

Unrivalled

Healer !

HASKELL & JONES,

New designs in High Novelties and Combination Suits.
Plaiu Plaid and Stripes in ail grades, all ai popular prices.
Extra burgains in Black and Colored Satin Khadames and Faille
Francaise.
Full assortment of Braids aud Beaded Ornaments to match
We cordially invite every one to call and examine.
Open Saturday Evening, and offer 1 case Ladies’ Fine Merino Underwear for this season’s wear, in all sizes at 50 cents each.

Lancaster

170

Building,

Congress St.,

•

sep»

Portland.
,ltl

MILLETT, EVANS4 C0>“5£2ra
9

seI)H>

I

d3t

_

Saturday Evening, Sept.

17th.

This Furnace has an excellent record
for efllciency and economy.
It Is made with wrought Iron dome
and Iron Are pot, which gives greatly
Increased radiation and does not clinker
the coal.
They are economical in fuel— dust aad

X. John Little <fc Co,

gas
riie sole agency of this world renowned Instru-

Tho above cat represents the obverse and reverse sides of tho GOLD
and JEWELLED MEDAL
presented to Dr. W. H. Parker by the NATIONAL MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION, In recognition of
his masterly Medical Treatise, entitled the SCIENCE
OF LIFE OR SELF PRESERVATION, which treats npon Nervons and Physical Debility, Premature Decline, Exhausted
and
the
ten
thousand ills that flesh is heir to, whether arising front Errors of Youth, ImprudVitslity,
ence, Over Taxation, Excesses, Accidental or Constitutional Predisposition
It is an Invaluable treatise
for the Young, the Middle-Aged, and even the Old, whether In health or
disease. No other work equal
to It has ever been published. It has been
highly praised by the newspaper press throughout the country,
and even in England. Three hundred pages, substantially bound, embossed
rnnslin, foil gilt Contains
1S6 extraordinary
prescriptions for prevailing dlseaaes, either one of which is worth live times the price
of the book, while some of them are
absolutely invaluable, and should be In tho hands of everybody.
Guaranteed the beet work npon the above named subjects, or the
money returned in every instance.

WDO

INSTITUTE,

is

the CHIEF

and may

CONSULTING

be confidentially consulted

PHYSICIAN of the
all diseases

on

PEABODY MEDICAL

requiring skill

and

experience.

ment.

GRAND

SAMUEL THURSTON,

OPENING.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Magnificent Display of Autuirii and Winter Goods. The Store will be lighted by
Equal to daylight for Selecting Colors. Attractive Bargains

N.

Electric Lights.
will be offered.

I

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

Kept 17

minds of those cognizant of them the inside
facts of a noted embezzlement. A trusted official of a Massachusetts national bank spec-

Analizcd

formerly

1 have just received another Large Lot of those Wonderful

MIXED

For Pioliling:

SPICES

Purposes.

Also

an

eodtf

»epl7

wave

Look at my Show Windows.

St.

a

very

choice

line

ot

FANCY WORK

'

ItTcLARK,

■

OROSSTiei,

Elegant Line of

We

At Prices Lower than Ever Before Offered.

W. L. WILSON A CO., FRANK
THE GROCERS.
515 Congress
u
seP14

W.

ind would

Invite the Ladies ot
ortland und Vicinity to call and
**e*ore Pur«'l*aslu* else-

vhere*

Mo. 8 Elm Street.

myl7

Hale,
£»"«“«•
(ol
John C. Cobb,
W. H. Dennett,
“•

Of*'

Sirls'«

Prentiss Loving,

Fred W. Robinson,
Warren W. Cole,
Janies E, Marrett,
.John W. York

Frederick Jones,

Andrew 1 Rich
Mr»- w IL'ltoAlllster,
W. H. Jewett,

Portland Stove Foundry Po.,
FOOT OF CHESTNUT ST.
utl
sepl

To Vessel Owners.
has t»en

dtl

thor-

Port Clyde Marine Railway
In readiness to
THE
oughly rebuilt, and Is o(
take
In need
repairs. All work
now

out all vessels

dispatched quickly and sat1st actl<>n guarante»d.
W. C. STIMPSON, Ja,
Address.
Port Clyde. Me.
deoltlJu

DENTAL

NOTICE.

Having secured more convenient and desirable
at a».'i I-‘I I'eagr... M.ree., Career »f
IJreen w.rer., 1 have moved my office to the
lame.
rooms

Jly26

1 MISS FAIRWEATHER,
dtl

Gen. Neal Dow.
Portland Savings Bank,

lately

^MERCHANT TAILOR,,..
VASES IN BEAUTIFUL TINTS Fancy Work !
Sale Commences THIS MORNING.

WHOLE

A. K. Webb's place. Mod
U. P. Kicker’..

'RE1IK

tight.

These Furnaces are made In various
sizes, and are arranged for either brick
or galvanized Iron casing, and are placed
under our own supervision.
Before selecting a Furnace for yonr
Residence, Store or Church, call on us
and we will show yon one of the best
Heaters ever made.
Estimates will be given for Furnaces
set up in the house, ready for the Are.
Among our many city references, we
refer to

Dr. Albert hv.ini,

there I shall endeavor to please my old customrs, and all new ones who may favor me with their
latronage. The LATCNT »fIU»ol I tM.
lid WINTKK ..mills 111 OU HI.IIAT.
1 NGS, nrrriNGM and P.tNTINGn at very
easonahle prices.

TEN CENT BOOKS,

by State Aggaycrg,

REMOVEO

NO. 10 FREE STREET

3t

STILL THEY GO.

VINEGAR,

HAVE

dtf

TO OHDKH.

—TO—

eodAw4w

PURE CIDER

B.-A.U for the BI'KDHTT ORGAN

lylS_TPM1NO

___

sum on

ter the manner of their kind, suspected nothing. Tbe defaulter threw himself unou their
mercy. They had no mercy to spare. They
simply passed him over to the police. He
Several
surrendered all his mining stocks.
lays passed before tbe directors could recovThen they sold
er from their astonishment.
the surrendered stocks, which had meanwhile advanced so far and so fast that the
bank absolutely made money on the defalcation. The defaulter went to prison, and the
bitterness of bis lot was intensified by the reHectlon that had he kept still a week longer
he would tiave been all tbe richer, aud the
bank none the poorer.

PAD,
CELLULOID,

mmn mm co^ipymy.

97 1-2

Among the largevariety may be found

HOWES’

Only appearance here, of the

COURSE TICKETS

TRUST COMPANY

194

Every Instance.

22 and 23.

City, County

I case Fruit of Loom Cotton at 8
cents.
I case Standard Prints 5 cents.

Our long experience enables us to furnish Trusses practically constructed of the best material.

his

ulated heavily in California mining stocks,
using the bank’s money. He got on the
wrong side of tbe market. The directors, af-

usual

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

brokers a
away, owing
margins, and now, by reason of
the advance in stocks, has a big balance to
his credit, but cannot b« found, brings to the

big

ran

roughen

Surely a soap
That does not roughen the hands
Cannot injure the articles washed.

50 Patterns Black

In our stock may be found

Friday, Sept.

Prices 75, 50, and 35 cents,
Box Offlce Tuesday Morning.

HEAD & CO.
Quotation* constantly displayed.

REMARKABLE SALE!

$3.50;

and

-froistt:-

COKKKNPONDKNTM,

CHARLES

is

40 Patterns, all Wool, 10 yards each, $3.00; regular price $5.00.
20 Patterns French Diagonals, 10 yards
each, at

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Zoology tor Young People. By Sarah Cooper.
Cloth, Illustrated, 413 pp. (New York: Hamer &
Brothers; Portland; luring, Short & Harmou.)
Thk Bee-Man of Orn and Other Fanciful
Tales. By Frank R. Stockton.
Cloth, 198 pp.
»1.26. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Philosophy of Theism.
By Borden P.
Browne, professor of philosophy In Bostou University, aud author of Metaphysics, Introduction
to Psychological Theory Ac. Cloth, 6<>9 pp. (New
York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.)

FOR SALE.

■oamn,

100 Dress Patterns in Fine Goods of 10 yards
from $1.00 to $4.00 less than regular prices.
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haage.

32 EXCHANGE ST.

narmon.)

A

SECURITIES

19.

CHARLES MEAD A CD

Household purposes

TURNER
ii

Thursday

In

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
IfllOeodtf

not lack readers. (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co; Portland: Loring, Short &

Federal Taxes and State Expenses or
The decay of separate State power of excise under the Federal Constitution, and the compensa*
tlon therein provided for It; and the relation of
the general administration under separate authority, to “the general welfare of the United States’’
uuder the Federal autonomy.
By William H.
Jones. (Questions of the Day.) No. XXXIX).
135
Cloth,
pp. $1.00. (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
M. Tulli Cicebonis Cato Majok et Laelius, With an introduction and commentary. By
Austin Stickney, A. M.. formerly professor of Latin In Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
Cloth, 191
pp.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
Short
&
Loriuc,
Harmon.)
MEHOIR8 OK WlI.HEI.UIUK, MaBOBAVINK OP
Baireuth. Translated and edited by Her Koyal
Highness Christian Schleswig-Holstein, Princess
of Great Britain and Ireland.
With portrait.
Cloth, 454 pp. (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Animal Life in the Sea and on the Land.

Bn
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seplb__dll
PORTLAND THEATRE
TWO Nlftlits.

Portland, Me.
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dtf

Commencing TO-DAY,

Lmi

MANCHESTERSvs.POBTLANOS

BANKERS,

186 Middle Street,

MtW I’OKR

Is pure aud will not

tf

FINCERS.

From the French of Ernest Legovre.

Hobert F. Somers * Co. will
a Hills flat to
any player of the Portland club that will make a
home run on the home grounds in a league game,

Miami County Ohio Court
■louse
.....
om
Casco National Bunk Mock.
National Traders Bank Mock.

general
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Maine<ential K. K.

INVESTMENT

E. B. & B.

TI KSP It

MONDAY,

....

.Tleasber* of the M. V. Mlort

Choice Goods at Low Prices.
Sept 17

PYCMALION and CALATEA.

Two Games—Morning at 10; Alterooon at 3>
Game called at 3 o’clock. Admission 36 cents.

Denominations, |COO,

Bafli Municipal

The hands.

an eccentric romance
the pseudonym of Hudor Genone.
The author introduces the tale as a manuscript left in his hands, and after some disparaging comment—not wholly unjust, by
the way—decides to publish it. It proves to

EVIKflSIi,
MKFT.
H»«h
W. 8. Gilbert's Mythological Comedy.

PttIVATK WIKK TO N*W VOUK AND BOSTON

FOR FALL WEAR.

Bellona’s Husband is

mOMDAY

4.

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

For

select company, lucliidtog

own

MR. EDWARD BELL!

Muir,

Bankers and Brokers,

For the

signed by

to

Blddeford Municipal

—-

Button’s Inn, Judge Tourgee’s new story,
is, in literary merit, rather better than his
earlier works
The time is that of the rise
of the Mormon sect; and a tragic mystery is
connected with the inn, enhancing the interest of local color and characterization. The
Mormon element plays, a less conspicuous
part in the novel than might have been expected ; and the story is vigorous and readable. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

OFFER

WE

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.

Jackets and Newmarkets

supported by her

nights of the distinguished
actress.

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.

Full Line of

a

for two

Scale or FmcE-Keserved teats ft .00 and 76
cents; admission SO cents; gallery 35cents. Hale
of seats commences Friday. Sept. 16.
teplSdlw

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
BANHEBN,;

Eastman Brothers & Bancroft
now

aad caalracta.

FOR SALE BY

dtf

Are

120,000

charges,.$ 36,000

ST.

EXCHANGE

sepl7

outstanding bonds

If the average rate of Increase for the past
three years Is continued, the gross earnings (or
the ensuing year will be $260,000, but the gross
earnings given are only on the basis of prr.rai

HASKELL&JONES,

182,

on

MONDAY and TUESDAY, SEPT. 19 and 20.

SURPLUS above expenses and interest

Call attention to something new in the way
of Underwear. We are prepared to take
measures and make to order and fit all
shapes and sizes, tall or short, fat or lean,
big or little, Shirts and Drawers in four different weierhts, from the very best material
obtainable. Please call and examine samples of goods and makeup. The Shirts if
desired will be made double breasted and
re-enforced down the back between the
shoulders where so many need special protection from the severity of our Winter
weather. Now is the time to have these
things under way and be ready for cold
weather when it comes.

A T

180

$155,000

Clothiers and Men’s Furnishers,

RECEIVED

JUST

EXPENSES._

INTEREST

FOR FALL WEAR,

impulsive, sometimes forcible and effective, but It is not of
an
The intensity
agreeable
quality.
of emotion of his
novels
is, how-

who mistakes the physical effects of an
epileptic temperament for the penalties of
divine displeasure. lie is held in this mental bondago by a fanatical rabbi, his uncle,
who strays into the modern atmosphere of
the Jewish society of New York like some
medieval spectre. The impression of the
whole story is of voluble and inexpensive
melodrama, in which energy of declamation
supplies the lack of genuine power. (New
York: Cassell & Co.; Portland: Loring,
•Short <& Harmon.)

GROSS REVENUE far the ensuing year on
the basis of present applications and
contracts, will exceed.$200,000
OPERATING
15,000

HASKELL & JONES,

His work is

contrast
with
the
ever, in
languid
surace-work of
many of the
story-tellers of the day, and holds the interest of the
reader. The plot of the present story is
founded upon the laws and prejudices which
would prevent a marriage between a Jew
and a Christian. The hero, Elias Bacbaracii. Is a weakly impressionable young man,

MEN’S

NOBBY

ness

imagine existed.
And it is to this want of overwhelming pubi
lic sentiment that the laxity of the enforce-

_

not be alarmed at
Queen Victoria’s declaration: “I have agreed
with the President of the United States to
refer to a joint commission the difficult
question respecting the North American fisheries.” Grover and Victoria do not boss the affairs of the United States and England to
such an extent that they can settle this
ques-

fortable and unprofitable Pagans.
Against
a picturesque and high-toned background of
the Island of Campobello and its select hotels is involved the comedy of the tragedy of
a lad’s love for a woman old enough to be
his mother aDd fascinating enough to turn
his not too level head.
Soon, escorted by a
gentleman of Indian Summer years, the
young daughter of the charming Mrs. Van
Orden appears upon the scene. The relations
between mother and daughter are delightfully set forth—Mrs. Van Orden and Phoebe are
worthy contemporaries of Aurora and CIotilde or any other of the lovely maidens and
their somewhat younger and less wise mammas, who chirp and warble their delicious
jargon through the novels of Mr. Cable.
Since it is not likely that the reader of a
Lad’s Love will thank any one but its author for relating the plot in detail—merely in
general terms shall be praised the lively and
not unnaturally bright dialogue, the clever-

which the amend-

would

nmCELLAKEOI'l.
__

and freedom from sopbomoric cynicism, it is
a most agreeable novel, and a decided advance upon >lr. Bates’s talented but uncom-

All we mean to say is that these figures do
not show such an “overwhelming" sentiment la favor of the law as one looking

merely

ni^KLLANKOUi,

&

A little aftermath of summer fiction awaits
review; and these novels, like autumn flowers, seem of brighter color and stronger stem
than the earlier bloom. Mr. Arlo Bates’s
charming story, A lead’s Love, may be first
noted. In its healthy gayety, its ingenious
and well maintained idea, its graceful style,

ally participes erf minis—and of course it
very reluctantly. If murder is committed all the people are on the watch for
the murderer, and the officers of the law are
promptly put in possession of the slightest
clues. But how many men, how
many professed friends of temperance even, will,if they
see an apothecary sell a
pint of alcohol or
whiskey, inform the officers? Gen. Dow
says the prohibitory amendment was put
into the constitution by 47,000 majority, and
he argues from that that the public sentiment
of the State is overwhelmingly for
prohibition. It is true that of those who voted
47,000 more voted for prohibition than against
it.
But it must bo borne in mind
that
a great
did not vote on the
many
question at all.
The total vote for
governor that year
(and the voting on
the amendment took place at the same time)
was 142,397. while the total vote on the
amendment was but 94,594, or 47,803 less. If
therefore the vote on the amendment is to be
taken as a test of the sentiment of the people of the State in regard to prohibition then
the account stands thus.
70,783 who voted
for the amendment, in favor of prohibition;
23,811 who voted against the amendment,
opposed to prohibition; and 43,805 who did
not vote, indifferent on the subject.
That
is, the number of people opposed to prohibition and indifferent to the subject is in excess
of the number of people who favor it.
We
do not mean to say that the 47,000 persons
who did not vote are enemies of prohibition.

at the

Loring, Short

Harmon.)

comes

duced.
Our fishermen

Scribner’s Sons; Portland:

DK. OSCAK B. BICANN.
eod2m

Invitations engraved or printed. W.W. DIVIS
k 40., Kagraven. 4 IWm St, Ma.,aa.
lend tor samples aud estimates.
sepl2eod2m

1

*
_

FRESH.

I'HK

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 19.
WIT AND WISDOM.

J’at—Molke, tli’ tells me as yez have quit worrnkiu’ in the powder factory. Was it too danger-

ous?

Mike-Dangerous? Well.be gobl I belave if I
had worruked there till now I’d lie'll dead a year
ago.

_

Quaker Ilittets, as a family medicine, has no
equal. The full and positive effect of this great
purlller of the blood Is most speedy. The appetite Is restored, digestion improved, and purer and
better material poured iu the blood for the nutrition aud growth of every part. Twenty-four years’
use iu New England is a guarantee of Its worth. It
Is the best Spring medicine ever known.
Use Little Quaker Pills; purely vegetable,
small, and pleasant to take.
Miss Waldo, who has travelled—Have you ever
been In Greece, Mr. Wabash?
Mr. Wabash, of Chicago,—In grease?
Oh, yes
1 entered Porcine & Co.’s, pork
packing estate
llshment when I was a boy, and have been there
since.

Caution!—In

our

changeable

climate,

coughs, and diseases of the throat, lungs and
chest will always prevail.
Cruel consumption
will claim Its victims These
diseases, if attended to iu time, can be arrested and cured.
The
remedy Is Dit. Wistab’s Balsam of Wild
Cherby.
“What is that?” said a teacher to an Infant puto a period.
"That’s the top of an 1,” said the child.

pil. pointing

Do not suffer from Sick Headache a moment
It Is not necessary. Carter’s Little Liver Pills will cure
All drugyou. Dose one pill.
gists sell them.

longer.

Old
to be

Lady—^Conductor,

hope there

I

ain’t

no collision.
Conductor—I guess not.
Old 1-Ady—I want you to bo very keerful.
got tw» dozen eggs In this basket.

going
I’ve

Palpitation of the heart, nervousness, tremblings, nervous headache, cold hands and feet,

patu In the back, and other forms of weakness
are relieved by Carter’s Iron Pills, made
specially
for the blood, nerves aud complexion.

An Alsatian woman goes to confess.
“Father I have committed a great sin.”
-“Well?”
“I dare not say it; |t is too grievous.”
“Come,come; courage.”
“I have married a Prussian.”
“Keep him, my daughter. That Is your pen-

ance.”

Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’National Hank.. 76

61

122
National Traders’Bank.too 140
Ocean Insurance Co.100
75
Portland Company.
85
Portland Gas Company. 60
85
BONUS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889 ...106
Portland City 6s,Muntclp’l vanousloo
Portland City 6s, K. K. aid 1907...126
Batli City 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City Os It. R. aid various_101
Bangor City Os, long R. R. aid.... 113
Bangor City Os, long Mun.123
Belfast City 6s, K. R. aid. 104
R. R. 6s, various... 106
^9d. & Ken.
Portland
Si Ken. It. R. 6s, 1895. 111
Leeds Si Farmiug’tn R. R. 6s.111
Maine Central fi. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol Vs.... ] 35
Maine Central K. R. Skg Fund
6S.108
Port and Water Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 101
2d mtg 6s.106
!;
3d mtg 6s... .Ill

ion

70
106
lie
126
105
103
lit
125
106
113
113

123
110
102
107
112

Take Care af the

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

.....

Peaaiea,

said

FINANCIAL ANu COMMERCIAL
STATE OF TRADE.
From Bradstreet’s of Saturday. Sept. 17,
The movement of grain to Interior markets
West and Northwest has increased and, contrary
to current impressions, the exports from both Atlantic aud Pacific coast Iports, both wheat and
flour, have increased this week as compared with
last.
New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore
shipped 100,000 bush ntoro wh»at, San Francisco
40.000 bushels more wheat and 220,000 barrels
more flour, Montreal 235,000 bushels'more wheat
and flour, and New Orleans »8,000 bushels less.
The exports from nine ports, including Montreal,
for six days ended Sept. 16, aggregate 1,690,000
bushels ol wheat, 630,000 bbls of flour and 260,000 bushels of corn against 1,412,000 bushels of
wheat, 210,000 bbls of flour and 268,000 bushels
of corn last week.
Counting flour as wheat, the
total exports were 3,976,000 bushels this week,
2.360.000 bushels last week, 4,010,000 bushels
the week before and 4,016,000 bushels for the
six days ending August 25. The total export of
wheat and flour, both coasts, July 1, to Sept. 10,
is 88,214/ 00 bushels, 6,900.000 bushels In excess of 1886, and from July 1 to Sept. 16, tbs aggregate is about 41,000,000 bushels, or 36 per
cent, ol the probable total visible surplus for export to July 1 uext, within one-filth ol the year.
The strike of 27,000 coal miners in the Lehigh
Valley is not expected to last much longer, now
that the Reading companies have granted an ad
vance in the Schuylkill.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Sept. 17.1887.
following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
The

f.rum.

Superfine and

grade*.2 7603

HJMxdCora. 67V4@68V4

76

Corn, ban lots—69&60
Meal, bae lots...66467
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 160436 Oats, car lots
38®39
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
40&42

Wheals.5 0006 26 Cotton Keen,
car lots..25 26(u.25 50
Midi, straight
do bait... 20 ta%27 00
roller .4 6004 76
clear do— 44/8<$44fe Kack'dfir’u
stone groitiid4 25(a4 Go
car lots.. 19 OOd20 00
do bag.. 20 00.ii.21 00
lit i <01118 si'gt
roller.4 7506 oo Middliuits. 2o 00(0.24 oo
clear ... 2504 GO do baa lots,21
00
heat
Prsviiiesii.
IV inter
Patents.6 Ofio.6 26 fork—
r mh.
Hacks... 18 CO® 19 00
Clear —18 00*18 60
Cod. p qtl—
Larue Shore® 7504 OO I
Mess.10 604,1700
Large HaiilcH 60 a. 4 (HJ Hert2f>
I
0003
Ex
Mess. 7 76® 8 26
Hinali.3
Hat.
8 7o(ii9 25
Pollock.2 2&ip 2 76
ExflsUi
9 25a.9 7a
Haddock.1 6002 00
Hake.1 8601 76 I ,ard
Tubs o- ». 7‘4®7%c
Herring
Scaled p Ox
20 a 22c
Tierces.... 7V4*7%c
No 1.
fails..7% .08 Vkc
Mackerel t< t»bi—
Hams 4' It._12* 12Vi
Shore is. 18 O0u20u0
do covered. 14a14V«
Shore 2s. 14 OOo Id (Hi
Oil.
Met 3s. 11 00012 00 h«*n»«einr-12 oo *t 14 oo Po
hei. Pet.
jiHr^e
Wafvr While.
Pratt Asl’l.-tbPl. 10
Craiioo -rte.s—
Maine.... 7 r>wg; 8 (K* l>cv«»e’s brilliant. I 1 Vs
Cape.4 od 8 5*»u.lo oo Liaotti*. 7*4
Pea omnis.. .2 60a2 65 Casco White. 7Va
Medium....! 30a2 (Ml [Centennial. 7%
Rnidlii.
norm ;u mo
86
1 0601 75 I M s»*calei
kel’.ow
1 H< > v 2 Vfe
roi;t»oe*.0u8h 7f»C08‘ c London Isa.v’r 1 HhnV 26
3
a
4
i.'O
PotiVU.1*8
25
Si
thiQ'Utt
8 w'.*
V-neut m. <iVv#7
liasket oniousO 7504 ««0
l urge vs.22 a 24 ifcrii.i-.'Iaiwt C It.*•%
Chickens.10f*2o I Extra <. cv»
I •>oti. 1 *5
Fowls
ii **«>►
Oi)j«oo
Top....42 ai-Vfc
> ppl«**.
Timothy Seed 2 76jt‘J%

M A

Cleared.

Steamship Wlnthrop, Bragg. New York—J

J S1^Elue.ArttuIc
S Winslow & Co.
Ulias

liyon

..

HOcji

...

...

....

Clover..

Choice eating 2'6O03 00
Common
1 76 a2 25
Fancy Paid wins
£v*nof auti 4 V 10±i 1 Or

HVfca 12,/ir

...

CbrrM1.
Vermont. 10
»'.V. factory 10
t?

\

3V4
<g,l3V4
a

Itn.

i*

|,Hi «lt«.
it.. ..26<a2<>
Creamery
Palermo.0 00&7 <:0 (lilt E<t|tP V er-22 a23
Messina.U 00;a7 00 ClloU.O.10U20
Mdaeers....
Oiuuk<-n.

(rood

.MVn 17
|4tore.14 (if 16

Florida.

■£**«•
i Easieru extras
2 >"21
Messina and F.v
iCan & Western. 20w21
Palermo 4*hx.5 0006 00 Limed.
Valencia

..

Imports.

JOGGINS.NS.

stones to

Sc 111-

Endeavor, 116

tons

Atlantic Stone Co.

grind-

ifsnroad Rocouns.
11IKTLAND. Sept. 17. I
Received try Maine Centra! Railroad—For 1

;
or,

n.iaeellaiirous.mereiianoihe; for con
roads 100 cars miscellaneous r—rchan-

cars

tlse.

Crain

Quotations.

Received

dally, by private wire, by II. N Phikham, broker. 9 Exchange street, Portland, Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Friday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Kept-

Oct.
68%
69%
68%
69

67%
67%
67%
67 Vs

Opening....
Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

Nov
70%
70%
701/.
70%

Dec

71%
72
71 (a.

71%

coax.

Opening...Highest....

Lowest.
closing.

Sept.
4lVs

42

41%
41%
41%

42%
41%
41%

Oct.

Nov

Dec.

42
42

41%
41%

41%
41%

41%
41%

OAT'S.

Oct.
25%
26%
26%
26%

Sept.
26%
26%
26%
26%

Opening....
Highest...

Lowes!.
Closing.

Nov.
26%
26%
26*4
26%

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.
Nov.
70%
70%
69%
69%

Oct.

Sept.
Opening.167%

69

69.*

Higliesi..67%
Lowest....
...67%
Closing.O’7 %

68%
68%

Dec.
71%
71%
71%
71%

CORN.

Sept.
Opening.40%
Highest.40*4
Lowest.40%
Closing.41 %

Nov.
41%
41%
40%
41

Oct.
41%
4r%
40%
41

Dec.
41%
41 %
40%
41

OAT S.

0PM,1“E.

July.

Higliest.
Lowest.
Uu"‘“V.

Oct.
26%
26%
26%
26%

Sept.
2514
26%
26%

Nov.
26%
26%
26%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.

BrokerTl86JX,h"^at*e”ARttKTT'

Blinker" ^

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid

Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.loo
twco

55

N&t. Bunk.
Kin
First National Bank.loo
...

162
ikii

120

Seh C°1 In c Baker,
Oriental Powder Co.

66%

147
89
120

107

k

41

,1,,

BO
05 no

raltalfni

..pii!<1V*,1'
SS\V,

*hile making lier easting, shipped
miashed cabin

1

Severe
WEAK LUNGS, SPITTING of

Lambert’s Point 16tb, barque Hannah MeLoon, Bowers, for Matanzas. ldg
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar
sch Wm M Bird
fteed. Kennebec: Celtna, Adams, do.
1L>Id 10tl1’ sch Jas S Lowill. Reed, New Bedford.
BALTIMORE—Sid 16th, schs Puritan, Uardug, and Norman. Kruger, Boston.
Ar lOtii, sch Florence Randall,
Randall, Krniebec.
10th, schs Mattie W Atwood, Dver, Boston;
,pld
King Phillip, Coombs, Fall River.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 16th, brig Screamer,
Airbes. Portland; sch Georgia Sheppard, Rich,

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA. Sept. 18, 1887.-Sugar-I)urlDg the

Holders are con
market was steady.
vinced that will advance within a short time and

BITTERS

Especially

arc

lootbbay.
Cld 16th,

one

no

rt

MeiTl*flf New^York!-Ar
**er*M'<*'*'»
iomes, Rohulns,SaUCmatOU'
hw
16th, schs
,**
yoiOv—Aiis, Bluehill;
Helen G

King,

■

pononrsK
MEDICATED

eod&wlynrmcm

COMPLEXION

Brilliant Transparency to the Skin.
Imparts
Removes
nil Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
For Sale by
all First-Class Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers.
a

s R

Bun*

*Vr

HodgmSm

fir

Amboy for Damarfscotta; K
i°H<i1r’,.i,Kl11*5
,Uo,ve>
Ha-1 ilium, do
for Portland; Sadie
Corey, do for
Charles E hears,do for Boston;
Boyer;
Osurev
'o for do; lteuo. Port Johnson
11

;ory.

EL*Gro-

for Saco;
New York for Boston.
16th, sch J 8 Gilmore,Hale,

Yoi1KUi:N’<JE~Ar

Sew
Sid 26th, schs Jennie M Caller Eaton Ruin
‘
•lore; F Nelson, Rawlcy, New York.
VINE 1 ARD IIAVES
Ar 16th, schs Ellis P

BEST ROOF
In

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Erer Known.
Q3T CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Hheumatism. Bleoding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenea, Hacking Congh,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles,
8pmal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and 8orenesa in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.
X. 8. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

the World Is

Metal

—

the

Montrose Patent

Shingles.

Send for Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

E. VAX XOORDEX
383

&

CO.,

Harrison Ave., Huston, Mass.

Jy4
rrce Surgical

"SILVER TIPPED"
OATS.

Hospital for Women,supportrd by
he Murdock Liquid Food Compu*
ty, Boston, is beinK recognized in
ill parts of the United States. La*
lies suffering for the want or an

tperution know n as capital ease)
tre coming from all sections.
Liquid food is given before and
tftcr nil operations.
The quarterly report,
ending
rune 1, 1887, shows

from the best
of Horses betany other. They are manufactured or
Improved by machinery, {lie end or loose fiber

Tills Oat Is carefully selected
grades aud fills the requirements

ter than

These pills were a wonderful discover}'. No others
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relieve
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will alwavs be thankful. On*
vill a dose. Illustrated pamphlet free. Sokl evervwhere, or sent by mail for 36 cts. in stamps. Dh. I. 8.
Johnson A Co., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mas*

eod&wly-nrm i

>Iterations

off and the oat
cleaned and all
well as oblectlonable stuff removed, leaving th >al plump and ready (or tbe horse to eueu
g. Its not ecouoniy to feed horses poor
oree them to eat dirt and refuse
ood <
that
cause, ueaves or other ailments.
All who have
had experience In feedlug oats. And much that Is
objectionable In regular grades, which can only
he avoided by removal; nearly 1-3 less of “SILVEK TIPPED" are equal any regular graded
No. 2 white as they outweigh In proportion to
that difference and are, practically speaking solid
meats. They run uniform, also bright, sweet and

taticnls

1 from Texas.
2 from Colorado.
1 from Montrenl.

clean, grading the highest in any market. They
are the best and cheapest to feed, also the nicest
Seed Oat. being free from all foreign substauce
aud no harm having been done them to prevent

2 from Alabama.
2 from Prince Ldward Island.
5 from Ithode Island.
4 from Connecticut.
4 from Vermont.
lO from Maine.
4 from New Hampshire.
!>7 from Massachusetts, from 20
1 owns and cities.
tny pby.irinn haring
■are a bc<l
■■ «f the cane.

amignrd

The Best
Blood
Purifier

In addition

growing.
Any one

who will
will be sure to

give them consideration and a
trial
use them, as they are In all
respects a first class oat, and the most economical
aud best Peed for Horses. Heady sale and Increased demand has been established In the
larger markets elsewere and have become very
popular wherever known. The manufacturer desires to Introduce these oats throughoubMalue on
thefr merits and takes this manner of bringing
them before the public.
“8ILVEK TIPPED" can be obtained from the
following Portland firms who handle them direct
in car lots:

*Bag

MI'KAVIKKM.

NAIVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

™and^aHe
*

*

eod2m

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

Prom Loug Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf,

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Custom House Wharf for Forest City
Lauding, Peaks’ Island, 730, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.;
*12.15, 2.16. 4.30, 6.10, *7.30 p. m. Returning
leave F. C. Landing. Peaks’ Island, 8.30, 9.30,
11.16 a. 111.; *1.10, 2.40, 6.00, 6.30, *8.80 p. m.
heave Portland for Little. Great Diamond, Evergreeu and Trefetlien’s 7.30. 9.00, 10.30 a. m.,
*12.16, 2.00, 4.30, 6.10, *7.30 p. in. Leave Little
Diamond 8.10, 9.40, 11.40 a.iil.; *1.06, 3.10, 5.10,
6.50, *8.10 p.m. Leave Great Diamoud 7.50, 9.20,
11.35 a. in.; *1.00. 3.06, 4.60, 6.30, *7.50 p.m.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30,11.25 a. m.; *12.50.
2.66.15.00, 8.40, *8.00 p. m. Leave Trefethen's
7.66,9.25, 11.30 a.m.; *12.56,8.00,4.66,6.35,
•7.56 p. m. Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30
a. m.;
2.00 p. in.
Leave Long Island lor Portland 11.15 a. m.; 2.45 p. in.
On stormy and foggy weather starred (•) trips
run.

No lumber over 100 feet received. Coal must be
in barrels and headed up.
Special rates for excursions and deep sea fishing
can be made at the olUce.
B. J.

Telephone 763-B.

at 10

a. in.

Insurance one-ball the rato of
ailing vessel.

by connecting lines, forwarded free

Houtli

of

com-

mission.

Keuad

Trip

SIN.

Meals and Boom Included.

Kor

freight

passage apply to
If. H. MAMPMON, Agent,
I,eng Wharf. Ha-.ao.

or

STEAMSHIP CO.,

WILLARD, Manager.

aug29tf

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 8.. HALIFAX, I.S
—

New

AND

ALL FARTS OF

Hranawirk, Nara Nretla, Priace Edwards Salami, aad Cape Hrrlea.

NPKINO AKKANtiC.lIEiYT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave BallWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at S.00 p. M„ for
EASTFORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. lP*Freight received upto 4.00 r. n.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply ai the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Kallro&d Wharf, loot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE,
novaodtt

ien'l Manager.

Boston and Savannah
Steamship Co.
Only Direct Line from New

England

to Savannah.

Thence to all points South.

FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
THERMO AY, at 4 P. M. from Sa
vannah Pier, Congress street, Boston.
A. DrW. Nnnip.ou.C. K. K. Agent,201 WashEVERY

ington

street.

O. «. PKAKMON, S. F. and W. Railway
Agent, 211 Washington street.
RICHARDSON 4b HARVARD,
|y27eod3m Agents, Savannah Pier, Boston Mass

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
HIMHF.R

ARRAMGKMENTA.

THB FIRST-CLASH

STKAMKRH

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
alternately
week
at 7

day eveulng

every

(or connection

season

points

beyond.
tickets for

Through

New York, Ac.

with

o’clock; arriving In
earliest trains (or

Providence, Lowell. Worces

Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston
ery week dav evening at 7 o’clock.

Taxes for 1887.
City ok Portland,
Treasurer’s Ofliee, Sept. 6, 1887.
Is hereby given that the tax lists for
the year 1887, has been committed to me with
a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city, a

NOTICE

Di.ronnl of One Per ('em.

be allowed on all of said taxes paid on or be
fore Monday, October 31, 1887.
H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
sep7d3w
will

CITY of PORTLAND, MAINE.

TEN DOLLARS REWARD.
above reward will be paid (or Information
which will lead to the detection and conviction
of any person found guilty of depositing on the
shore of Back Bay, any filth, garbage, dead carcasses, excr meut or any kind of offal or offensive

THE

ev-

SUNDAY TRIPS leave Portland and Boston at
• P. M.
Jel4tfJ. B. COYLE, Manager.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
—

LINK FOR—

California. Japan, China, Central
and South America and Meiico.
From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for N.s Ernnii.ro via The ■>■•■■■ ml
Punjimn,

NEWPORT.sails Tuesday, Sept. 20, Noon.
Great reduction In rates to Sac Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
3ITY OF PEKIN sails Wednesday, Sept. 21,
2 p. m.
Por Freight, Passage, or general Information
.pply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. A DA.VIM * CO.,
113 Nta.e M.reel, Car. Hraad Mr., Ha-tan.
elO
dtf

matter.

the Board of Mayor and
EZRA HAWKEs, City

Portland. July 13, 1887.

* * +

IS A NEVER-FAILING REMEDY
FOR ALL DISEASES OF THE
LIVER AND STOMACH.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 eta. per box;
8 boxes for 65 eta.; or sent by mail,
postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. H.Sclionck A Son, Philad’a.

■epl2

eod&wGmnrm-ce2wM

—------

inee, except Naturdaya,
tents uud ussigu beds.

examine

to

Aldermen.
Marshal.

EVERY BED FREE.
Cases have been built up

of

i ise

by the

Liquid Food forSOto

onr
so that

lays

GO

the wound healed
without the aid of an operation.
iVc also have eases where life lias
I >cen sustained by its aid alone for
j tevernl days.
When not retained
»y the stomach, lujectious can be

ii

l ImfllHLOPHOROS

^SVMfoasasi”
*SS# ■fcSg&k&t
^n/Tnp^fi^Qg
gJ»fni~WPalrrtot^

unid,. 7,.

u*;a, iMim-iaia,

aaiia ur

►loud corpuscles.

!

items,

aim

carnea

uio

a
If
baby ilor* not
thrive, never
haugc it* food, but ud«l live or more itro»M
cnch feeding, and it* lo*t or needed vitility will be developctl in JO day*.
Our Free Home for Homele** Hoy* con*
aiu* 50 bed*, aud i* located at 1 I to J|
.'nuweway *trcet. When any of the boy*
offer from Nrrofula, Eczema or other
kin diwcaMCM, they recover quickly by the
i*e

manlals and

of

our

l.iquid

a

treatise

on

APOPLEXY!
eodly

augh

Food.

We use in our Hospital 200 large bottles of ev« ry lot made.
This gives a guarantee of sweetiess of every bottle sold, and is not given by any
nanufacturer of any other preparation in the
rorld.

—AN1>—

KUltfNESS’

for W. Sumner
"Hvlug at Peru
7.00 p. m.; also for

“■

g8gW&aff?Sfc

m.

farrivliig^at 'XX

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R.
OF

On and alt nr

y

TRAINS.

vi«a<luy, j

PaasengerTrains

un«

will

*47,

Partlaadi
Wmw Warmlrr, iliai«a, Ayer Jaacilaa,
NmhHun, Wiadhuai and Kfyia| at 7.30

m. m. and 14.43 p. aa.
tfmr diiarkr8irr,t *nc«r<l,aud poUU Norik
at 14.43 p» NNB.
Ver Kekrnrr, ■Spriagvelc. Alfred, Wale
here, and Mace Hirer at 1.30 a. as., U.'M
and (mixed) at 8.1M1 a. as.
Var Oerhaa at 7.30 a. a., 13.71. 3.88,
8.40, and (mixed) at 8.30 p. aa.
Mar kaccarapsa,t saherlaik .Hills, Weak
hreeh JaacUes and Wewlferg'a at 7.3*
and 10.80 a. aa., 17/71, 3.80, 8.48 arc
(mixed) *8.;f O p. aa.
Mar Merest A 'eaae Drrriag
18 08 a. aa
3.08 and 8.38 p. aa.
I Tho 14.33 p. as. train from Portland connects st
Arar Jaacl. with Ueeaac Taaarl Heaie foi
the West, and at tale. Or eel, W ercr.irr, fci
Hear Verb via Harwich
and all rat.,
via Mpriaaaeld, also with N. V.* N. K. K. H.
(“Steamer Marvland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Haliiaaerr, Wuhiaaies. and the Meath, and
with He.ua A Alhaar *». K. for tbs Week.
Close connection mads at Weatbreek J ear.
liea with through trains of Mains Central R. K. and

Liar,

NT (iriiml Trtinlf

Tnnafar

Portland

wrlth

RAH

CENTRAL RAILROAD

All Hull Line for Bur Harbor, 81.
John, and all parts o( Mainsand the Maritime Provinces.
On wad after

HONDA V, kept 3,
Traiaa will tear*
Portland ns follows]

PaoM-agrr

1MS».

for Ankara and Lewieton, 7.00 and 8.30 a.
m. 12.40 6.00 p. m.; Lewiaton rln Krone
wick, 6.46 a. in., 12.45 tll.16 p.m. For Bath,
6.46 a. m.. 12.45 and 5.06 p. in., and on Hatur
drys only at 11.15 p. in.
HoeUlaud and
Bans nad Lincoln K K., 6.46 a. m. and
12.45 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 5.06 p. si.
Brunswick, Dardiaer ■■ullowrll, aad
Aagusta, 6.45 a. m.,12.45, 6.06 and tll.l*
n. in.
.Honnaouth, W ialhrop und Lake
.Hitrnnncook. 7.00 a. m.,
and 12.40 p. m.

Parnaiagton

rln Lewiaion, 12.40

p.m.:

rin Brunswick. 6.45 a
in.
and
12.45
p. m.
Kcndflcld, Oaklnnd aad North
7.00 a. in.
and
Anson,
12.40 p. m.
IV atrrrills und
Ukowhrgnn. rin l.rwistoa. 7.IS) and 12.40 p. m.; rln Augusta, 6.46
a. m., 12.45 and tll.16 p. m„ and Wntervlllu
5.05 p. m. Belfast anu lleilrr, 12.40,12.46
and 111.15 p. m. Hunger via Lewiston. 7 00
a. in. and 12.40 p. m.; via Augusta, 6.46 a in.,
12.45 and til.IS p. in. Hangsr A Piscataquis K. K., 6.46 and 7.00 a. m., and tll.16
P in. Fllvwaith aad Bar Barker, {11.16
f aliais
Mt. Mlcphea
p. m.
Aroostook
Ml. John, Ualifas, and the Province-, 12.40, 12.45 and tll.16 p. in
-AND mi m-

County,

CONUKESS ST. STATION.
For Hvaaswick. Dardiaer, Hallowell, AaWater, ille. Hungor Fllawarth
gusiai
and Bar llarkor (Express), atJ12.3S p. in.
tV~Atl trains timed as above (rum I'niumereUI
itrcei Station, stop at Congress street suttou,
where through tickets and baggage clicks may
be obtained lor principal poluts East ami West.
(The 11.16 p. m. train the night express with
sleeping car attached, runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows
Tbe more
tng train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.45 a. in.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. m-i day trains
from Bangor at 12.43, 12.48 anrt-~12.33 p m.
The afternoon tralm from Watervllle, llalli'if-—_
gusta and Rockland at 6,35 p. in., Maranacook
and Lewiston, 6.40 p. m.
Flying Yankee 6.46
p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60 a. m.
Limited Tickets, Meet aad ecoad clam, foa
all points in Iks Praviaeee on eaio at redared rale*.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT ft MACH'AS STEAMBOAT CO.
UNTIL fllTHEK NOTICE.
the Steamer City af Richmond, Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make twe
round trips per week on the route between Portland. Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via usnal
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. in. every Tue*.
day and Friday, and Machlasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Gen'I Pass, and Ticket Agl
Portlam,, Sept. 6.1887.sepftdt,

BRA.M) TRIM RAILWAY OF CAMM.
SEJI.nER
I»a

aad

AKKANUEiilENTS.

after MONDAY, May l«,
traiaa will ran mm fallawe

IMM7,

Ft / Ankara aad Lcwlatoa, 7.10a. m., 1.16
ind 6.37 p. m.
Far Barham, 9.80 a. m., 1.80 and 5.37 p. m.
For iiovhva, Montreal and Chicago, 9.30
i. in. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m
For Huckgrld and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.

m.

lie

Minnesota and
Northwestern
R. R.
Chicago, St. Paul ami Minneapolis ami
between Chicago, Dubuijue ami Des Moines. Iowa.
Twoliianited Train* each way Daily.
Between

410

Fore

Street.

nov24

1R.

MARLIN REPEATING
RIFLE

dtf

1

B. REED,

and Botanic

Gu»r»nteed perfectly
accurate and absolutely
aafe. Made in all sizes for
large or small gome.

Clairvoyant

Physician.

Medical Booms 1)3 Franklin St.,

Fortland,

WORLD!

BALLARD

Me.

p|K. ltKKO treats all chronic diseases that (lenli
Lc Is lull-to; all cases that are given up as lnurahle by the allopathic and homeopathic phyiclans, I will lake their esse to treat and cure
hem. 1 And that about four-fifths of the cases
Iven up to die can he cured. Examinations at a
istani'e by letter with their full name and place
f residence nad one 2 cent
stamp and $v.i>n £xmination at the office, *1 (H).
Consultation free
Iffice hours !) a. in. to U p. in.
sep!4tt

BEST IN THE

Gulirrj, ll.ntln* und T.r.el 1(111,..
Rt-nd for lllu.tr.ted futulogue.
UurlluFIra AruuCu.,*,. Uuren.t'unu.

ComniPiu-iiiR

1ETNA*
TITBITACE

Notes and Mortgages bought and
old. money to loan in sums to

>uil on

approved security.
CHARLES Kit'll. Broker,

'irst National Bank
sepl)

nusT a per ;•

Biiildiug.

d2w*

sales of the Etna prove
the fact that
K

MOST POPULAR FURNACE
on the market.
For Payability, Simplicity, Economy, and Healthy, pure, warm
alrit has noequul. All the joints are
cup-joints,
and are perfectly gas tight. It is
self-cleaning,
has anti-clinker grate, patent dust-Hue,
upright shaker, sifting grate, and double water
pans. It combiue* tne greatest improvements
ever embodied in a
heating furnace.
If not for sale iu
your vicinity, please send for
testimonial* and price list.
MANUFACTURED AMD FOR SALE BY

WOOD, BISHOP
BANGOR,

&

CO.,

ME.

myo

eodSin

FISTULA~r«s

knife

detention from business, also all other disof the Rectum.
Cure guaranteed. WM.
READ (\1. D. Harvard 1*42) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1*76), Evans House, No.
175 Tremont Street, Boston. References given.
Consultation free.
Bend for pamphlet.
Office
hours, 11 A- M. to 4 P. M. Sundays and holidays
or

eases

excepted.)
f*?bll

vend

_

DR. HAM'S INVIOORATOR has cored many of
the worst oases of I >y »pcpiia, h idm-y and Liver Complaints, Cm* iusLait nUaL la uss over iki years.

Inhaite.,

eodABni

m/21

WANTED—I.ADIKM

o

f

the

Whrriff at
Caualr.

Cumberland

Stale of Maine. Cumberland ss. September Ilf A
D. 1887.
Is to give notice, that on the tenth
day of September. A. P. 1887, a Warrant in
Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said Couuty of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
JAMES W. CARTER, of Portland
adjudged to be an insolvent Debtor, on petition ot
said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the
tenth day of September, A. D. 1887, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That tile payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and tile transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meet lug of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
insolvency, to be holden at Probate Court Room,
In said Portland, on the third day of OctoberA. D.
1887, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. K. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of infor
said
of
Cumberland.
solvency
County

THIS

septa&lO

LADIES !
own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
will dye everything.
They are sold everywhere. Price I Or. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal tor Strength, Brightness, Amount
iu packages or for Fastness of Color, or uou-fading Dualities. They do not crock or smut. For
sale by I). W. Ileseltine & Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. Yv.
Stevens. Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner c'onand Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
miggist, corner Mlde le and Franklin streets ; D.
P. lloir. Druggist, 538 Congress street;
William
s. Banks. Druggist, Junction Congress and
Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Dauiorth
street; Cook. Everett & Pennell John W. Perkins
& Co., and II. II. Ilay A Son, Portland. Maine.

Do your

They

BODGE,
Successor
1'.
to

LADIES’

I,.

Kimball,

and

Buy

CENTS’

Cne if You Want the Best!

They lead In workmanship, ease
for climbing hills, speed, strength
of material and for durability iu
every way. Every (Jolumbia Bicycle and
hantkd.

Tricycle

Is

fully

wak-

For speed the Columbia
record bas never been beaten.

of

C.

■,

Jp20

1.AM—W.

PORTLAND,
Sepl3dlm

ITT middle M«
dtf

No. IN

ME.

Ksrbaagc Mired.

CITY OFFAL.

aug24

Telephone

1)80

ford.
Arrival* ia
p. in.

Portlaad, 8.46 a. m., 12.35, 7.50

Parlor and sleeping Car accommodations secured
by application to m. L. William*. Agent, Portia nd, Me,
J. HAMILTON. Supt.
LJIIAS. H. FOYK.U. T. A.
Portland. June 24, 1887.
)e24dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
I ISSISI.KH
lw

TRAIN NKHVICK.
iHiel —.pi* I J. 1881,

WESTERN DIVISION.
I MAIN-

UUK POHTUND
17.30, 18.40 a. m„ 412.38
Homos for l»ortl«ad 7.30.
t5.30p.
8.30, a. m. 1.00. 4.00 and 8.00 p. in.
Km
•*“»» Point. 7.80. 8.40
km., 3.30,163)0,6.16 p. in.
OrchsiS llrnrb.
Sara, Htddefard aad Kraaebuuh,7.30. 8.40
i. m„ 12.38,3.3.>
13.00, 0 30.8.13 p. in. Well.
Hrurh ,7.30. 8.40 ». m., 8.30, 16.0",
3.30 p. in.
Norib Hrrwirk. lirrsi Polls. Oo.n
7.30,
L4(. a. III., 12.38, 3.30, {6.00, 6.30
m. Kirwi,
p.
H overkill, l.o w rr nr. ,l.owr 11,7.30. 8.4c a.Bi.
12.38, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Uoebesler Poro.in||lon .ind Allot. Hn,. 8.40 a. m.. 12.38.3.30 p.
in.
Wellbore anil Osu r llorbor, 8 40 a. in
31 on Chester and lostsrJ via Lawrence 8.40
a. ni., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.3o p. nt.
Ho.io»

at

m.

■SUNDAY

TRAIN*

for Honion and principal way stations fl.OO,
16.30 |». m.
I Lillis to Scarboro Crossing (via East Dlv.)

EASTERN DIVISION.
Por M.»•!»•• at 2.00. a. In., dally, MM8< a. in
ii iv. td.is) p. u»., Keturuing, leave Hostou 7.30,

5.181a.

m.

12.3011.

in

1~7»0P

m.

dally).

Crossing Sundays.
Through Tickets to> all poiuts West and South
[or sale at Per Head Mtaiioo Ticket outre and
,t lot— Tieke, 4,Bee. It. K
3 An. X. PUKBKK, Gen’l Mauaser
*
D. J. KLANDKKS Gen. P. ft
M- I* WILLIAMS, Geu'l Agent,
»epl24tl
Portland.

x”A

..

dim

Hag.

deford, Pol Isovoulb, Newburypert, Salraa
and l.yoo, 2.(H), w.ooa. ui., l.oo. 8.00 p. m
Amesbnrv o.ooa. m., 1.00,800 p.m. Pullman cars
un above trams.
lOounects with Kali Unas ir New York.Soutk
ami West.
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York
••West Division—North Berwick to Scarbo

sehoi.e"

complaints for uou removal of offalwlll
be left with us G. M. STAN WOOD & CD-

ALL
RS 1 Commercial St.

Frauroaia.
1.13 p. MR. for IVa i•wwi»v, trawforil'i
Fxbraa’a, l.itllrtou, Well** Haver Ac.
arrive* 'leutrenl M.J3 ia.au. dally, Sunday
included.
Parlor Cara far Tlonimil on 8.35 a. m., arrive Hoatreal s.;|o p. ua.
Wagaea Palace Car* far Niagara Pall* on
8.35 a. mM arrive al Niagara Pall* 10.40
а. at.,
connecting for all points West.
IVagarr Palace Car* for Ptabraa’a on 1.00
p. in. Passengers by this train reach all White
•Mountain
Kr*ort*
before
eveaiag.
OTThls train will not stop at So. Wlduham
White Kock, W. Baldwin or Hiram.
Caaadiaa PaciOc Wire per* for VI oatreal on
б. 15 p. in., arrive Vloatrenl W.*J5 a. ua
all
trains connect at Bridgton June, with B. A K.
It. K. for
Harrivoa
and
Water'gloa,

Ewr
I.3<

COLIMIKI/I HltVC LKN.

Central Wlinrf Towboat Co.

a. in.

JIBMKNGKK'S NOTICK.
Office

•jlyll___entity

B*ilde,Jtl« pleasant to tho

Stock holders ot the Central
MEETING
Wharf Towboat Co., will be held at Com170 Commercial St., TUESDAY,
Office,
Sany'.
ept. 20th, at 10
geplSdtd

FOR ULU'bt'

H. W.

know.

tor our Fall and
Christmas Trade, to take light, pleasant
work at their own homes. 91to$3perday can
be quietly made. Work sent by mall any distance.
Particulars free.
No canvassing.
Address at
once, CRESCENT ART CO., 147 Milk St., Boaton, Mass.. Box 6170.
sepltieodAwlm

IT, ISM.

Wbil
Uouu'iain K«-«oi t*, connecting with
all points in Nonhrrn New II..... ,..biA*,
Vn uioui, This train run through t*> *l«air««
nl, llurliugfaM, Oyilrn«b«r «
Mirihir
Mali* ami wm.
I.(HI
p. m. express for <4lru •••use, ( raw.
■'••‘do, FitbvanV I’rofilr llou«r, .BIoumI
UnehtngiRu, MrHalrhrtM, Jrffrrasa MU

Iress

So none need gulp It down

Money to Loan.

June

L’assenger trains will leave Portland as follows
*.;15 a. ua. for all station* on through lint, all

You'll Hud It good to regwUte
The organ, of both email
and great.
It check. Sick Headache,
and the woe
That «ad Dyspeptic, ever

i
I
j

Ogdsnsbuig R. H.

SUMMER ARRANCEMENT

eod2ir

vaugl

STOUT,

St., and Qaooi Fit,' ol India Suml

Portland and

Now

The Best Five Cent Cigar* In the World.
,71 Dealers sell them. Trade oan order of
’, ::OMAS DANA it CO., Boston.

Eichangt

JOSKPH UICKHON.tiaiicriil M*nagrr.
WM. EDGAR. G. I’. A.,
J. 8T K Pll KNS< > V. Supt.

AND

IMPORTERS,

eRICES

p- m-,or Hebron

fl'Slc|TIM«
*H1
B'in’.fi'Ium •‘fV Mellco

M ay 18. 1887.

MOST SUCCESSFUL

R. STANLEY & SON,

.rocker, Chester, 1’a; Josle F, Chapman. Rockand; Susie Pearl, Barton, do.

AcinimY- Er°‘!!«W1:.Ml“wt8-30
Buckfleld 8.50 p. m.
Academy;

Meal aad Naathwral.

The great
it is the

For Sale lu the Original l’ackage by

I rom New York.
Sid fm Fowey 14th iust, barque Talisman, Ba1 ler, Philadelphia.
Ar at Monrovia Aug 28, barque Monrovia, Rog< irs, New York.
Passed Castle Island 6th Inst, brig Isaac W
‘arker, Kane, from Colon for New York.
Ar at Barbadoes loth inst, barque Glad Tldiu s
iIcLean, Santos.
At Kingston. J, Aug 31, brig Sarah & Emma,
sash, from New York.
Sid fm Cheverie, NS, Oth.scb LavluhiF Warren.
il'Idgeport, Ct.
Cld at St John. NB, 16th, schs James K Talbot,

Falls returning Monday
ATA1W (ItVVMTIOVS.

fuuuii, Ml# lr«NM, OntiiN.i, .N>|iaHW,
**nnI* •■llliNkf ('iff, ll< u*cr, Naa
PraaciMa. and all points in Uk ^oMhwr.i,

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, Rheumatism. Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney and Bladder trouble. Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Price 81 a bottle /six
bottles for S5. Send to Da. F. S. Hutchucsoit A Co,
Enosburgh Falls, Vt., U. 8. A., for circulars, testA !

it

Bass’ English

Foreien Ports.
Passed St Helena prev Sept 15, ship Emily Reed
1 Ihelden, from Calcutta for New York.
At Honolulu Atm 2U, barque St Lucie, Erskine

leaf

V.V*0 m- several hours can tm
mid return same day; or
Androscoggin Valley to Ruin*

Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates to
Canada, Detroit, Chlrago. Milwaukee,
l ini

PREVENTS

wiili success.

lURDOCk’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
tuy22
MW&Stl

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 10th, sch A H Howe, Uarington, Newport News.
LUBKC—8-d 10th, sch Portland Packet, Gardler, Boston.
BATH—Sid lGtli, sbs Will J Lermoud, Hupper,
F
uid Ida ll Mathis, Sloau, Philadelphia.
Ar 17tli, sen Angie L Green, McEIwee, Portland
aud passed up.)
Sid 17tli, sch Lucy H Russell, (new) Randall.
Jaltiuiore.

^r.
?
ford

35

preserrlng the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dlxxlness or
Pressure in Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation. Ringing Sound In Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and in Bide, Dry
Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or If suffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a bottle of Anti-Apoplectine, it-not
only

lu health or
It will make, by the use of one tablepuonful four limes daily for an adult, eight per
ent. new blood weekly,
it is recommended by
lie Medical Profession as the ONLY KAW
fOOU KNOWN, free from insoluble matter,

^^5^^/oequal

day or Monday. By

to Medical Science for

llsease,

thc,

Lewiston

AKHIYALM.
From 6-ewiatoa aad Ankara, 8.26 a a..
12.06. 3.16 and 5.35 p. m.
From Durham, 8.25 a.m 13.05 and 6.45
p. m.
From Chicago aad Montreal, 12.06 anil

tyl4dtf

la a combination of She moat potent remedies known

pa-

Liquid Food Is adapted for all ages,
as

/ora
beautiful

at

p. ni.; returning ou arrlva
Boston 1.00, and Portland
7
tickets will be sold bepu'"„
tween Portland, Lewiston and
Stations on R. V. *

of train leaving

Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFIC'Fi

1 he fiumieal Ntnff at ITlardnck’s Free
llospitul i'or Women are in daily attend*

liven

medicinal
Se”d^^lY''^ju/or
6cents%?li iiiijgVValue begins

J-f®
P;.m- i Buckfleld 3.25; arriving
6.10; Portland 6.46

—

road

ter.

CITY ADVKKTINKflKuTH.

FOB

ra.

RKTURNINU— Leave Canton 4.30, 9.16 a. in.;
arriving at Portland 8.26 a. m., 12.06 p. m.
Ou Saturdays only a third train leaves Canton

trains ol Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all poluts West and South
may be had of H. H. HELLK.N,Ticket Agent, Portland * Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
June26dtf
J. W. PETERS SudL

International
—

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

will not be

LINE.;

From BOSTON onrj WEDNESDAY iod SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA mrr TUESDAY ind FRIDAY
Tilladelplda,

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.;
Lewiston «,()«! Mechanic Falls (mixed train'
at W. Minot 9.06; K. Hebrou 9.40;
Buckfleld 0.45; K. .Sumner
10.86; Hartford
10.65; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
K. Ilebrou 3.40; Buckfleld 8.60; K. Bumacr 4.08;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; OllbertvUlo 4.35 p.

8.45; arriving

Parlor cars on

pills,

*

trraa(riw-il la Kffnl Jaarl,
IHS7.

ARRANGEMENT

Steamers leave Krauklln Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38. East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLK,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septa 1-dtf_
Deneral Agent

il>*.

Kuniford Falls <fc Buck field Railroad

5.46 p. ID.
From Quebec, 12.06 p.

bound east.

| lara for New York.

Trains leave Bridgton G.10, 10.10 a in., and
6.40 p. in.
Trains arrive at Portland 8.46 a. ni. and 12.35
and 7.60 p. m.
Trains leave P. A O. It. K. 8.36 a. in. and 1.00
and 6.16 p. in.
Trains arrive at Bridgton 11.10 a. ni. and 3.20
and 8.56 p. m.
J. A. BENNKTT, Supt.
Je37
tl

Nl'NDAY TINE TABLE.

By order of

Lola for Hale.

au31_

Tollman,

Spoken.
Kept 4, lat 35 N. Ion 38 W, ship Jas Drummond,
1
.urtls, frontfe uaynias for Hamburg.
Sept 14, no lat, Ac, brig Mary Ulbbs, from Gl-

rnugrtueul. tumrarisi June
ar, IMM».

Dr* SehencIVs

Cld 17th, brig Edith, Foster, Wilmington, NC;
ichs Maud, Robinson, Economy, NS; AFCrock•tt, Thorndike, Windsor, N'S;
Douglas Uovey
Ihompson, Fernandina.
SALEM—Ar 10th, schs Emily A Staples,Knowlon. Deer Isle for New York; Polly, Perry, Itockaud tor Boston; James Nelson,Smith; 11 S Boynou, Perry, and K S Uodgdon, llodgdon, from Bos1

BEDS

IS THAT WHICH KEEPS THE
LIVER AND STOMACH IN A
HEALTHY CONDITION: AND
NOTHING IN THE WORLD CAN
SO SUCCESSFULLY DO THIS
AS MANDRAKE, WHICH, AS IN

Irockett, Bangor.

on

PARIS FLOURINC CO.
*S. A. & J. H. TRUE.
*F. A. WALDRON & SON.
KENSELL & TABOR.
CEO. W. TRUE &CO.
*S. W. THAXTER & CO.
NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.

hare juMt completed n Neptic llonpitnl
>f IFree Beds, all for.Nnrgical Cases.

of

17th, brig Caroline Gray, Pillsbury,
Arecibo;
Roger Moore, Gilkey,Wilmington; Vineyard
doudotit; Thos Burden, do; Lygunla, Kllzahelh>ort; F G French, New York; Omaha, Orlaud;
ininia W Day, Penobseot; W If DeWItl, Damarlicotta; California, Waldoboro; Henry A, Wiscaslet; Henrietta, Orland; Wreath, Bangor; aiiu
barker, Rockport; Emma A Cutting, Bath; J
Deer Isle : Maria Theresa,
Rockland;
|Sarreu,
I B Stinson, and Florence E
Tower, Deer Isle:
Samaritan, Bangor: Coquette, Wiscasset- Vir;inla,Sullivan; Cambridge, Bath; Albert,Calais•
Sadie A Kimball, Boothbay; H II Havey and
day Queen, Sullivan; Ml Vernon, Surry; lilktilda
tViscasset; Metropolis, and Harvester, Vlualha-en; Lulu, aud Auaeouda, Mlllbndge; Ella Clifou, do; Eastern Light, and Jas Freeman, from
dachlas; Carroll, do; Delaware, and Aruoreer
illswerUl; E M Eranscoiub, and Panama doiagle, do; Wave, Addison; N Jones, aud Ameiild. Calais; Minetta, Wintcrport; Ida Hudson
uid Wiu McLoon, Rockland; Commonwealth,and
Sami W Brown, do; Cock of the Walk,Wiscasset:
dary L Varney, Bath; Frolic, Damariscotta; M L

to onr

re

for Grovelaml; Avon, At
Warr,. Amboy
vood, Elizahelhuon
for Camden.
“lUeSt 1 Le®'
T**omaa, Hoboken
!
Portland
8C|,S Maria Adelaide,
viekeis u. New York bound east; Rival
from
in eastern port bound
west, tmaiuboom none.)
1 as5ed by, sell Augustus Hunt
*‘D' MOUTH—.Ar ldtli, sell Nautilus,

Ar
ichs

surgical enmr can
by iaTarmiag

him

150 FREE

Vigors.

BOSTON—Ar loth, sells Edward Stewart, llarow, Port Johnson; Win Warren, Warren, from
dachlas; Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison, Idaho
Leikms, Bangor; Peerless, Thompson, Thomason; Herbert, Pet tee, Rockport.
scl1 "
s Sheppard, Reeves, Clark’s
ove

n

la

as

ioy

made, and the

were
came—

thoroughly

clipped

132

PillS
Make New, Rich Blood!
&ugl2

k Sato River Railroad Co.

Mm lunar, .%

Sldtl_TO

Leave Franklin Wharf at 9.15, 10.30 a. m„
12.30.1.30, 2.15,3.15 p. m.
LeavePeak’s 9.35, 10.50 a. m, 12.60, 1.45,
2.35, 5.15 p. in.
Leave Cushing’s 9.45,11.00 a. m., 2.45,5.00
p. in.
Leave Cape Cottage 11.10 a. m„ 2.56.4.45 p.m.
J. B. COYLE, Mgr.
J. F. L18C0MB, Treas,seplldtf

d6mcM

uencni oi me

■ Ilf

—

illzabetliport.

Bridgton

CHAS. H. FOYK, (1. T. A.

Steamer-Cadet” will leave Franklin Wharf at
6.45,6.46, 9.00.10.30 a.m.; 12.06, 2.15, 4.30, 0.15
p.m. Leave.Peak’s. 6.20, 7 15, 9.30, 10.60 a. m.;
1.00. 2.85.6.10.0.30,p. m. Leave Cushing’s at
6, 7.05,11, a. m.; 2.46, 6 and 6.40 p. in.
Leave
Capo Cottage, ll.lOJa. m.; 2.66 and 4. 60 p. in.

until further
the following
Time Table:
Leave Custom House Wharf for Forest City
Landing. Peaks’ Island, 6.46, 6,46, 7.4'>, 9.0«>,
10.30 a. in.; *12.10, 2.16, 4.30, 6.10, 7.30
p. 111.
Returning, leave F. C. Laudnlg,Peaks’
Island, 6.15, 7.16, 8.16,9.3o. 11.16 a. m.; *1.10,
2.40, 6.00, 6.30,8.30 p. m.
Leave Custom House Wharf for Little and Great
Diamond. Trefetben’s and Evergreen Landings,
6.45, 6.50, 9.00, 10.30 a. in.; *12.10, 2.00.
Leave Little Diamond
4.30, 6.10, 7.30 p. m.
6.20, 7.30,
10.10, 11.40 a. m.; *1.06, 3.10.
in.
Leave Great Dia6.10, 6.50, 8.10 p.
mond 6.15, 7.25,
10.05, 11.35 a. in.; *1.00,
3.05, 4.50, 6.30, 7.60 p. m. Leave Evergreen
6.05, 7.15, 9.55, 11.25 a. m.; *12.60, 2.66,
5.00, 6.40, 8.00 p.m. Leave Trefethen’s 6.10,7.20
10.00, 11.30 a. in.; *12.66, 3.00, 4.56. 6.36,
7.55 p. m. Leave Portland for Long Island 9.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 jj. m. Leave Long Island for
Portland 9.45,11.15 a. m.; 2.45 p. m.

INTERNAVXj
-A-ISriD

Har-

sepl4eod2w

Pauu.gr £10.00.

On and after Thursday, Sept. 16,
notice, boats of this line will run on

EXTERNAL TTSE3.

John

Johhaid. Meiiaffy, Farmlngdale; Leonora,’
icj, Ellsworth: A H Cross. Kennebec; Emma F
Migell, Borl and via Glen Cove; Ida, Slront, Milljudge ;AUle Oakes. Merrlman, and Caroline
Knight, Wood, Rocklaud; Zeila, Halloweli, widths; Joun Rracewell, Muuroe, Vinalhaven.
Cld lbtli, barque Lillian,
Willey, RioJaueirojarque lroteus, Coggins, Havana.
I'asasd the Gate 10lh, brig George E Dale from
8C'1S KaSle do for'PmHa!,8.or;
1 A htewart,
do for Boston; Castilian HoL Me Keen, do for BelaKi'-'Vl0*
oV'8U,r.’
,A“4‘e
ast, M A Rice,
dolor
Dover; Silver SDrav and
Lugano, do for Boston; Ahbie H
do

N?"

their

LINIMENT

Nevll“!er’

Geo D Loud,
Brown Calais-

have

Hamilton,

follows:

WEEK DAY TI.1IK TARLE

ANODYNE

do.

16t“'

can

Je20MW&F6m

S. F.

run as

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT GO.

JOHNSON5

sch Seventy-Six, Teel, Chelsea.
brig Mary C Haskell. Oliver, Bangor.
AMBOV— Ar 16th, sells T Benedict,
Luiscott,and John Somes, Robbins, New York8C“ Ueo

WOMEN*

to

Kd after twin?w2
clalf,n
(°.rv.the,a1,
sh™
that
benefit from its use,
they have received
monevrefundSl
mom>
funded,—and we »?Llt1cai1
hereby authorise alt dealers to return the amount paid.

astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
IFhlle it
cures the Cough it
strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
Price lO35 c., and 75 c.

Ar 17th.
1 EltTH

Hinckley,

Valuable

Send to QUAKER MEDICINE CO., Providence, R. I., for Circulars and Cards.
25 years, and have been thoroughly tested; and |to
niSvfl^hat.?hiu the
any
purchasing a bottle of Quaker Kilters,

ifliffi,

Cumin* to Liverpool firm
CHICAGO. Sept. 17. 1887.—Flour market is
quiet and unchanged. Wheat weak—No 2Bjprlng
at 67%*87%c; No 2 Red at 70‘4®701/ae. Corn
weak- No 2 at 40%®40%c. Oats dull-No 2 at
26‘4c. Kye 47c. Barley 74c. Provisions dull—
Mess Pork 16 00®15 26: hard G 30*6 32% ; dry
salted shouldersat 6 26®6 35 ;short clear sides at
8 80. Whiskey at 1 10.
Receipts—Flour, [12.00U this; wheal. 29.0(0
bush; corn 247,Oo(i bush; oats 119.000 bus rye 3,000 hush: bailey. 60,000 bush.

Market.

DEBILITY,
SLEEPLESSNESS, etc.

Capt.

Sept. 13, will

Leave Uurnham’s Wharf at 8.00, 7.00, 10.00
a. in.;
12 20, 2.00,6.00, 6.16 p. m.
Leave
Casco Wharf (Diamond Island) at 6.30, 7.40,
10.20 a. ill.;
1.30, 2.30, 6.46, 8.46 p. in. The
10.00 a.hi. and 2.00 p.m. trips will he made around
the Island, touching at Diamond Cove at 10.46 a.
m. and 2.46 p. m., and at the Farm Landing, on request. at ll.Oo a. m. and 3.00 p. in. PABKtSingle trip 16 cents; Hound trip 20 cents; sail
mg trip 25 cents (Diamond Cove and return).
Make all arrangements for sailing parties or excur
Ions with the Captatn.on board,or with L. A. GOUDY.TMauager, at ecr. Pearl and Milk Sts.Je29dtf

It has

NORFOLK—Ar 16th, sch Harry Smith, Weeks,

u

hi VKRPOOh.Sept.17. 1887—Quotations_Winter Wheat 8s®8s id; Spring wheat at 6s ltd®
6s Id; Club wheat at bs 3d@6s 6d.
Coru—mixed
Western 4s 2%d; peas6s2Vid. Provisions.
Pork at 76s Od; bacon at|44s od for long clear and
46s for short clear. Cheese at 66s 6d. Tallow at
22s 9d. hard 83s 6d.

QUAKER

CHANGE JF TIME.
after

GENERAL

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam,

Carriages lu attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Kreepor' and vicinity.
je26
d3m

STEADIER ISIS,

DEBILITY, DEPRESSION,

use

At

\cldie h Snow.

Cure of

NERVOUS PROSTRATION,

early stage of

Bangor.

Sept. 17 1887.—Flour market—
24.091 packagesp xpoits 6',040 libls and
24,622 sacks; very dull; sales 11,600 bills.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 0o.a2 80; siilier.lne
Western ami State 2 6O53 10; common to gr-ou
extra Western and State at 8 9053 40; good to
choice do at 3 60a4 90; common to choice White
wheal Western extra al 4 4054 60; (anej doj at
ar 4 1,654 85; coinmoo to good extra o|.i,. ai 3 00

bales.

and the

Eldridge, Philadelphia.

NEW VIIKK.

market—

ufl. seining.

leui,

receims

business quiet; uplands at 6i/ad: Orleans 6%dsales 9,000 bales; speculation and export looo

Safe, Sure aud Speedy

DYSPEPSIA,

dirt

Domestic Poics.
sch James B Jordah,
Jarthi. New York.
FERNANDINA—Ar 16th, sch Nettie Langdou,
Jagley, St Augustine.
OAttlEN-Cld
sell E H Cornell, Crocker,
Sew York; Floreuce Lelaud, Adams,do.
leth- sc**3 Belle Higgins,
.,8^«VA,N.?AHTAr
ikolfield, Kennebec; Belle Hooper, Gtlkey, Philalelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 16th, schs Prescott Hazelline, French, aud Warren Adams, Colcord, from
Kennebec.
wILM1NGTON. NC-Cld 16th, »ch M E Bacon,

By Telegraph.]

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

damage

PENSACOLA—Cld 16th,

Domestic Markets.

Whit"

QUAKER BITTERS, VEpcuE^yLE.

Coughs
RIjOOD,

$3.00.

TICKETS COOD FOR IO DAYS

board.

on

Receipts of mackerel at Gloucester 16th. aggre;ated 4000 bbls.

w

i-IVi.KP.aOh, Sept. 17,1887.—Cotton

Sufferers

COMMENCE SEPT. 15, 1887.

RATES FROM PORTLAND
To Fryburff, No. Conway, Lien Station
and Return, $2.00.
To Crawford or Fabyan’s and Return,

EATT. H. B. TOWNSEND,

Commencing Sept. 12, will leave Burnham’s
Wharf. Portland, dally (Sundays excepted), for
So. Freeport, touching at Cousins and Great Chebeague Islan« s, at 3|p. m. Will leave So. Freeport daily at 7 a. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on

which

sea

Ar at Gloucester 16th, steamer Novelty; schs
Fames & Ella, Lizzie Maud, and Frauds M Lori

00.

wheat 3,000
bush, I al ley

STEAMER HAIDEE,

Fishermen.

Hogs receipts 1,000; shipments 6000; market
opened ami closed stronger; mixed at 4 80a5 JO;
heavy 4 »Oa6 25; light at 4 80a5 10; skips 3 00
@4 65.
,4heep—receipts 2,000; shipments OOO; market
steady; natives 3 (>o@4 10; Western 3 1053 06;
Texans 3 00@3 70.Lambs 4 20@o 00.

bust24,000

a
some

and did

eod&wnrmly

Sowsprit.

By Telegraph.]

Shipments—Flour, 21.000|bbls; Wheat.1120,000
bushi coru.'.350.000 bush; oats,94,000 bu; tye 1,0 -O bush, barley 67.0IKI bush.
8T. 1-OUI8, Sept. 17. 1887.-Flour is steady at
2 10®4 00. Wheal lower—No2 Red at 08®68%e.
Cornflower at 38*4®40>4c. Oats weak at 24Vsc.
Rye linn at 40c. Whiskey Is steady at 1 05. Provisions are weak.
Pork irregular- uew 16 26.
hard 8 26; |dry Salted Meats shoulders at 6 60:
»ong clear 8 (17 ya ;clear ribs at 8 87‘/a ; short clear
at h 16. Bacon—shoulders
014*8%; long clear
at 9 30*9 60; short clear at 9
U7%®9 76. Hams
steady 12*14.
B.000 libls,wlieat 57.000 hush,
l°,irbU911- 0ilt9 39>000 bu, barley 13,000

windows,

CHANCE OF TIME.

Brig Jennie Phinney, Branscomb, from Pliilalelphla, of and for Portland, with coal, while making Vineyard-Haven night of I6th, grounded on
West Chop aud remaius.
Wreckors have contracted to float her.
Sch Matilda. Coffin, at Bostou from
Wiscasset,
reports having struck on J .ittle Fawn Bar 16th
but was towed off without apparent damage.
Baltimore. Sept 16-Sch Puritan,Harding, hence
lor Boston, is ashore oil Sandy Point.
Gloucester, Sept 16-Sch H G French was in
contact witli steamer Novelty
to-day and lost

CHlCAUO. Sept. 17, 1887—Cattle marset—resreceipts 2,000; shipments (-00; market quiet and
Steady; shipping steers at 3 00@4 90; Stockers
ami leeders 1 40,a3 JO; cows, bulls and mixed
at 1 6052 80; Texans 1 65 53 00; Western rang*
*

00

Alice Archer,

Memoranda.

Cattle Market

65; imler- .Mlnne-mta extra gord to prone at
•I40«4d0; choice to double exira do ai t «;.%•>
4 91. Inrludb g 95i* bbis city ::■ II1 e;ir.t at \ 15
4 35; Coll tine nhla iln 2 OO* 2 80: 650 I bis superfine V 5(1*3 10; (iOi! bblsTexlia No r at 2 On.t
3 40, 4000 bills winter wlieai|extr.i 3
00*4 0'q
4500 libls Minnesota extra at 3n0®4 90. Sontliern flour about steady and quiet: common to failextra 8 40*4 IK); good to choice do at 4I10k4 90.
Kye flour Is firm. Wh«nt«—receipts 361,OOSTtusli,
exports 19,893 bush spot; sales 204,000 hush;
spot generally steady: export trading quiet and
moderate; No 2 nicago at 78c; No 2 lted 79c in
elev, xuv4®8n%c delivered, choice 81 delivered;
No 1 Kcd nominal 86c; No 1 While nominal 64c.
Kye nominal. Barley is dull. 1'ora—receipts
104.700 bush; exports 1209 bush; sales 249,000
bush: spot declined Vi®'Ac, closing heavy at the
bottom; No 2 atol'VsC delivered. Onis—rrceipls
81,000 bush exports 26 bush; sales 91,000 l ush;
spot shade easier anc very dull; No 3 at 3214c;
White do 33*4 c; No 2 at 32-14 c; No 2 White at
34c; No 1 nominal; do White 37c ;Mixed Western
32«34c; do While at 35@41c. i'oflee—spot lair
Rio nominal 19'Ac. sux«r Is quiet and generalsteady; rellued is aulet: CM/sa5%c; Kxtra
ly
C 6%®5 U-l< c; Wilde Kxtra ( at C%*5 11-I8e;
Yellow at 4V„st5c;ofI A 5*4 "5 13-lOc; Mould A
6 31-lOOc, stamlard A 6%c; Cnufec A at 1114c;
cut loaf and crushed 8 66-100®8%c: onvedcrcdiat
0 7-18c; granulated 6%c; Cubes OVic.
1‘etrcIruiu steady—united 64%c. Pork dull and rather easier-mess quoted at 15 25®16 60 for
old;
18 26*18 60 for new. Beef quiet.
I.nrd lower
and less active;Western steam at 8 76 ;c!ty steam
at 6 80; refined quoted 7 00 for Continent; 8 A at
7 40*7 69. Muucr is quiet, Cheer film, but
quiet State ll®ll%c.

sch

llrnes3 Abbey, which arrived at Sydney
July U from New York, had bad weatner

nay—Choice prime hay at 18 00; fair to good at
*16 0O@*17 00; Eastern hue *12(5*15; poor to
*12ia*14: East swale at 105*11. Rve
ordinary
straw, choice. 16 605*17 60; oat straw S8@8 60.
Potatoes—Houltou Rose 80c p bush.

..,^S,28ffi,a7t'73,ll-eT]Vb,;,tl-N01

teb28_

FOR

Sawyer

Asphiwall Sept 2d,
Fletcher, New York via Cuba.

do^40a2

IlmH. iiiisi,2B’000

bbls

Passed St Helena Aug 23, ship
Mludora, Hutchnson, from Mauilafor Now York.
Callao Aug 2» barque Eva ,T Bay,

no

XOWLTON, Manager.
sepodtf

JAMES PYLE, New York.

iU8t’ 8Wp FaUl Kevere’

Sewell! NCewCYork.12tl1

do

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Sept. 17,1887.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 18 00 a 18 50: short cuts 18 00
@18 60: backs 18 50,819 00; light backs 17 60:
lean ends 18 60@l 9 00; pork tongues at 16 00
@*16 60; prime mess at *17 00@17 60; extra
prime at 16 60; mess, at 17 00a 17 60.
Lard—choice at7V4@7%c p lb in tierces; 7%
@8c in 10-»b pails; 8@8%c In 6-lb pails; 8%@
8%c in 3-lb pails.
Hams at 12 a 12%c V> lb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 8%@9c; pressed hams at
ll%@12c.
Choice city dressed hogs 7Vic p lb; country do
7c.
Butter—Western extra fresh maoe creamery 24
@26c: do extra firsts at;22:«23c £do firsts at|20@
21c; do fancy imitation creamery 20c; do seconds 18c; do factory, choice fresh, 17@18; do fair
to good at 16@16c; New York fresh made eremy
extra 26@—c; do extra firsts 23@24c, Vermont
extra creamery 26@—c; do |extra firsts 23@24c;
do dairy good to choice, at 21 Ka 22c; selections
23@24c; fair to good at 18@19c; low grades of
butler as to quality. The above quotations are
receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresli at 20@21c:do firsts 18Yi@
19c; choice Canada 18@19c; good to choice Western atl7@18c; Michigan choice at 18%@19e;
Nova Beotia at 18%@19c. Jobbing prices %@lc
higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12c; Ohio choice at
ll@HVic; lower grades 8@loViC;Nortlieru sage
12c; job prices Vic higher.
Beans—choice small N Y hand picked pealat
2 60 p bush; choice New York large baud
picked
60; small Vermont handpicked pea at

9’000
hn«1|VP"^Dt3rS2!l.rbusb’
OBts 17»doo

con-

EHOM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

1

t.i'll in HI .5

to

CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET, Sept 16—Ar, sell Nat Mender,
Brown, Boston.
Sid. sch Cerulius, Monroe, Portland.
POKT CLYDE, Sept 10—Sch Win Franklin, of
Goulds boro, from Calais tor Boston, with
lumber.
aleak when off Baker’s Island, and run for
»Ptruug
this harbor, leaking from 1000 to 1500 strokes
per hour. She will discharge deckload, repair,
and proceed.

.irr,

to

Bold Everywhere.

FROM OCR

140

Stocks.

I'/ua p.i

one

worn out more

are

by washing than wearing. It is
your advantage to try Pearline.

to

Parrsboro—coal to

away flying Jibbooiu by
of the G T lty piers.
Ue*riDB’ CapeCod’ wl,n 141

mackerelhieM

"14014,2

Deliveries.
182,000 pieces
Stock..
72,000 pieces
Sales.142,000 pieces
Soot.
72,000 pieces
E uture.
70,000 pieces
Price—3 6-16 less % per cent for 64s, 2 16-16e
nominal for 60x66s; market steady and firm, e

..u* ci m 11 is

Newcomb.
s,v^a;,^r)
Carried

Utct with

Production. 106,000 pieces

'v*

Herald, (Br) Merriam, Parrsboro—coal

n^r

10

Baker, Boston—soda

ity Co.

Li

On and after MONDAY, Sept, r.th, Steamer
Greenwood will leave Burnham's Wharf for Trefetheu’s. Jones’ and Greenwood Garden, as follows:
Leave Portland 5.55,8.45,8.30,9.45,11.00 a.m.
l. 46, 2 45, 4.45, 8.10, p. m.
Leave Trefetheu’s 8.20, 7.05, 8.50, 10.05,11.20
a. m., 2.05,3.06. 6.06,8.30 p. m.
Leave Jones’ 9.05,10.20,11.35 a. m., 2.20, 3.20,
5.20, 8.40, p. m.
Mumlu) Time Tublr—Leave Portland at 9.46,
11.00 a. m., 1.45, 2.45,4.45 p. m. ltetiirnlug, leave
Trefethen’s at 10.05,11.20 a. ill.. 2.05, 3.05, 6.06
p. in. Leave .Jones’ at 10.20, 11.36 a. m., 2.20,
3.20. 6.20 p. ill.
The above trips will be run rainv days, same as
(air.
Kouiul trip tickets: Adults 25 cents. Children
16 cents, with admission to Garden. Special rates

I

•

PORTLAND &OGDENSBURGM~

Steamer Greenwood. Autumn Excursions

gives renewed
^

K ill.KU

KAII.itU.lDM.

Suiuiurr

Quaker>J3i.bbers

—

NTKA1T1KKM.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

a/bonic!

'washed in the old
rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.

md21

<Hr) Martlu’ J°Ke|us- NS-griml-

stones'to'orderi'

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Sept. 17,1886,-The Fall River
print cloth statement for the week Is as follows:

week the
122

SUNDAY. Sept. 18.

10%

preferred.

Havana
Asked
188

Wan!';Ei{agg?crri.^rgtlUlr

I7

Standard.112%
Houiestake. 13 00

4

N8-

Jonesport-N Blake.
Blerce' Ho',nes- 8 W HarhorN Blake
Sch Commerce, Ladd,
Bangor—N Blake,
bch Lion, Chatto, Bluehlll-N
Blake.
0 Wade; 8ch Bertl,a

28%

Amador.1
Colorado ‘.Coal.
an
Quicksilver..
.'" 0

1

Newcomb> Farrsboro, NS—

Kelsey.

NEW YORK,
Sept. 17 1887. The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

...

Kelsey0' (Br)

Sell Essex Wallace,

[By Telegraph.]

ers

&

Grecian Rend, (Br) Layton, Parrsboro,
,,8cb &
Ryan

26%

Norfolk & Western pref.
Lake Erie &;West.
Michigan Central..

Chicago

Nlerrii?

3I>

Caiium.
Metropolitan El.
MobilelA Ohio.
Oregon Nav.

do

^ueeu’ Chaud,er* Ulace Bay, CB-

master.

....

Mining

B

Wade» 8h®rman, Baltimore-

Bertha Warner, Lathwaite, Baltimore-J S
Winslow & Co.
8ch Jessie 1), (Br)
Hatfield, Parrsboro, NS—
tich

Paint, or Woodwork,

Your Clothes

INLAND

|^any people seem LAZY]
when simply in need of

I Allow your Clothing,

CONSUMPTION should

Uoyie.

Alton A Terre Hants. ,3r»w
do prof.
70
Boston air blue, piet. 00
Buliiuto.. & Cedar Rapids.

Now York

C W

Belknap

pref.25%
York. Chicago & Si. Louts*.?16

Wells. Fargo Express.
Northwestern preterred.
America 11 Express.
Chesapeage & Ohio.
Chicago A Alton.
Chicago A Alton preferred.’

JSTEWS^

KI7STK

via Eastport for Bostou.
• Sell Walter C Hall, Hanson, Boston.
Sell Addle J, Francis, Bostou.
Sell Lake, Jobnson. Bostou—cement to
& Son.
Sell Kate L Pray, Pray, Bar Harbor.
Sell Cerulius, Muuroe, Wiscasset.
Sell Klenza, Chat to, Rockland for Saco.

Kansas Pacific Consols.
101%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
nil
Union Pacific 1st.I ll2M.
71
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
New Jersey Central. 72
Northern Pacific.
25
do pref. 61%
Dei. A Hud. Canal. 88
Del., Lack. A West.129V.
Denver 4 KhCGranoe, new. 25%
Erie...
<29%
Mum 4 St.. Louis. V2

1

Int
I

MlgCKIXAWIlOCI).

__J_

FROM

SATURDAY, Sept. 17.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,

107%
114%

K. lean, new.
East Tenn, 1st oret.

£200

PORT OF PORTLAND

107%

pref.
Ohio Central.
Ohio & Miss.
Ont. Si Western.
Canada Southern.

45|H1K'‘water |.

Mom.*sets d.1,.!!.1 c -^Height....)

lsts."ll9%

00^*26

uecling

Sunsets.6

ment securities:
1 ulted States bonds, 8s..
New 4s, reg.
123%
New 4s, coup..124%

New4%s,reg

Sept 21

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC, SEPTEMBER 19.

New York Stock and money market.
fBy Telegraph.]
NKW YORK, Sept. 17 1887,-Money on call
has been easy, Opening at 6, ranging from 4% to
6 per cent.; last loan at 4%, closing 4%«5. Prime
paper at 7(«9 per cent. Sterling Exchange steady
steady; actual business 4 HOd 4 80% for 60-day
bills and 4 84%fo4 84% for demand.
Governmeuts dull and heavy.
Railroad bonds dull and
heavy. The stock market closed quiet and heavy
at lowest prices.
Zue transactions at the Stock Exchange ag-reened 80,800 shares.
.lie following are to-day’s quotations of Govern-

New 4%s, coup.
Central Pacificists.
Denver 4 H. Gr.

FOB

York.. Bremen

Gel-manic.New York..Liven>ool...8ept 21
Sardinian.Quebec... Liverpool... Sept 22
Andes ..New
York..Haytf..Sept 22
Hammonia.New York..Hamburg...Sept 22
Kliyland.New York. Aiitwerp .Sept 22
Uugia .New York..Hamburg ..Sept 24
Aurania.New York.. Liverpool.. .Sept 24
Thingvalla.New York .CopenhageuSept 24
La Champagne ...New York..Havre.Sept 24
Fulda. New York..Bremen.Sept 24
Edam.New York.. Amsterdam Sept 24
City of Chester.. New York. Liverpool... Sept 24
Alaska.New York..Liverpool. -.Sept 27
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool...Sept28
8aale.New York.-Bremen_Sept 28

are receiver

Brunswick.

and 4‘.l

VHOM

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool...Sept 20

Trave..N ew

Wii < onsiu Central preferred
38
Wisconsin cc^ral.
...20%
New York and New England Railroad
42%
do nref
100
Mexican Central...
14%
F’lnt & Pere Marquette RaiUoadcom
30%
<b tref
97
(.’• 3, Si <j.
133
Bostouts Albany. 198%
Atch.,Topeka and Santa Pe Railroad.102
Mexican Central 4s. 69,
Bel) Te'eohone
216
WDror sin Central 2d series. 52
Mexican Central R 7s.76

New
do

to be a careless, moneyspending people, who disdain, or do not cure to
practice those small economies which the French
and German nations, for
example, find necessary.
There is probably some truth in this charge, for
In America money comes easier than in the
old countries, aud also goes easier. Yet, America
ts the land of Invention, and of new ideas, and of
universal progress. Among the new- Ideas, one
which lias occasioned a good deal of talk, ts the
adaptation of Lactart aud Honey to tile cure of
coughs and colds. This preparation is put up by
the Avery Lac tats Company, of Boston, the manufacturers of the famous Lactart (acid of milk)
aud Is meeting with wonderful success in the cure
of coughs, colds, horseuess, and sore throat.
Lactart being the pure acid of ndlk, compounded
with honey in certain proportions, is found to
There is nothing
possess a true curative power.
very mysterious in this result, lor people have always been In the habit of using “a sweet and
a sour” for ti roat difficulties.
But nothing in this
line, as effective ns Lactart aud Honey, has before been tried.
Ur. O. 8. Sanders, one of Boston’s distingutsliednihysicians, writes: "I recommend Lactart aud Honey for coughs, colds, sore
throat, etc. It aids the bowels In constipation,
and has a like effect in diarrbtna”; and Ms testimony is supported by many others.
Lactart and
Honey is exceedingly pleasant to take, and Is
sure to benefit the user.

■

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Boston Stock market.
I he
dHitV:

nUCBLLJNEODa.

—

do

Americans are

low

reject oilers tliat do uot meet demands for parcels left. Business small and quotations nominal
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
$1 87Vi@2 26 gold tier quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining. 85 to 90 degrees, at 1 87 Va@2 18%.
Centrifugal, 92 to 96 degrees polarization, at
$2 G8»i(fi2 97.
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks in
Matanzas, 21,000 boxes, 319,000 bags, and 2,700
lilids; receipts for the week,
boxes, 2300
hags, 108 lilids; exports during the week, 46,600 hags and 38 lilids, including 45,000 bags
and all the hlids to the United States.
Freights quiet: *» lihd of sugar loading at
Havana for the United States at 2 25@2 60 gold;
from ports on the North Coast (outside ports)
for the United States at 2 60®2 76
Exchange firm; Spanish gold 2 2GVii@2 26%.

62
124
142
80

Til 1-?;

HOME ACAIN.

PBESb.

PERSONAL.

Return of the Militia

by Special Train
Yesterday.

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 19.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

They

rO-f’A *

■'

Cain

Many Compliments
Philadelphia.

in

amusements.

Base Ball—Portland Base Ball Grounds,
Btockbridge Course Tickets.
NEW

At 1 p. m. yesterday, there was a throng of
people at the Portland A Rochester station,
at the foot of Preble street, to witness the

advertisements.

Plano.
Pot Sale—Knuilcb A Bachdl0'
Miss Alice M. <;»u d-«t
Book,
Lost or Stolen—Bank
Steamboat Co.

return from Philadelphia of the military of
this city and Biddeford. The train, which

liarpawell

Lost—Musset Hand Bag.
Gliding.
ltuby’s Royal Buzzefl.
Wanted—Dr.

consisted of

two parlor cars and seven
coaches, was due in Portland at 1 p. m„ but
it was delayed by two hot boxes on the way,
and did not arrive until 4.20. Thetrocps
from the northern aud eastern parts of the
State took the Maine Central train at West-

cnveu. Moore & Co.
Mines Brothers—it.
Teneine t to Let.
Agent Wanted.

Girl Wanted.

TAKE CARE OP THE THROAT.
Many orators use Allcock’s Porous Plasters
for throat and lung troubles. Few pretchers escape some affection of the voice, aud many wear
a fringe of beard under the chin as a protector
for ihe delicate organs of speech. The Rev. A.
A. Shesler, of Hartley, Iowa, writes:
1 am a Methodist minister, living in the northwestern part of the State of Iowa. I have been
using Allcock’s Pokous Plasters for the last
two years with very marked benefit. I have been
very much troubled with bronchitis, aud a cough
which very much interfered with my preaching,
hut an Allcock’s Plasters on my throat and
on my chest completely cured me In two weeks.
Advice le .Vlelhei..
MRS. WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used wheu
children are cultlug teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at ouce; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the eliild from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button." It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, aud is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-five cents a bottle.

FM&W&wly

lanlC

F. w. Kinsman A Co.—Gentleman: it
gives me pleasure to tell iny story of Adamson's
Botanic Cough Balsam. It has cured me, my
wife and child of severe colds to which we were
subject during the winter months. I think it has
no equal as a cough mixture and I recommend it
to my friends as worthy of confidence.
Yours
truly, A. C. Gibsou. Trial size 10 cents.
eodftw
sepl#
_

If you suffer from looseness of the bowels, Aug«»inrn Hmrra will surely cure you. Beware
of counterfeits and ask your grocer or drtiggistfor the geuuiue article, prepared by Dr. J. G.
B. Slegert & Sons.
septl&eod&wlw
Carter’s Little Liver Bills will positivety cure
prevent Its return. This is not
talk but truth. One pill a dose.
To be had of
Druggists. See advertisement.
d&wlw
8eptl3
sick headache and

_

Harper's Bazar—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week lias been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

Saturday—The traverse jury was

finally.

excused

Imposed next

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Intoxication; $3

and costs.

Patrick Lai ley.

costs.

Resisting officer; *30 and

Patrick Lalley. Assault on officer; 3 mouths in
county jail.
Patrick Kavanaugh. Vagabond; 2 months in
city house of correction.
Mathew Shaughnessy.
Assault; *10 and
costs.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Fourteen new members have joined the
Tnrnvcrein.
There were 52 arrests last week, of which
20 were for drunkenness.
Close time for lobsters is over, but this delicious fish is very scarce.
About sixty people from Freeport made an
excursion to Portland Saturday.
The steamers carried large crowds on

various Sunday excursions yesterday.

Yesterday
skies, and a
Saturday.

was a

Argonautsjjgflfgive the
Virfrfti field day at
j ,'Ul’WW

_/^hia

"

temperatwte than

The
"*•

their,

bright day wltVf clear

warmer

on

Cumberland
the Islands

week.

Another large meteor is reported to
passed over the city at about 9 o’clock
urday night.

have
Sat-

409 scholars In nttcudauce at
School last year, the largest num-

There
the High
ber for many years.
Miss Alice M. Gould reopens her studio at
5G7i Congress street for classes In painting
and French today.
The exports for the weekending Saturday,
were

Sept. 17, were valued at $41,245 and included
2,550,605 feet of lumber.
A very fine night blooming cereus attracted much attention at W. It. Frank’s office,
18 Quincy street, Saturday night.
There were 757 hogsheads, 352 hags and 16
tierces of sugar, 354 tons of coal and 45 tons
of grindstones imported last week.
Abraham Davis, of Camden, lent a strang"
er in Poitlond, $32 on a bogus bond Saturday. The stranger cannot be found.
A horse belonging to King & Dexter, slip-

ped on Congress

street Saturday, and falling
broke a shaft and badly wrecked the har-

ness.

Ancient Brothers Lodge will observe Odd
Fellows Memorial Day in three weeks. Rev.
Marion Crosley has been invited to deliver

the address.
The house of Jesse Babbidge, in Falmouth,
on the road to Blackstrap, was burned during Friday night. The loss was $1,000, with
insurance.
The annual meeting of the Maine Woman's
Suffrage Association will be held in Reception Hall, City Building, on Monday evening, Sept. 26th.
ft has not been decided yet whether any
of our steamers will take part in the Firemen's Muster at Brunswick this coming

no

Thursday or not.
St. Dominic’s parish will hold their fair
for the new church in November. The new
church will face Gray street, ami be nearly
as large as the Cathedral.
from
young man named Crawford,
Brunswick, was robbed on the Boston boat,
Wednesday night, of a new suit of clothes,
a watch and chain and $30 in money.
A

The Young Men’s Liberal Association
which meets in Science Hall, at the corner of
Congress and Temple streets, had a largely
attended meeting yesterday afternoon, of an
intelligent class of ladies and gentlemen.
Mr. Harvey Freeman, Jr., was assaulted
by a stranger because he would not stand
trust, Friday night, apd Mr. Freeman handed him over to tiie police. The man got $10
and costs from Judge Gould Saturday.
A meeting of the Young Women’s Christian Temperance Union will be held to-day
at the

headquarters, 514 Exchange St.,

at 3

All interested in the work of temperance among the young people are invited.
diaries Paine’s, the printer. No. 118 Exchange street, new fire alarm cards will be
just the thing for the pocket, while he has
also largo handsome ones for the office and
counting room. They will be distributed
p. m.

free.
There iias been a good deal of beer seized
by the police lately.
Yesterday morning
officers Sylvester and Eaton made a large

seizure from the cars; officers Warren and
Brackett seized 51 bottles of lager from Mrs.
Finch, and 4 barrels of beer were got from

Mrs. Flaherty.
Messrs. Teague &

Bennett,

the wharf and
bridge contractors, have the piles ready and
will at once begin work on a wharf at the
southerly end of Mackey’s Island. They
will also build a wooden bridge, 16 feet wide
by 1800 feet long, from the Falmouth end of
Martin’s Point bridge to the same island.
New

Smoking

Cars.

The Grand Trunk Railroad Company have
just ifinished two fine smoking cars which
are to run between this city and Lewiston.
Their numbers are 383 and :KW. They are
eacli furnished with four marble top tables,
two closets and two stoves, one in each end.
They are finished with cherry and have hard
Pine floors. The windows are large and the
cars are well lighted at night with Taber's
improved car lamps. They will be run on
the road in

a

few days.

At a meeting of the aldermen Saturday
morning at 11 a. m., the following jurors
were appointed
for the United
States
Court:

r“IUi Juror8_C- B- Nash an<l

apetit jurors—Sterling Dow

aan.

A reporter for the Pkess had a chat with
Col. Horace B. Uill of Gov. Bod well’s staff,
after his return. The Colonel said tlie Maine
regiment reliected great credit on the State.
On the day of the review, when they passed
tlie President, as he sat on the reviewing
stand, their fine inarching iwas loudly applauded. Adjutant General Dalton of Massachusetts was surprised to see a regiment,
composed as the Maine one was, of detailed
from

two

different regiments, march
with such precision aud elan. Notonly were
men

HJC A1

Ml v

1.1UIVS

Ui till

JIUllKo

1UI11

Wfll

uugtieu

but the rear ranks also.
But two regiments
surpassed them, one the famed 1st Massachusetts, ami the other a New York regiment.
Gov. Sawyer of New Hampshire, spoke of
them in high terms.
The Colonel said their discipline throughout the trip was admirable. There was no

rowdyism,

intoxication. The simple fact
was tiiat the men were all intelligent and
sensible, with a great deal of self-respect.
On tlie steamer, going and coming, it was
quiet as a church, aud yet the men were under no unusual restraint, aud all had a good
time.
The captaiu of the steamer Massano

chusetts said lie never carried such a well
behaved party. At Philadelphia, Capt. Paul,
the quartermaster, had provided excellent

Col. Hill says it was a great sight to see
the streets through which tlie military procession passed. The stands for spectators,
like the floor of a theatre, stretched from
the

sidewalk,

back and

upward, as high as the houses, and they were
black witli people. When Hannibal Hainlin
came along to take ills place on the reviewing stand, accompanied by one of the executive committee, lie was a little late. As he
stepped into the vacant space in the street,
in front of tlie stand, lie was recognized by
the Maine men, aud a voice sung out “Three
cheers for Hannibal Hamlin.” New Hampshire and Massachusetts answered the cry
with Maine, and three tremendous cheers
went up that evidently pleased the good old
Vice President, who wore the traditional
beaver aud swallow-tail.
Gov. Bod well remained in Philadelphia
and did not return with tlie command.

Springfield Commandery.
A programme from Springfield Commaudery, received Saturday, anuounces that they
will leave Springfield at 9.15 a. in. Thursday,
ou tlie Boston & Albany railroad, arrangements having been made to run the ears
through to this city. Colt’s band of Hartford will furnish music for the pilgrimage.
The Commandery has accepted an invitation
from the Commandery at Haverhill, Mass.,
to stop over one train and partake of their
hospitalities. St. Alban Commandery will
assemble at their armory at 7.00 p. m.,Thursday, and accompanied by Chandler’s hand,
will escort the visiting fratres to their quarters at the United States and City Hotel.
On Friday, at 8 a. m., they will escort the
Springfields to Long Island, through the

principal streets, and give them
returning to Portland at 5 p. m.
Arrested for

a

clam-bake,

Embezzling.

Saturday night City Marshal Ilawkes received a telegram from the Chief of Police at
Boston, asking him to arrest a man by the
name

Kichardson, charged

of Hall

uezznng eoo

in

mat

Boston Saturday night

city,

with em-

niciiarason leu

boat and arrived in this city Sunday morning, when he
was arrested by Officer Hicks.
Officers arrived last night from Boston to take the
prisoner to that city, where he will be held
for trial.

the

on

The City Marshal received another telegram from St. John, N. IS., asking him to
had left that city for
boys,
Portland, charged with stealing some $40
from relatives in that place. One of the

arrest two

who

boys (colored) was arrested Saturday and
the other yesterday. They will be taken to
St. John for trial.
The

Fishing Fleet.
The Portland fleet off Cape Ann

is report]
ed to have done well. There were 4000 bbls.
of mackerel landed in Gloucester Friday.
The Portland fleet will probably be in soon.
Schooner Ethel and Addie brought in 240
barrels of large mackerel Saturday afternoon
worth about $4000.
The schooner Gertie
May brought In 21,000 pounds of hulibut
which sold for 8 cents and a half. A fleet of
vessels has gone to Wood Island herring
fishing. Fishermen report the herring as
likely to strike in any time. Quite a fleet is
being fitted out for Haddock fishing. Schooner Humboldt brought in 8000 pounds of cod
and 1500 pounds of halibut Saturday.
A Landmark Cone.

The old one-story wooden house that has
stood on the corner of Congress and Lafayett streets for more than half a century, has
been torn down to make room for a modem
building. The old house formerly stood on
Chestnut street, where it was used as a
school house. In 1827 it was removed to the
Hill and was occupied by a Mr. Bryant, as a
dwelling house for many years, it being the
only house on the Hill except the Observatory buildings. It has been occupied as a club
house for several years.
Assault.
Mrs. Foley who keeps the intelligence
office, was arrested yesterday morning by
Officer Newcomb on a charge of assault on
her daughter, a little girl of twelve years of
age. Mrs. Foley has complained of the wayward baliits of the child, to the police.
Saturday night, the child says her mother
beat her over the head with a key because
she couldn’t find her spectacles. There was
a report that the child had her head fractured, but she appeared all right at the station yesterday morning.

House.

Ex-Congressman J. H. Rice, formerly of
Maine, now of Chicago, was in Dexter this
week.
Mr. Katsuru Watnuki, frem Japan, has
entered Owen, Moore & Co.’s to learn the
business.
Treasurer R. C. Bradford of the Rumford
Falls railroad has gone on the excursion of
the general ticket agents to the West.
It is reported that Capt. Bunker, one of
the Sinaloa colonists, has sent for money in
order to return to the United States.
Mr.;Elliott Mitchell, city editor of the Express, is out again after hts late serious Illness, although not yet able to attend to
business.
It is said a ladies’ gymnasium will be
started in Portland, and Miss Gates, sister of
Prof. Gates of Bowdoin College, will be the
instructor.
Mr. Lloyd, vice president of the

Win. Mel-

and J. M.Jor

Mutual

Life Insurance Company of New York, was
in the city Saturday, on his way from Bar
Harbor to the Glen House.
The many friends of Rev. C. A. Dickinson,
former pastor of the Second Parish church,
will be pained to learn of the death of his
mother, Mrs. Eliza French, which occurred
In Lowell last Thursday.
E. F. Whitman, M. D., of Somerville,
Mass., who was one of the members of the
Cecilia Club excursion party, while fishing
near Mount Kineo recently, at the lake.
caught 103 trout, white and other lake fish
inside ot three hours and a half.
Mr. George II. Whitney, the popular treasof the Star Line Steamboat Company
for the past soason, left Saturday for Chicago, where he is to take charge of the
Casino Skating Academy. Next season he
will return and take charge of the rink at
Peak’s Island.
Mrs. O. II. Haskell of St. Paul, Minn., who
is visiting friends in Monson, Maine, was
one of the women of Maine who early joined
the Western pioneers. Her husband, who
urer

Joseph Haskell

of Palmyra in this
State, moved into the then wild Western
Territory of Minnesota forty-eight years ago
and plowed the first furrow, opening and
making the first farm in that Territory.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

slipped and the revolver was discharged, the
ball wounding the man’s finger, and entered
tin; side of one of the party, inflicting a flesh
wound. Doctors Hunt and Shaw attended
their case but found the injuries were not
serious. Tlie men are employes of W. H.
Scott.

Laying

the Corner Stone.

The ceremonies of laying the corner stone
of the new Baxter
building will take place
tomorrow afternoon, at 4 o’clock. Hon. J.
W. Symonds will speak for the Public Library, aud Prof. H. L. Chapman of Bowdoln
College, for the Historical
All Ma-

Society.

luvited to participate in the

ceremo-

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Regis-

try of Deeds:
Brunswick—Samuel 8. Jackson of Brunswick to
Marins A. Stiinpsou, land. $1 and considerations.
Portland—Harry M. Fessenden of New York

city to BeuJamUi <J. Miles of Cape Elizabeth, laud,
$1.

We offer our entire stock of 20 inch
Colored Velvets at 75 cents per yard,
which is just one-half former price.

A culvert pipe drain is being laid on D
street, Knightville, the old sewer not being
deep enough by three feet, and it is said all
tlie other sewers are in about the sam condition.
BACOAUAPPA.

improvements on Maine
village are stirring at the pres-

Business and

street in this
ent time. A number of changes are in progress. Starting at the office of Sthe Westbrook Chronicle Mr. Watson has reconstructed his building and filled two fine basement stores with plate glass fronts. On the
opposite sides of the street Mr. A. T. Skillings has remodeled an old building and constructed it into a neat convenient office for
his wood and coal business. Near by him

Messrs. Foster and Brown have a large force
of mechanics employed on the old Universalist church converting it into a commodious machine shop.
Further down the street
Messrs. J. R. Andrews A Sons are busily
employed witli men and teams preparing the
foundation for adding 25 feet to their
clothing store, lowering the front tenement
to a level with the sidewalk and otherwise
the building. Near the junction
of Main and Church street Mr. S. Merrill’s

improving

block is rapidly being pushed towards
completion by a large force of workmen.
On the rise of ground below the High
school building is the new Universallst
church edifice in progress. The building is

A

and the outer walls nearly closed in.
Messrs. Woodman and Robinson have a
large number of mechanics employed and
the building will be ready for occupancy at
the time specified. There are several new
houses in progress on the “flat,” and the
foundation laid for others to be ereeted tills
fall on the line near Cumnerlaud Mills vil-

lage.

Bridge street tlie Westbrook Manufacturing Company are making good progress
with their work on the foundation for the
On

electric liaht building and office. Mr.
(leo.
Springer is preparing to build a fine
dwelling on Brackett street.
All the mills and manufactories are doing
a thriving business, aud furnish employment
for a large number of operatives.
The laws regulatiug the hours of labor and
the time of payment of employes lias proved
to be for the interests of both the employes
and employed. The outlook for a prosperous
winter’s business is encouraging. The numerous social and fraternal organizations are
making abundant preparations for frequent
literary entertainments and festivities.
K.
new

___

The Death

Rate.

PRICES

OF

THE

tion."

Grimmer’s orchestra will play the follow-

ing

programme:

Overture—Komantique.Keler Bela

Waltzes—Snow Flake.ltesch
Medley—Plantation Echoes.Boss
British Patrol (by request).Ascii

Galop—Jlephisto.Labttzky
pat’s wabdbobe.
There was a very large and enthusiastic
audience gathered at Portland Theatre Saturday night to see Pat Rooney and his company in

thenewplay “Pat’s Wardrobe.” The
piece deals with the fortunes of a newly
wedded pair who, having married without
the paternal consent, are being thrown continually into trouble of various kinds. As
usual, though everything was righted at last,
and everybody made happy.
The play is
in three acts and brimful cf fun, from the
rise to the fall of the curtain. The strong
features of the piece are the admirable singing and dancing of Pat Rooney—so free from
the usual boisterousness that attaches to
Irish variety artists—and of his daughter
Katie, and the fine singing of the Southern
male quartette who possess very well balanced voices. The third act was the best of all*
8TOCICBBIDGE COUBSE ITEMS.

Charles Dickens, Jr. will read from Ills faworks—“Dr. Marigold,” the trial
scene from “Pickwick,” the story of “Little
Dombey," and “Mr. Bob Sawyer's Party.”

ther’s

Bill Nye will deliver his funny illustrated
lecture, “New South,” and other things.
The Haydns and Germanias will present a
number of part songs, with the orchestra
and

a

short chorus

work.

The orchestra

will play an overture, a Strauss waltz and a
serenade.
Cable will deliver his new lecture, “Cobwebs in the Church.”
Powers will appear in the “Rivals.” Then
we have three Symphony concerts, with Has-

t.reitpr.

and

(-iwwp

an

anlniuia

TIitaa

lectures, on “Constantinople,”
“Julius Csesar,” and “Lord Byron." The
recital, with Hose Stewart. Mockridge, Lichteuberg and Keach; the Trombone Quartette; the Buggies Quartette; Scott Siddons,
Jessie Couthoui; the Welsh Singers; the
Spanish Troubadours; who all appear in the
Stoddard

Good seats are now on sale at
Stockbridge’s music store.
The Ideals and Bostonians will present
the following operas at City Hall, Oct. 7th,
8th, 14th and 15th, “Daughter of the Begiment,” “Poachers," “Fanchonette,” “Fatinitza” and “Bohemian Girl.”
Two of them
will be in the Stockbridge course. Tickets
will be on sale next Saturday morning at 9
o’clock.

course.

--WARDS-1 2 3 4 6 6 7 Total.
1
1
i
2
21
1
1
1
—

—

Apoplexy.
Cholera Infantum
...

Consumption.

—

—

--

—

—

--

______

Diarrhuea.
Inflam, of bowels....

------

1

Paralysis.

_

Total.

_

1

I

-----

4

i

..

_

_

1

—

—

1

i
1

8

i'stEsi

The Right Kind of a Man.
It is handy sometimes to have a skilled
telegraph operator aboard of the train when
one is travelling.
On the trip of the Maine
delegation to Philadelphia, Manager W. P.
Walsh of the Western Union office, Augusta, was one of the party aboard the special
train, aud at a little country station there
was a stop for orders.
The station agent
took his messages in the old way on a ribbon of paper. The paper did not work satisfactorily. and there was a prospect of a
half hour’s delay, when [Manager Walsh
stepped up, took the message in a jiffy by
sound, and the train moved on, the party rejoicing because of their deliverance from a
tiresome wait

The Index. “I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that word.”
MARRIACES.
Iu tills city, Sept. 17, by

Kev. C. H. Daniels
of Gorham, Me., and
M. Northing, of Portlaud.
In Jefferson, Aug. 30, clarence E. Pinkliam and
Miss Luuetta M. Hayes, belli of Damarlscotta

U. Newcomb,
Humphrey
Miss Louise

Mills.
In Damariscotta,

Sept. 3, Elmus Shuman and

Lizzie E. Teague.
In Oakland, Aug. 27, Jas T. Wyman of Beutou
and M'is Almeda Trask of Belgrade.
in Hollis, Aug. 31, Oren F. Smith and Clara K
Hah y.
In Portsmouth, Sept. 14. CUas. L. Thomas and
Miss Georgia A. S til pan, both of Hai psweil.

Ladies’ Plain Drawers,
“

Hamburg Trimmed
“

“

extra

cloth,

with insertion,
500 good
Chemises
at
Plain
25cea’h
quality
11
500 Insertion and Hamburg Trimmed
50c
11
11
“
“
500
new sq. yoke 75c

Good Skirts with Lonsdale
f<
“

Extra

“

Bargains

“

The

sale of seats for Iloyt’s “Bunch of
will begin at Portland Theatre tomor-

row.

The Bennett & Moulton Opera Company
will play an engagement of one week at
Portland Theatre, beginning Oct 3d.
The original Fisk University Jubilee singers ; Sol Smith Bussell in “Bewitched;’’ and
Bev. Joseph Parker, D. D., of City Temple,
London, will all appear at City Hall this
season.

“Concerning Liquor

Legislation."

To the Editor of the Press :
In your reply to my article in the Press
of the 16th you say:
“When Gen. Neal Dow speaks of ‘temperance people,’ as he does in another column,
he means not the great mass of people who
are friends of that cause, but himself and
the very few who agree with him.”

It is not at all to the disparagement of the
Press for me to say that I know a great
deal more of this subject than it does, since
it has been my study from early life. The
Press is mistaken in thinking that but few
of the “temperance people” want such legislation, whatever it may be, that will render liquor selling unprofitable and uncomfortable to those who persist in it. I am
confident the Press cannot mention the
name of even one temperance man who does
not desire that.
The majority by which prohibition was
put into the constitution was 47,075, an overwhelming public opinion, and the same
amendment commanded the Legislature to
enact all necessary laws for the suppression
of the traffic. When the Maine law was
written the penalties were put at a low point
because the policy of prohibition was untried, and many respectable men In that day
were engaged in the liquor business.
It
could nut be known then how far public
opinion would sustain sharp and stringent
penalties. But now we know that the public opinion of Maine is thoroughly prepared
for whatever penalties may be necessary to
protect the people’s homes from the grogmore difficulty in
procuring
prompt verdicts against rumsellers than
there is in obtaining them against thieves
and burglars. No man unless he is a friend
of the grog-shops will object to whatever
legislation may be necessary to render the
keeping of them unprofitable and uncomfortable. That is what we are striving for,
and we shall certainly accomplish it some
Neal Dow.
day.

Wealthy

and Cautious.

[Biddeford Times.]
A wealthy New York lady who recently
purchased a handsome cottage at Ferry
beach, went to Portland the other day and
stout rope and staples. Before
bought some
leaving the beach for her winter home, she
had the staples adjusted at two rear corners
of the cottage and with the rope she secured
the house to two sturdy trees which are In
the grove back of the yard. She was afraid,
she said, that a very high tide or a tidal
wave might come, while she was away, and

Deep

11

other chance games for money, played at
the DeVVitt House, without any attempt at
ous

concealment.

Portland,

“
“

Sarsaparilla

Jiuil

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlvnrm

IPARTTRQ
PuSaoiTc,tS)U?mi
!yjj
DIs®
Ivnsli ibrltCI They
■

HWUr
k*

also relieve
trees from Dyspepsia®
Indigestion and Too®
; I..any Luting. A per®

fret remedy lor Dim®
mss, Nausea, Droll el®
oess. Bad Testo In the®

Mouth, Coated Tongue®
a 1 n In the Side, Ac®

P

They regulate

the

Bow®

Ills end prevent Const!®
tatkm and Piles, rfhesmallcitumil cosiest to take.®
_

Duly one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg-H
.table, Frtce*5 cents,6vinlsliy mailfortlAw®
Prop’rc, New Voik,B

UNDERWEAR
Water

Damaged by

and

Pants,

Pills.

100

Jly29

pills for

a

wear

sold

everywhere

at

$1,

just

as

always

wear

long.

WHO

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
Free from Meronly Pure Vegetable Ingredient*,
1. N. CUlTXKNTUNp New York.

For Liver,
cury;

Jill**, Indigestion, etc.

contaiiirt

▲gent:

we

nightvllle. consisting of two houses, one of 7
rooms and one of 6 rooms, with lots
60x100 feet
each; property Is In good condition and rents for
(17 per mouth. Terms cash.
sepl7dlw
K

a good, dry, and well lighted basement
three sides, making It one of the most desirable
city tor Jimhlng or wholesale business
Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON. No.

rents In the
of any kind.
1 <14 Brackett

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

St._2-4

Anetiooeers and Coinmmiun Mmhauix
Salesroom 18

Inquire

A situation, on salary, by a young
w*’TKD
TT
man 3H years old, of good address ami education ; references given. Address "B’’, Portland Dally Press Office, Portland, Me.
14-3

the

on

sepgdtf

li
WANTS:
Call
Me,

FOK Ntl.k.

A ARGAIN
IN

erlioro.

MAKE—House anil Land No. 54 Brown
Enquire of i>. W. Snow, 36 Exchange
17-1

VVA 7TEIX
■

_

Carpet,

required.

Chamber Set,

or

W

three

Address D. C. M.,
14-1

heater stove in
an office or smalt
second-hand double standing black
walnut desk, six feet long.
Address F. 8., 88
Commercial street.
13-1
—

Y.___aug

WOMAN OF SENSE. ENKR
WANTED
GY and respectability for our business In
A

her locality. Salary about 930
per month.
manent position. References exchanged. B.
biudue. Manager, 30 Keade St., N. Y.

a

one

city;

Stove,

Kitehen

Range,

WANT
ness

can

Srevlous
le.___

MALE—At a bargain, a nearly new TVt
octave Kranich & Bach Plano; for particulars enquire at house No. 8 MONROE PLACE or
at office of J. W, Stockwell, 24 Plum street. 16-1

TTTANTED—MAN—To take the agency of our
TV
sales; size 28x18x18 Inches, weight 600
lbs.; retail price *36; other sizes In proportion.
A rare chance to create a permanent business at
home. These sales meet a demand never before
supplied by other sale companies, as we are not
governed by the Sale Pool. Alpine Sale Co., Clu
Wassw
thnatl,

&■_

for make—a
second hand
Furnace
Magee Furnace, In perfect order,
good
All tl

Lounge,

as

as

e
piping and fixtures, including six
registers goes with the furnace.
F. L. HARTLET r, 385 Congress St.
12-1

Drapery Curtain,

Enquire

street.

Window Shade,
i?Iattre§§,

WANTED.

23-4

piUK MAKE—I will sell at a bargain (on acF count of ill health), my farm situated in E.N.
Yarmouth, containing 100 hundred acres of wood
land upland and Intervale.
Running water to
buildings, near church, scliool and depot. Inquire
on the premises. J. H. BRACKETT.
6-8

WA
_

WIDE SILK VELVETS tl.OO.

rent ol« to 8 rooms, within 16
WANTED—A
minutes walk of Market Square;
west ol

Market Square preferred.

Congress

toTayi

WANTED—A vacant
STOKE
good country
village location,
or

At

our

warerooms anil we shall

be pre-

pared to show the BIGGEST trades In
these goods ever offered in any eity in
the UNION.
NOW WHY DO WE DO
THISI
SIMPLY BECAUSE we hare

MISS ALICE M.GOULD
will reopen her studio, bC7Vi Congress Street,

Monday, September 19.
CLASSES

IN

DRAWING, PAINTING AND FRENCH.
‘‘Rich

sep!9dlw

GOLD LEAF.”—N. Y. Herald.
Opinion of GEN. U. 8. GRANT:
RUBY’S GILDING merits more praise than 1
can bestow, and it deserves a welcome In every
American home.”
RUBY’S GII.DINC gives the brilliant effect of
SOLID GOLD, no matter where applied, audit
may be used by the most Inexperienced amateur.
as

Harp swell Steamboat Co.

RUBY’S GILDING I? valuable for Gilding
Household Ornaments, Furniture, Frames. CornAc.
ice?. Baskets, Fans, Deeorativa Painting,the
Ruby’s Gilding was ueetLIn decorating
splendid homes of W. H. VaNdIbbilt. JUDGE Hilton,
General Grant, and many other wealthy and
distinguished New Yorkers. A Camel’s llalr Brush
iu each box. Price 30 cepks. Bv mall 00 cents.
[Also in large bottles fcJpManVs and Gilders.]
Ask for RUBY’S GILDING. Take no substitute.I
Sold by all ART DEALERS and DRUGGISTS.
New York Chemical M’f’gCo., 3 East 4th St., N.Y.
Sold by eiVEPl, flOvKK A GO.. 303 Cm-

D—Agents In every town and villiagc
WANT
to sell
New (Si C hri.twn. Hook.

selling from 60cts. to *3.60. One woman with a
family writes that shefaveraged *7.00 a day last
and worked from September until Christmas.
year
One made *126 In six weeks who never canvassed
before. One agent sold 66 the first week In a vllage of only 200. Send for circulars If you can only
canvass your school district. You can make from
*25 to *600 before Christmas,
CASSELL & CO. (Limited), 822 B’way, New York
sepl9
epd3t
_

HUNT—Oil Congress street near State
street, an up-stairs tenement of four living
and two sleeping rooms In good order.
Bent
*200 per annum.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vii
Exchange street.lp-l

FOK

OK ntoi.rn
Bank book issued by
the Seanutu's Bank for Savings, New York, to
the subscriber.
If not found or returned to the
W 4NTED- At No. 323 Spring street
bank within 3u days from this date, l will apply
M lor general housework.
Apply with good refei»
to the bank for a new book.
ences at any time In the forenoon or eveutng.
OLAK NELSON.
New York, Sept. C, 1887.
19-1
I
—

(NIKI,

__19-1

the Wlndliam road
small russet
LOOT—on
hand bag; the tinder will be suitably rewarda

by leaving it at BUI CONGRESS ST.

TRUNKS

11>-1

THE

!

—

large Held of

horses

Ex
are entered.
Hound
as usual.

Trip tickets from Portland, Including admission to
grounds, il.OO; Lewiston, Freeport, and Interne
diate
stations In same ratio;
land G.30 p. m.

mixed train to Port-

sepl&dl w&w

AND BAGS.
_

Before buying

m.

COE is sole agent for them, and warrants them
the strongest made.
Al^i Zinc, Leather,Canvas, Ac.

U. S. Claim Agent,
Washington..

197

■ ■ ■

'‘Club”

■.

Street

Paper Shellg,

G. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle St.
eodtf

land,

tiachinem of all
SEWING
paired In
superior manner and

tn Q'ivi-

House Furnishing Co*
Bepl7

«t

a
«RMgfitffl.in

at

OFFICE, 646 Congress

IVlIVk'l ITU

2.

kinds

Re-

warranted
UMluiiM

17-1

8t.

HASKELLS JONES.

..

TAILORING

homestead of the

DEPARTMENT

new

buildings,

ern;

all in

good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central K. K. Station; the (arm
contains about loo acres, uearly equally divided
between wood, pasture and tillage; all excellent
for hay and (arm crops;
would make a splendid
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in the city.
The mauy trains each way on the Maine Central
R. R. give rapid andfrequeut communlcatlou with
Lewiston. Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms inquire of
AKA CCMH.VIAX, Auhuru, Vie.,
or on the premises.
aug22eod&wtf

We hus o received mid are now
opening for inspection, our new
styles of Fall and Winter Woolens, to which we invite the attention of all in want of Miyllsh Cinrmenls of best materlul uud workuiunshtp. Please call nud look us
over.

HASKELL & JONES,

AUCTION.

LANCASTER

470

on
at public
premises, at 2 o'clock p. m„ SATURDAY, Oct. Sth.
30 acres of good rich land, a beautiful orchard of
choice fruit trees, a well of good water, cistern
for house and one for barn. The housa Is two
story with L and carriage house connected. The
best burn in the towu, ail in good repair; also all
the hay cut ou the farm this year. Terms at sale.
J. F. PEAKING, Auctioneer.
scplSdlm
•

M

:

»

I

I

Jli

I

sepS

KEELER A

WnrfrMS., •<1-1*1 Ws.kisxl.a Street,
Kin,, Rhim, Am.
V|„niela aud all Archiicciaral W eed
Werh to order from our own special or
architects' designs at Kactery,

general house27

THOMAS
15-1

(JU®
Main St.,

WANTED—A

_13-1

Cloning

Out Kale at
Com than Half Price.
Call and Nee our Patterns and Low Price*.

at 94
13-1

in.

d2mo4thp

WALL PAPERS

capable girl to do general
housework in family of three, no washing,
good wages; None but competent cook need apply. MRS. C. N. HAMI.KN, 21 Elm St., Angus»•. Me.
cook.

Cambridgeporl

aug3f___

and 8 o'clock.14-1

capable
Apply
WANT
_PARK ST., between 8 and 9 p.

CO.,

ter.

good cook and laundress; also
WASTKD-A
a capable second girl; references required.
Apply at 63 DEEKINU ST., evenings between

HO—A

Company

MANUFACTURERS.

good capable girl
al housework. Apply at 44 CARLETON
STREET.
18-1

capable girl for
WANTED—A
work in family of two.

(HI

Inspection to their Urge stock of one*
quailed furniture aud upholstery goods.
They are prepared to furnish Country Houses
ind Cottages at very moderate prices.

to do gener-

STREET.

Street.

Invite

—

WANTED

Congrc**

Keeler &.

I-

—A

BUILDINC,

FURNITURE

Capable Girl for general house
WASTED
work; good references required. Apply to

A capable glal to work in small
WANTRIM—
family. Apply at 180 NEWBURY ST. 12-1

-

KOO.VIN.

LORING, SHORT 4 HARMON.

LET-Very nicely furnished and unfurnished
with Brst class board at No
TO
12 BROWN STREET.
rooms

17.1

BOAKD

AND

KOOVI-Large, square

ny room with board, centrally located,
able for two gentlemen. Good closet and

RIea**nt
for

one

week.

HSTRtCTIO.1 U LYULISH AM GLASS
ICAL STUBS

sun-

suitroom,

MISS Me
17-1

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

furnished room, sunny
gentlemen or two
N0' BU ““"HIM STREET,

s'"table

r!$ha.M“

ATKINSON

12-1

I*IINCBI-l,ABfKDVS.

late Captain Thomas
THEcommodious
and modMorse, In Gray, Maine; house
barn and out

AtWr*'SS,
o'r'oefo
86 Eree street.
QUARK1E,

■

No. 248

Dog. A liberal reward will be paid
LOOT—Pug
for his return to WM. J. DYER, South PortMe.

FARM FOR SALE.

,

S«.«3 per Tt.eu.aad.

Sep 12

p

at

Street.__1 g-i

land.__leaiutl

T® ®“S*

Revolvers aid Am pissiliM. Wholesale
and Retail.

will

carefully prepare olalms for arrears of pay,
bounty and pensions. Superiur facilities for speedy
•ettiemeut of claims,
Jeaautlm

Middle

a

suitably rewarded by leaving It

Brackett

EDWARD WOODMAN, 86 Exchange street.
ie-i

Plenty of Light to select by, and we give
you our word, whoever buys a Bill of
Goods from us
this evening from
SEVEN UNTIL TEN WILL GET A BARGAIN. Each Customer, who Buys Twenty-Five Dollars Worth, will get a PRESENT of a NICE RUG, and If he Buys
Fifty Dollars Worth be willgeta PRESENT of a LOUNGE, and ir he Buys One
Hundred Dollars Worth, we will make
HIM a PRESENT of a Silver Castor, a
Half Hozeu Silver Knives and Folks, a
Nice Rattan Rocker or some other article of Equal Value.
Come and see the
HANSOMEST line or PARLOR SUIT'S
set out on the HANDSONEST Carpeted
Room in this Country.
MtiO Yards of
Carpet on One Floor. It is a room really
Worth seeing, and we shall Sell any
Goods in our Buildiug for Cash orou
»ur Special Contract System, Goods Delivered, Frieght Prepaid anywhere lu
New England. Headquarters
Corner
PEARL A MIDDLE STREETS,'PORTLAND.
If you can’t come in the Day come in
the EVENING.

COE,

Jeweller

c; smith,

Trunk of any kind, look at the

PATENT WOOD TRUNK.

HOT GONE TO CALIFORNIA!
But still doing business at 177 Middle St. A
he expects to remove
later, he Is selling Watches
Clocks and
Jewelry, Cheap •• Cloae. Silver
Ware, Spectacles, opera and Spy Glasses, Toilet
Sets. &c
jly2(Klft

a

Electric Lights.

Wharf, and paying
ltl

_

farm situated at Dunstan's Corner, ScarTHE
boro, formerly owned by the late John H.
Snow will he sold
auction
the

Thirteen

on

Central

-At noon Sunday, In the vicinity of PreL«*T
sumpscot Park,
light overcoat. The tinder
will be

Mireet, Oakdale, Deeriag.
said houses contains fifteen rooms and
bath room. Is steam heated; piped tor hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and In arrangement and style uf finish
is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Market
Square, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
aud are among the most desirable houses on
Deeiing lauid Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
ROLLINS S ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
V (l ninvvxm
XI..
a 1»_
i-

AT

our

known that although Dr.
has not thousands to advertise h'S
Blood Cordial, numerous
patients have found
It to be the most valuable remedy lu the market
for the Blood. Sold
at|hk» SANITARIUM, 399Vi
lu-1
Congress street.

can

T. BOGAN,
charges,

Fe.o adrn

...

12-1

tP ADRIFT
A large punt,
PICKED
*be owner
have by cal ling
I
capt.
D.

REALESTATE

K

ANTED—It
WJ1
V v
Buzzell

cd

li^lMit

._tSA1AH DANIELS. Manager.

septlbeod&wlm

LOOT

v

and after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. Janies L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.46 a. m.:
Bailey’s Island 7.00; llarpswell, 7.16; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7.46; Jenk’s. 8 00; Hope Island 8.06; Lttile Chebeague, 8.20; fixing Island
8.40, arriving in Portland at 9.16 a. in.
Ueturnlng will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
On

FOR LADIES.

greas Street.

enormous lines of the Newest and Choicest Goods ithe market arfords, bought
for Fall Trade. They are just coming in
and we MUST MAKE
ROOM, besides
THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURBISHING
UOMl ANY, In order to supply our stores
all over the State, is Compelled to Carry
Assortments than Ever. THE
Greater
PRESENT STOCK MUST BE MOVED.
Remember the goods are just as good as
any we have coming in but the Styles
are not as New.
At the same time we
have plenty of goods ordered In these
Same Patterns.
Carpet that Sitting
Room Now with the Best Tapestry Carpet on Earth for 76 cents per yard, or a
Body Brussels for 90 ceuls per yard.
Don’t neglect this OPPORTUNITY, you
know we ALWAYS HAVE what we ADVERTISE.
A BIG FEATURE of TOMORROW’S Sale WILL be the PRICES
we shall make to those who come In the

with a

LOST AND FUCND.

steam
nolster anil one single
pumps;
two hydraulic presses and pumps
complete. Any
portion or the whole of tlie above will be sold at
reasonable rales, (i. B. K E N NISTON. Bootlibay
Bootiibay, Me. Sept. 1,1887,
septld3in

ONE

In a

store
one

preferred. Address BOX 41,

New Gloucester. Maine.

one

of

Address W. H. A., 470
J9-1

street.

tenement connected

engine 12x18 In excellent order; two locoONEmotive
and
upright boilers; two Blake
double

«

Quints

corns

D-

WANTE

ings
foundations, contalng appliances
for mixing aud washing, three digesters, wet and
dry paper machines, five steam boilers, pumps
and all necessary tools and fixtures for producing
per day seven tons of chemical wood fibre, which
ran, with only an addltiou of digesters, be Increased to twelve tons per day.
The mill Is located upon an excellent water
power, with permanent stone dams, and can be
supplied with an unlimited quantity of spruce and
popular pulp wood at a lower cost than any other
mill hi New England.
For particulars address,
F. H. AFPLETON, Assignee,
sephdtf
Bangor, Maine.

Male

and

The people ol Portland to understand that though advertised as one ol the
aids ol Congress Rink. I have no connection what
ever with the shove Kink.
FRANK L. BOW Ik.
14-1

property consists of substantial brick buildwith stone

Fwr

outgrowing Joints

’blilful manner;

The

Hawke*

tirst-class
JOHN E. PAG
14-1

work rooms,

that Mrs. Dr.
42 South St.;
nails treated In a
26 cents, outgrowing

can

m.

I»<

our

makers; also apprentices.
Congress street.

643

to know
WANTED—Parties
be fonnd at
Sbarman,

corns

one

To-Day we shall offer as a leader twenty pieces
line twenty inch Colored Silk Velvets at One Dollar per yard. These are desirable for Suits, Trimwrings, and Fancy Work.
The usual price In all
large cities is $1.50 per yard.
Sale to-day on
ribbon counter.

NT E D—Small rent In central part ol city.
Address I), K. B., Press Ofllee.
17-1

WANTED-In
TT
MEK,

Chcuiicul Fibre .71111 for Sale.
property of the Lincoln Pulp and Paper
THECompany,
at Lincoln, Maine, on the line of
the Maine Central Railroad, will be sold at public
auction, at the works of the Company at Llneoln,
on the 20th day of October, 1887, at 10 o’clock a.

Or any kind of

ImIm-

Mop,

proved August 1st, 1*87. ladles and gentlemen
for Massachusetts. Maine, New Hampshire, VerCall or
mont, Rhode Island and Connecticut.
write to AI.I.KN K BANGS. Factory and Salesroom. 287 Middle street, Portland. Maine, Buttertek Pattern Rooms.
6-4

—

MA1.K—House and stable at 43 HANO
1A°R
M.
VEB STREET.
Inquire at 47 Hanover

Spring Redi

Hair

FOR
lot of land.

New

WANTED—For the
ACiENTN
proved Excelsior Self Wringing

The two story briek house, No.
St.; modern improvements; good
of O. O. BOYD, No. 1 Exchange street, or HOWARD E. SOULE, No. 201
Commercial street.
23-tf
make
86 Winter

13-_l_

O._aug24

new.

Fiiisy Chair,

ED-Agent—An experienced canvasser as special agent in an established busiin Maine.
Address, giving name, age and
occupation, P. O. Box 1283, Portland.

Paint Shop Portland Co.; price $75.
C. F. DAM, 34 North
13-1
seen

IjSOR

Roeker,

cheap.

13-1

NALE-A Ten Llglitllncandesccnt DynFOR
amo, with Lamps aud Holders complete;
at

he

PerBain-

aug22dlawM4w

BKN-

near State street square.

JAM1N SHAW, 484fr Exchange street.

tWEINS.

MH. U

WANTED.

AGENTM

UK N'T—To a private family
furnished
house with ten rooms, iu
FOR
of the best locations In the

Parlor

f

ANTED A MAN OF TEMPERATE AND
moral habits, seeking employment, to represent an old established house In his own section. Salary 370 to 31 oo per month. References exacted. Am. Mahimcti kinii Hoi sk. Ill
Bai c lay 8t„ N.
i r. I aw M

MAKE
1 second-hand
FOR
good condition, suitable for
also 1

Suit,

NI1IUII

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
scp7tfApply

store;

Parlor

ween

WANTED.

half interest
two

office and rep.

j;r|

good salary to right parties.
Address
stamp, lor terms, the WEAVER MANUFACTURER. 34 N. state sleet, Chicago. III.
auggodlm*

SALE-Ala bargain, a nearly new7V%
FOU
octave Kraulch Si Bach Piano; can be seen
Monroe

Press Office,

an

fiiw

a
with

HUNT—In the heart of the city, bouse
rooms aud bath room; well arranglarge family or a small boarding house;
nearly new and very convenient; will he let low to
tlie right party. For further information, address
P. O. BOX 1435. Portland, Me.
16-1

or oue

tuici

.anew Invention, need
WANTED—Salesmen
ed In every house; 300 per cent commission,

a

MAI.E—

to take

man

or

FOK
of eleveu

FORin a strictlyThecashwhole
business;
hundred dollars

a

«

___aug2<HllawS4w

FOR

BROS.

—

---

rapluu IWihod. Address, with stamp, MANCFACTURKR, Box 70, West Acton. Mass.

Place for the next three days. For
particulars enquire at HOUSE, or of J. H
STOCKWELL, 24 Flum St.
_16-1
MAKE— One square piano; will be sold
cheap if applied for at once. Call or address
H.,81 Congress street.
16-1

A

At once, a man to shrink pants;
address J. II. DOW NS, So, Wat14 y

on or

ed for

C. W. Afi.fi.KN
1t|

71AI.K HU P

years, house 79 State St., with

term of

a

Exchange Street.

¥. W. HAII.il V.
mar 14

FOR SALE.

La 111 son, the

COCKLE’S
ANT5-SILIOUS
PILLS.

on

HURnk

WANTS

GOODS, TO CALC

SEPTEMBER 21 and 22

lst,2dor4thpnrmcF

FRIDAY. Sept 28d, at 8 o'clock p. in.,
ONshall
sell the J. E. (iodsoe property, t street.

FOK MAI.K
Color bav. weight
1300 pounds; iiiue years old; a good driver
lor so large a horse, and as good a pulling horse
as can lie found;
anil is a good leader hi a team;
anyone in want of such a horse, address Post Office Box 1435, Portland, Me.;
also three pair of
*
16-1
express harnesses for sale.

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS TILL 9 O’CLOCK

RINES

FOB

TO RENT.

in stock.

Summer Underwear to be closed out

__

Real Estate at Knightville by Auction.

BENT- From Oct. 1st. to June 1st,1888,
a furnished house in one of the most delightful locations In the city; has sunny exposure, and
steam heat; stable on the premises. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48»i Exchange street.7-4

street.

at 75 cents.

Cents’ extra good all Wool Scarlet Underwear all
sizes at $1.00.
Children’s extra good all Wool Scarlet Underwear,
all sizes at 30 cents and rise.
Medlicott and Cartwright & Warner’s fine Under-

An unusual

dollar.

on

street.
FOK

These goods have been stored in our basement
where water has accidently poured on them out of
steam heating pipes.
Many of these Underwear
pieces have never been injured only that the boxes
were destroyed.
They are as good as best and will

CUMBERLAND FUR

buttle of Ur. Flower’s Nerve

nice

sun

EVERYBODY !

Imperfections!

Gents’ Grey Winter Weight Undershirts, never
sold less than 75c, 50 cents.
Ladies’ White Winter Weight Undervests and
Pants sold by us previous years at 75c, 50 cents.
Boys’ Grey Mixed Undershirts and Drawers, regular 50c quality, 31 cents.
Children’s White Winter Weight Undervests or
Drawers, smallest size 2 for 25c, or 12 l-2c each.
All the larger sizes are 2 l-2c per piece more on each
size.
Ladies’ White Winter Weight Undervests and

cellent dinners will be served

anil get a

Pearl

I.KT—A
St., has
bouse,
TOthe
all day and In perfect repair; nine
»»»H-_seplBdtd
with good yard and shed. For further particulars call at W. G. MORRILL, No. 199|Middle
F. O. BAILEY*CO..
AUCTIONEERS'
J. J. GILBERT.
Bt.,
Woodfords._1M

at 8

SALE TO BEGIN THIS MORNING AT 8.

—

At your druggist’s,

Drug Store, No. »4 Washington St., corner of
Madison In one lot; good location for business;
stock and fixtures clean and fresh and rent very
A splendid chance for a bargain to anyone
wishing to engage in the Drug trade. Terms

TO

FOIt

f

RE MEMBER

STOP

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY, Sept.21st., at 10 o’clock a.
ON ni„
we shall sell the stock ami fixtures of

small convenient rent of five
St. Lawrence St. Enquire on the
PREMISES.14-1

months; possession given November 1st or
sooner If desired.
For particulars, apply on the
PREMISES or to F. A. Pitcher, 305 Commercial
1-4
street._

1

Corset Covers 2 for 25c. Better grade
50c
10 yards good Linen Diaper for 98c.
Better grades
$1, $1.25, $1.39 and up.
All width Cotton Diaper Remnants
5c yard

A0CTI0AFS8S

Orog Store and Fixtures,
BY

LET-A
rooms, at 4

the furnishings If desired.
premises.

19 and 25c each

condition

Hood’s

I.KT—A tenement of six rooms, on Boyd
St., sunny and convenient and In good reA.
Enquire of
pair; ten dollars a month.
ROUNDS, 107 Oxford St.14-1

house fob hunt
House No. 99 State St., will be rented for
FVBNIMMKO
six

11

1.00
2.50

11

Tired Ail Over

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for (5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD A CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

Stock of

floor and

Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets,

11

75c

Sept. 4, Nathaniel Mayhew, aged

Is the expressiou a lady used In describing her
before using Hood's Sarsaparilla.
This
preparation is wonderfully adapted for weakened
or low state of the system.
It tones the whole
body, overcomes that tired feeling, gives purity
and vitality to the blood, and clears and freshens
the mind. Try it If you feel tired all over.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier has no
equal. 11 tones the system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken It for
kidney complaint, with the best results.” D. R.
Saunders. 81 Pearl Street, Cincinnati, 0.
“Feeling languid and dizzy, having no appetite
and no ambition to work, I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, with the beBt results. As a health tnvigorator and for general debility I think It superior to
anything eise.” A. A. Ricker, Utica, N. Y.
“Being run down from hard work I tried Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and it so built me up that I have continued its use. I have great faith In It as a blood
purifier and regulator.” J. A. Smith, Commercial Bulletin Office, Boston,Mass.

A

I.KT—One more rent In the Thompson
TO Block,
No. 117 and 119 Middle 8t.; ground

"W-A-INTTS

50c
Night Dresses
50c, 81c, $1 to $5
500 good White Aprons, extra bargains

vpnri

jarry her summer home out to sea.

What, In Lewlstonl
[Dexter Gazette.]
A gentleman who attended the State Fair
From this town, says that gambling of all
sorts was carried on openly In Lewiston. He
saw Faro,
ehucn-a-luck, roulette, and vari-

Company,

50c each

Ruffles,
Hamburg
Trimming,
“
“
-

500 Lonsdale Ruffled
500 better grades at

Iu Dayton, Aug. 17, Mrs. Lucinda, widow oi the
late Columbus Dyer, aged 81 years.
lu Warreu, Sept. 4. Mrs. Eliza, relict ot the late
Frauds Atkins, aged 86 years.
Iu Jeffersou, Sept. 2, Miss Susan Hall, aged 81

years.
In Jellerson,
83 years.

street._16-1

~

T

F- 0. BAILEY ( CO..

rooms

SKIRTS AND NIGHT DRESSES.

■

amwl 60

Nice houses In western section of
P. WALDRON, 40

brick

of post omce building* In Ynr-

common
me;

share First National Bank stoek.
MARY A. WILLIAMS. Adm’x.
sepl4dlw
1

TO

25c pair
“
50c
“
75c
“
1.25

-

NOTES.

Keys”

TO

SEASON !

good cloth,

“

“

In tills city, Sept, 16, Ellen E.. widow ot the late
Enoch Crocker, aged 86 years 7 months.
In this city, Sept. 17. Maud A., youngest child
of Cbas. W. H. and Melissa N. Peterson, aged
6 months 17 days.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 1.30 o’clock,
at rear of No. 76 India street.
In this city, Sept. 18. Armenia M., wife of Win.
H. Walker.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
from her late residence. Burial private.
In this city, Sept. 18, Harriet Badlord, daughter
of the late Benjamin Kadford.
[Funeral service Tuesday afternoon at 2.3
o'clock, from her late residence No. 143 Fear®
1
street. Burial private.
n Saco, Sept. 16, John B. F’ogg, aged 29 years
10 months.
In York, Sept. 8, Mrs. Sally Harris, aged 90
years 10 mouths.
In Sanford. Sept. 11, Mrs. Lawrence Ashworth,
aged 27 years.
Maihlpn

mourn v

billiard hall, with all'inodern
conveniences; a good place for the right partlcs. Apply at the ST. JULIAN HOTEL.
16-1

DEATHS.

in Saco. Spnf. 10. .lamps
4 months.

"oo»

Enquire of C.

I.KT

12 soon,

at

American Tumluj; Co’s stock;
/* of 100 shart** American
Turning Co’* stock ;
*:! A,m5rl<a" l uniingCo’H stock;
no^’ **•» American Turning Co., for

street.
10-1

BUNT—A three story brick house, cenfor a business man; has ten
BENJArepair; good drainage.
ni-a
MIN shaw, 48Vs Exchange street.
—

AUCTIONEERS.

* •* bapinan;
42. Davit;

k;
*hlp Win.

or

The whole number of deaths in the city for
was eight, from the following

Diseases.
Abscess.

Exchange

40

FOB
trally located
good

Exchange

HOUSE

1-64

rooms, in

I.KT

Ladies’ Cotton Underwear! FURNISHING
LOWEST

GARDINER,

TOthe city.

GRAND SALE!

new

up

ATKINSON

20th,

—

furnace, good drainage; open view oil a'l shies of
the house; will lease for a term of years, If desirN. 8.

"*

V.

AWIIMSTRATRIX HALE.

house on State street,
TOwell located,Furnished
pleuty of sunshine; bath room,
ed.

II1LM.

AITIIO.N

F. 0. BAILEY * CO.

To

I.KT

$1.50 COLORED VELVETS 75c

LET.

I.KT—Brick House with ten rooms; bath
room, furnace, good drainage;
good yard
room j
very centrally located; price 1400, water
extra
Brick house, 9 rooms: bath room, furnace;
$300, water extra; good location. N. 8. GARDl10-1
NEli, 40 Exchange stiect.

THE

causes:

Mile. Ithea will present her latest success,
that of Galatea, this evening, at the Portland
Theatre. The Baltimore American says of
her Galatea: “As Galatea, Ithea w as charmWhen the curtains in the sculptor’s
ing.
studio were drawn aside for the first time,
she presented, as the statue, a vision of exquisite beauty. The pose was perfect, the
drapery marvelous. When, at Pygmalion’s
bidding, she moved from the pedestal, imbued with life, she became the poetry of mo-

TO

one

last week

shops.
There is no

Accident.
A small party of men were at the Cape
yesterday, and one of them while seated on
a rock attempted to cock a revolver with
which he was target shootiug. The hammer

sons are

day last week cutting a deep gash in his
forehead.
Lost Saturday Mr. John B. Chase, of Wil'
lard, fell from tlie first floor of Kendall &
Whitney’s new block, corner of Federal and
streets, Portland to the cellar,breakTemple
ing three ribs and receiving other severe inabout
the head and face. His recoverjuries

MI »C K L. L A N E O l! S.

HALF PRICE!

ing.

Moore, of the Department of
Public Works, Boston, is at the Preble

was

CAPK ELIZABETH.
Master Herman, a little son ol Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Loveitt, fell from the steps of
his father’s fish house at Simonton’s Beach

MIXE. KHKA.

nies.

Jurors Drawn.

lan

sion.

the curbstone over

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

SATURDAY—Patrick Lally.

and marched up Preble street to tlie
familiar strains of “The ;Sweet Bye-andBye.” They paused in Market Square, and
the baud played “Auld Lang Syne,” after
which tlie soldiers marched to the armory
and disbanded.
The Biddeford company
took tlie first train for home. The soldier*
report a good time, and it is said that the
Maine representation compared favorably
with any present, while Chandler’s baud was
noticed aud admired among the one hundred
and fifty that marched in Thursday’s proces-

Guards.
Mr. H. A.

tal Hotel.

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Thursday.

depot,

day.
Ex-Captain Hartnett, it is reported, will
be elected Captain of the Montgomery

quarters, and tlie commissariat was as good
as that enjoyed by the staff at the Continen-

SUPERIOR COURT.

Sentences In liquor cases will be

brook Junction for home, and the remaining
companies, one from Bfddefoid, the others
from Portland, with Chandler’s band, continued on their way to this city. The companies, headed by the band, formed at the

Mr. S. B. Thayer has assumed editorial
control of the Dexter Gazette.
Mr. J. L. Tryon, night editor of the Argus,
has returned from his vacation.
Mr. O. M. Shaw of the West End Ilotel,
Bar Harbor, is at the Falmouth.
Chief Engineer Woodside of the Brunswick Fire Department |was in town yester-

NEW ADVEBTINEnBNrg.

N£Wfc.

SUBURBAN

two

1^.1

NEW

laKT—To one or two gentlemeu, a large
sunny furnished room, with bath room accomodations, for 92.00 per week: also rooms for
91.00 per week. U5 INDIA ST.lft-1

TO

a

iu

part

the

city.

aud two
western

Address K., Press Office, stating

price aud locatlou.

16-1

«tt>

ian24

MUSIC READING AT

or

KOO .VIM and board for
tady
TWO
children
a private family. In the
of

COIdCOltD,

143 PEAKI. STREET.

rtM,nw at No. 10 Deering
T0u*jK.T-1,.lc;i8ant
St., lu suits
unfursingle, furnished
nished.
or

M.

J.

SICHT

METHOD,

til NlKOtn It APIS.

|
]
,

1r. W. L. Fitch Ls now
to receive pupils for
Tivute instruction, either
or In classes of
wo, four or six; also, parties
to make arangemeuts for singing schools can do so by ad-

ready
singly
wishing

Iresslng 113 Brackett street, Portland, Me.
sepia
eodZw

